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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to reveal some Insights Into college 
students' perceptions o f printed Job recruitment advertisements for sex- 
stereotyped occupations and to Iso la te  factors accounting for such 
differences.
Two Instruments were used to co llec t the data from 48 male and 
48 female freshmen students a t Lamar University In an a fter-on ly  experi­
ment. A booklet o f 18 job recruitment advertisements was designed to 
portray separately a male, a female, and both sexes for three male- 
stereotyped occupations (accountant, computer sp e c ia lis t, and engineer) 
and fb r three female-sjtereotyped occupations ( l ib ra r ia n , nurse, and 
secretary). Respondents recorded th e ir  evaluations o f p ic ture , copy, 
and to ta l e ffe c t concepts on three sets o f semantic d iffe re n tia l scales 
fo r each advertisement; advertisements and scales were randomly arranged 
In the booklet. Personality tra its  were measured by the Gullford- 
Zlnrnerman Temperament Survey.
The three-way analysis o f variance technique was used to Isolate  
differences related to respondent sex, separate occupations as well as 
occupational classes, treatments, and Interaction e ffects . The Pearson 
product moment co e ffic ien t o f correlation compared concept scores as 
well as personality t ra its  with advertisement evaluations.
Four Interaction effects were tested by three-way analysis o f 
variance. Defin ite Interactions were noted between respondent sex and
X l 1
occupation portrayed (.05  leve l) and between occupation and treatment 
portrayals (.0001 le v e l) . No s ig n ifican t Interactions were noted for 
respondent sex with treatment o r fo r the three factors o f respondent 
sex, occupation, and treatment.
Men respondents d iffered  from women In th e ir  perception o f the 
advertisements on copy and total e ffe c t concepts (.01  le v e l) . In general, 
women were less c r it ic a l than were men o f the advertisements. Some of 
the differences were attributed  to perceived occupations. Within sex- 
group comparisons revealed that men preferred the both-sexes treatment 
fo r male occupations as opposed to female occupations; women perceived 
no difference In this treatment. Both sex groups preferred the male 
treatment fo r male occupations and both perceived no difference 1n the 
female treatment for male or female occupations.
Respondents perceived the six d iffe re n t occupations (.0001 
lev e l) and the two occupational classes (.0005 le v e l) d iffe re n tly . The 
computer specia lis t advertisements were preferred on the picture concept 
while the nurse advertisements were favored on the copy and to ta l e ffe c t  
concepts. The male occupation advertisements were generally preferred 
to the female occupation advertisements. For occupational classes, the 
respondents preferred the sex-spec1flc or the both-sexes treatment.
S ign ificant differences (.03  lev e l) In the perception o f tre a t­
ments occurred across the sample. For a ll  18 advertisements, the both- 
sexes treatment was preferred followed by the female treatment and the 
male treatment. The both-sexes treatment was preferred fo r male 
occupations while the female treatment was preferred for female 
occupations.
x111
P1ctur«i copy, end to ta l e ffe c t concepts were closely correlated  
(.05  leve l) fo r the 18 advertisements. The comparison o f GZTS personality 
tra its  with most or least favorable perception yielded only s lig h t  
evidence o f correlation. The following personality tra its  were corre­
lated with treatments on two or more concepts: men, emotional s ta b ility  
and s o c ia b ility ; women, res tra in t and personal re lations; and to ta l 
sample, personal relations and masculinity.
Personality tra its  as defined by the GZTS proved somewhat
inadequate predictors o f advertisement perception. The three factors
o f respondent sex, occupation, and treatment and subsequent Interaction  
*
effects emerged as s ign ifican t indicators. T’-.e men respondents were 
somewhat resistant to breaking the sex-stereotyped occupational barriers  
whereas the women were much less c r it ic a l o f the advertisements. The 
occupation portrayed appeared the most s ig n ifican t factor as occupation 
showed Interaction effects with both respondent sex and treatment. The 
both-sexes treatment or the sex-spec1f1c treatments were judged the most 
favorable fo r male- and female-stereotyped occupations.
CHAPTER I
ORIENTATION TO A COMMUNICATIONS STUDY
One of the problems facing organizations In both the public and 
private sectors of the United States appears to be the d if f ic u lty  of 
recruiting women and minority groups for occupations which have until 
recently been closed to them by custom and sometimes by law. Yet, 
during the la s t ten-year period l i t t l e  comnunl cat Ions research has 
appeared which might provide some Insight for employers faced with 
comnunleating not only th e ir willingness but also th e ir desire to hire 
women or other minority groups. In fa c t, the area o f recruitment 
comnunlcations seems to receive the same "stepchild treatment" that 
I t  was evidently accorded 1n I960 .1
Although recruitment o f minority groups 1s a problem, this 
study 1s specifically  concerned with the perception by men and women of 
a special form of written communications—the recruitment advertisement 
for sex-stereotyped occupations. Because the effect o f a communication 
depends on Its  "timeliness," certain environmental factors probably 
affec t not only the Intent o f the source but also the receptiveness
^William A. Douglass, "Job Recruiting Ads: Why Do They Get 
Stepchild Treatment?" Printers1 Ink, 270 (March 11, 1960), 90. The same 
general thought was expressed by Frank Coss, Recrultment Advertising 
(New York: American Management Association, In c ., 1966), p. 1. Further­
more, not one of the 201 studies o f recruitment and placement practices 
reviewed by J. L. Wlndle, Adrian P. VanMondfrans, and Richard S. Kay, 
Review of Research and Development. Placement and Recruitment of 
College-Trained Personnel [Bethlehem, Pennsylvania: College Placement 
Council, In c ., 1972) concerned recruitment advertisements.
1
2
of the receiver. These environmental factors provide the background o f 
this Investigation.
BACKGROUND FOR THIS INVESTIGATION 
Since 1963, le g is la tive  and social forces have become increasingly 
Important 1n Influencing recru iting , h irin g , and promoting policies o f 
private and public organizations. Numerous periodical a rtic le s  emphasize 
the social responsib ility2 and the legal responsib ility3 each employer 
faces In recruiting prospective employees.
Social forces bringing about changes in the employment environ­
ment Include changing attitudes about sex ro les, Improved methods of 
b irth  control, a growing number o f women with higher educational and
2S1 nee numerous a rtic le s  have appeared during the la s t ten 
years about the subjects mentioned 1n th is section, only selected 
references are Included. For examples o f social responsib ility , see: 
Barbara Boyle, "Equal Opportunity for Women Is Smart Business," Harvard 
Business Review. 51 (Hay-June, 1973), 85-95; John W. Macy, J r . ,
"Unless We Begin Now . . . Personnel Adn1nlstratlon. 30 (May-
June, 1967), 3-5 and 13-16; Richard A. Mora no, "A New Concept In Personnel
Development and Employee Relations," Personnel Journal. 53 (August,
1974), 606-611; and Benson Rosen and Thomas H. Jerdee, "Sex Stereotyping 
1n the Executive Suite," Harvard Business Review. 52 (March-Aprll, 1974), 
45-58.
3For example, see: Antonio Handler Chayes, "Make Your Equal 
Opportunity Program Court-Proof," Harvard Business Review. 52 (September- 
October, 1974), 81-89; C. F. Fretz and Joanne Hayman, "Progress fo r  
Women—Men Are S t i l l  More Equal," Harvard Business Review. 51 (Septenber- 
October, 1973), 133-142; and John W. Kingsbury. "Business R ealities and 
the Law," The Conference Board Record. 10 (August, 1973), 55-57.
3
career aspirations, and the e ffo rts  o f groups engaged 1n the Women*s 
Liberation Movement.4
During the same period, legal forces a t both state and federal 
levels have also shaped employment practices. S ign ificant among these 
are the Equal Pay Act o f 1963, T it le  V II o f the C iv il Rights Act o f  
1964, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act o f 1972, and various execu­
tive  orders.^
Attributed to these forces are the Increased supply o f women 
workers and the increased demand fo r women employees 1n certain  
occupations.6
The Supply and Demand o f Employees 
The social forces mentioned e a r lie r  have combined to create a 
willingness o f women to enter the work f o r c e .7 At the beginning o f the
4Ravenna Helson, "The Changing Image o f the Career Woman,1*
Journal o f Social Issues, 28, Ho. 2 (1972), 40; Suzanne K e lle r, "The 
future Role o f Women." the Annals o f the American Academy o f P o litic a l 
and Soda! Science. 408 (July, 197317 6; Richard Allen S tu ll ,  "Hew 
Answers to an Old Question: Woman's Place Is 1n the What?” Personnel
Journal, 52 (January, 1973), 31; and "You S t i l l  Have a Long Way to G o- 
Baby.^ Business Week, September 25, 1971, p. 74.
5She11a Tobias, "Male Chauvinism 1n Employment," Journal o f 
College Placement. 33 (April-May, 1973), 53; and "Up the Job Ladder— 
Gains fo r Women,** U. S. News A World Report, 73 (October 2, 1972), 46.
6The preoccupation with equal employment fo r women as opposed to 
that for men 1s as evident In this study as such preoccupation Is  In the 
l ite ra tu re  on which the study Is  based. Indexes fo r periodicals (such as 
Readers1 Gulde to Period!cal L Iterature and Business Periodicals Index) 
and forbooks include subject categories fo r ”women but few. I f  any, 
fo r "men.”
For Women: More Jobs, But Low Pay," U. S. News A World Report,
LXXV (October 8, 1973), 41; K. P a tric ia  Cross, Beyond the Open Door (San 
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, In c ., Publishers, 1971), p. 147; and Valerie
Kincaid Oppenhelmer, "Demographic Influence on Female Employment and the 
Status o f Women," Changing Women 1n a Changing Society, ed. Joan Huber 
(Chicago: The University o f Chicago Press7 1*73), pp. 196-197.
4
1970s women accounted fo r approximately 40 percent o f the c iv ilia n  work 
fo rce.8 I f  women continue to enter the labor force a t  the same rates 
that have prevailed fo r the la s t ten years, "one-half o f the adult 
female population w ill be 1n the labor force by about 1985."9 But 
these women who work or desire to work are evidently seeking employment 
1n "trad itio n a l"  occupations—occupations for which there Is frequently 
l i t t l e  or declining demand.10
Also on the demand side, employers seldom sought women employees 
fo r professional or highly technical positions until the la te  1900s. 
Women were frequently turned away at employment o ffices because they 
were considered unsuitable fo r many occupations.H Currently, employers1 
demand fo r women employees 1n many occupations appears acute; but 
prospective women employees fo r these occupations are 1n short supply.1?
&U.S., Department o f labor, Employment Standards Administration, 
Women's Bureau, Careers fo r Women In the Seventies. 1973; p. 11.
^Abbott L. Ferrlss, Indicators o f Trends 1n the Status of 
American Women (New York: Russell sage foundation, 1971), p. 85.
lORolph E. Anderson and Richard J. Ters1ne,"0ur Working Women 
An Underutilized Resource," Business Horizons. XVI (February, 1973),
55; Oppenhelmer, op. c l t . ,  p. 198; and Janice Nelpert Hedges, "Women 
Workers and Manpower Demands In the 1970's." Monthly Labor Review. 93 
(June, 1970), pp. 22-24.
^ E l l  Glnzberg, The Development o f Human Resources (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966), p. 119; Glenn Rosenthal, "Move Over 
Jack—Here Comes J i l l , "  Journal o f College Placement. XXXIV (Spring, 
1974), 59; "Recruiting Women S t i l l  a frroolem, F1rms“Flnd," Industry 
Week, 176 (March 19, 1973), 20; and "For Women: More Jobs, But Low
Pay," loc. c l t .
^ F e rr ls s . op. c l t . ,  p. 114; Deborah D. Herman, "More Career 
Opportunities fo r Women: Whose Responsibility?" Personnel Journal, 53 
(June, 1974), 416; "Firms Find Few Technical Workers to F il l  Women 
Quotas," Industry Week. 176 (February 5, 1973), 56; and "Return o f the 
Campus Recruiter." Time, 103 (May 6, 1974), 72.
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Hedges noted: "The Nation requires the labor that women can provide.
But those requirements are becoming more and more specific . Needs are
1n Individual occupations, not In the labor m a r k e t ."13
By the same token, the Implications o f the changing environment
fo r men appear ju s t as severe. When women are demanded fo r occupations
formerly held by men, men obviously should not be barred from those
occupations previously reserved fo r women.^
Men and women, public and private organizations are being pushed
by social and legal forces but are apparently Impeded by cultural forces.
Efforts to provide equal opportunity
fo r women have been affected by the fac t that nobody Is  
sure what has to be done to elim inate sex discrimination  
o r, for that matter, 1 f sex discrimination In employment 
can ever be erased e n tire ly . Also because few organiza­
tions seem w illin g  to be leaders 1n the area o f women's 
employment rights , few examples o f successful programs 
ex is t fo r others to emulate. 15
The following comment by one source about the employment o f 
women seems equally applicable to men: "One o f the chief hurdles 
remaining 1s opening the doors psychologically as well as le g a lly ." 1®
13Hedges, op. c l t . ,  p. 21.
l4Cynth1a Fuchs Epstein, Woman's Place: Options and Limits In
Professional Careers (Berkeley, C alifo rn ia: University o f C aliforn ia  
Press, 1970), pp. 152-153; Warren T. F a rre ll,  "The Human Lib Movement:
I and I I , "  The New York Times. June 17, 1971, p. 41, and June 18, 1971, 
p. 39; Mary Kathleen Ben^t. The Secretarial Ghetto (New York: McGraw-
H ill  Book Company, 1972), p. 168; Rose K. Reha, "Take a L e tte r, Mr. 
Jones," American Vocational Journal. 49 (December, 1974), 38; and E. C. 
Lewis, Developing Women’ s Potential- (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University
Press, 1968), p. 111.
15Fretz and Hayman, op. c l t . ,  p. 136.
*6"He1p Wanted: Women," College Placement Annual 1975 
(Bethlehem, Pennsylvania: College Placement Council, In c ., 1975),
p. 22.
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Some Unanswered Questions 
Overcoming the "psychological h u rd lr"  o f sex-stereotyped occupa­
tions seems to present the recruiters from both private and public 
sectors with convnunication problems. How can an employee communicate 
through job recruitment advertisements a willingness to break down the 
barriers associated with sex-role stereotypes? How w ill these messages 
be perceived by potential employees o f both sexes? Do certain person­
a l i t y  tra its  cause Individuals to overlook or Ignore sexual stereotypes 
of occupations? Are these psychological barriers a llev ia ted  or Inten­
s ifie d  by communlcations (advertisements) such as those placed 1n 
trade and other publications? As detailed In the next section, the 
Intended purpose o f th is stucjy 1s to supply a t least partia l answers 
to some o f these questions.
■
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose o f this Investigation Is to provide some Insight 
Into the perception o f selected printed recruitment advertisements for 
sex-stereotyped occupations.
Generally, th is investigation seeks to determine whether men 
respond d iffe re n tly  from women to Illu s tra te d  models and to gender 
references In a form o f mass communication— the job recruitment 
advertisement. S p ec ifica lly , th is study strives to learn which tre a t­
ments o f advertisements fo r both male-stereotyped and female-stereotyped 
occupations are most favorably perceived by men and women.
For any differences In perception which appear, the study then 
Investigates the relationship o f selected personality tra its  to such
7
differences In perception. Hopefully, such findings may provide some 
Insight Into receiver perception which could be u tiliz e d  fo r specialized  
personnel recruitment.
Four major hypotheses and one minor hypothesis are tested 1n 
this Investigation.
Major Null Hypotheses
1. Male subjects w ill not d if fe r  from female subjects in 
th e ir perception o f 18 recruitment advertisements.
2. Subjects w ill not perceive the six occupations d iffe re n tly .
3. Subjects w ill not react d iffe re n tly  to the three advertise* 
ment treatments.
4. Personality tra its  as c lass ified  by the Gull ford-Zlrnnerman 
Temperament Survey do not account for differences 1n most 
favorable and least favorable perception o f the job 
recruitment advertisements.
Minor Null Hypothesis
5. There w ill be no Interaction In the three factors o f sex, 
occupation, and treatment in recruitment advertisement 
perception.
JUSTIFICATION OF THE RESEARCH EFFORTS 
The background fo r th is study Includes a description o f the 
environment for Individuals and private and public organizations a t the 
beginning of the la s t quarter o f the twentieth century. Men and women 
are faced with the necessity o f adapting to this environment In spite o f 
the acculturation process. For men and women, ro le models have been 
lacking fo r the environment o f the 1970s. Organizations have been 
blamed with fa llin g  to o ffe r  equal opportunities to women and other 
minority groups; but men and women have been particu larly  re ticen t to 
break away from th e ir  sex-stereotyped occupations.
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The pressures from social and legal forces provide the Impetus 
for changing attitudes toward occupational ro les. Private Industry's 
dllenma appears to be how to encourage women to apply fo r positions 
that are regarded as "masculine domains" or men to apply fo r female* 
stereotyped occupations.
Although much has been w ritten about women's role as opposed to 
men's, about male occupations as opposed to female occupations, about 
the persuas1b1l1ty o f men as opposed to the persuasiblHty o f women, 
l i t t l e  Information appears 1n the lite ra tu re  concerning how men and 
women react to the models portrayed 1n recruitment advertising. The 
only study cited 1n the lite ra tu re  review section Is one which Indicated 
the reactions o f women to positions advertised In male help wanted and 
female help wanted columns o f a newspaper. Other studies o f advertising  
take the women's point o f view; few, I f  any comparisons, are made on the 
basis o f both sexes.
This stucfy can conceivably be ju s tif ie d  from three standpoints: 
(1) I t  attempts to Id e n tify  which ro le models are most favorably 
perceived by male and female college students. (2) I t  seeks to 
determine how an organization can most e ffe c tiv e ly  communicate by means 
of printed advertisements the desire fo r applicants o f a sex not normally 
associated with a p articu lar occupation. (3) I t  endeavors to supplement 
communication theory by Identifying job advertisement treatments which 
possibly w ill appeal to Individuals regardless o f th e ir  pre-conce1ved 
ideas (stereotyped Images). Such "stereotyping" has long been regarded 
as one cause fo r the lack o f e ffec tive  communication between the source 
and the receivers o f messages.
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SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
Primary and secondary sources provide data fo r this study. A 
review o f the lite ra tu re  (Chapter I I )  furnishes background Information 
on sex-stereotyped occupations and role models, recruitment advertising, 
and the effects o f sex and personality on perception o f corrmunl cations.
The bulk o f the data, however, comes from two tes t Instruments 
administered to a group o f college students. A sample o f white students 
was selected from freshmen enrolled 1n freshman English classes at 
Lamar University, Beaumont. Texas.
To gather th is Information, one test Instrument was designed to 
measure perception o f elements and to ta l e ffe c t o f 18 advertisements, 
three advertisements fo r each o f s ix sex-stereotyped occupations.
This study Is  concerned with an assessment o f the connotatlve 
meaning o f advertisements, not the occupations themselves, although 
some carryover effects are noticeable a fte r  the results were tabulated. 
This study Investigates perception a fte r  an advertisement has been 
viewed one time; consequently, I t  1s possible to measure "effectiveness" 
o f an advertisement only through attitudes expressed about that adver­
tisement. Host Importantly, perhaps, th is study desires to determine 
the effects o f d iffe re n t models In the Illu s tra tio n s  and indications o f 
sex In the copy o f each advertisement.
For this study, personality tra its  are measured by the Guilford- 
Zimmerman Temperament Survey, a standardized tes t to measure temperament 
or personality t r a its .  This research 1s concerned with personality 
tra its  only as they might explain some o f the variance In perception,
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should such variance appear. Of some In terest Is a correlation o f  
personality tra its  fo r Individuals who record most favorable perception 
and those who record least favorable perception o f each advertisement.
LIMITATIONS
Like other experiments, th is research has some lim itations which 
are recognized a t the outset.
The f i r s t  lim ita tio n  stems from the d e fin itio n  o f the universe 
as white freshmen students enrolled In freshman English classes a t Lamar 
University, Beaumont, Texas. The results o f th is study, therefore, would 
be applicable only to this group. I f  such results appear s ig n ifican t, 
however, the study could eas ily  be replicated a t other colleges. The 
lim itin g  o f the universe to college students does not appear too s ig n if i ­
cant since supposedly most recruitment advertisements o f the type 
u tiliz e d  In the experiment are designed fo r college students.
Choosing only white students presents another lim ita tio n . I f  
students o f other races were Included, another variable would have been 
added to the l i s t  being tested. The addition o f th is variable did not 
appear wise fo r th is p articu lar research.
The th ird  lim ita tio n  also applied to the defined universe. 
Students a t the freshman level might perceive such advertisements 
d iffe re n tly  from students with more advanced standing. However, since 
career comnltment 1s not considered as a variab le, freshmen were 
deliberate ly  chosen. The three male-stereotyped occupations and the 
three female-stereotyped occupations o ffe r  some, but not complete, 
d ivers ity . Because the sample was a convenience sample, not every 
freshman enrolled 1n a freshman English class had an equal chance of
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being chosen. The random selection of classes should have p a rtia lly  
alleviated this lim ita tio n .
The job recruitment test booklet and the semantic d iffe ren tia l 
scales Impose some minor lim itations on the stud[y. The test booklet 
was designed to picture sex-stereotyped occupations. This bias was 
probably soon evident to anyone evaluating the material. Random place­
ment o f the advertisements In each test booklet mediated to some extent 
over the whole sample the "b u ilt-in  bias" o f the advertisements. The 
effects of “forced" perception o f the advertisements probably differed  
from the effects of "chance" perception. The choice o f adjective pairs 
classified as "evaluative" e ither lim ited the connotatlve meaning to 
that dimension o f semantic space or Ignored the possib ility  that other 
dimensions might be s ign ificant. Since connotatlve meaning was judged 
from the sum o f the selected adjective pairs, the difference In meaning 
Implied by any one pair o f adjectives was probably minimized. F inally , 
responses were recorded at "one point In time"; and no e ffo rt was made 
to measure changes over time.
The personality assessment instrument was chosen for this 
research because a ll tra its  but one are comparable for men and women; 
that one t r a i t  conceivably d ifferentiates masculine and feminine 
Interests. The dimension o f personality Investigated In this research 
1s, therefore, lim ited to the tra its  measured by the Gu1lford-Z1mmerman 
Temperament Survey and the descriptions o f personality are based on the 
"self-reports" o f the respondents themselves.
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TERMS USED IN THIS STUDY
Although some o f the terms used 1n this study have already been 
mentioned, th is section serves as a summary o f terms and th e ir  Intended 
meanlngs .
A sex-stereotyped occupation 1s one 1n which the majority o f 
workers are e ith er male or female. To d iffe re n tia te , mention 1s made 
of male-stereo typed occupations or female-stereo typed occupations.
Personality is  defined as the "unique pattern o f tra its "  of each 
Individual. In th is study temperament tra its  are considered Indicative  
o f personality, and the terms personality and temperament are used 
interchangeably.
Perception Is used In a broad sense to Imply the Individual 
assignment o f meaning to a communication stimulus (1n tills  case, the 
visual stimulus o f a job recruitment advertisement).
A job recruitment advertisement refers to a paid conmunlcation 
In p rin t media designed to encourage Individuals to apply to or communi­
cate with the organization placing the advertisement. In th is Instance, 
"job" re flects  no p articu lar connotatlve meanlng; the term could be 
used synonymously with "career" or other s im ilar terms.
The treatment o f the advertisement alludes to the models portrayed 
1n the Illu s tra tio n  and the language used. The three treatments are 
male, female, and both sexes.
Concept 1s used to Indicate the parts o f the advertisement-- 
I l lu s tra t io n , copy, and to ta l e ffe c t.
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PREVIEW OF THE PRESENTATION 
Chapter I has set the background fo r th is study. The communi­
cations environment has been described and some o f the problems faced 
both by recru iting  employers and by prospective employees have been 
enunerated. The general purpose o f this study Is to reveal some Insight 
Into college students* perceptions o f printed recruitment advertisements 
for sex-stereotyped occupations and to account fo r differences In percep­
tion. The study can be ju s tif ie d  on the bases o f Identify ing  role models 
which are favorably perceived* o f providing Insight fo r organizations 
Interested 1n recruiting  college students* and o f contributing to 
communications theory with possible methods fo r breaking down stereo­
types. The scope o f the study encompasses both primary and secondary 
sources. The study 1s somewhat lim ited from the d e fin itio n  o f the 
universe, the selection o f the sanple, the design o f the experiment, 
and the narrow d e fin itio n  o f personality variables. Chapter I also 
Includes defin itions o f  terms used in this study*
Based upon th is orientation* Chapter I I  examines lite ra tu re  
relevant to this study. F irs t , certain  factors leading to the sex- 
stereotyping o f occupations are described. Then* the study looks a t 
the results o f printed mass comnunlcations in perpetuating or destroying 
occupational barriers based on sex. The th ird  subsection Investigates 
personality tra its  as defined for the purpose o f th is study. F in a lly , 
the effects  o f selected variables in persuasive communications processes 
are b r ie f ly  mentioned.
Chapter I I I  describes the methodology for the collection o f 
primary data fo r th is study* The universe 1s defined; the sample
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selection process 1s outlined; and the afte r-on ly  experiment 1s de­
scribed. The rationale fo r and the mechanics o f designing the job 
recruitment tes t booklet are explained In d e ta il. F in a lly , th is chapter 
Includes a description o f the Gull ford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey, the 
Instrument used to d iffe re n tia te  selected personality t ra its .
The fourth and f i f th  chapters are devoted to the findings from 
the experiment. S ta tis tic a l evidence 1s cited to prove or disprove the 
four major and one minor hypotheses. The e ffe c t o f respondent sex on 
the perception o f job recruitment advertisements Is explored from the 
standpoints o f the three concepts: Illu s tra tio n  e ffe c t, copy e ffe c t,
and to ta l e ffe c t. The same three concepts also furnish proof for 
d iffe ren t perceptions o f occupations and varying reactions to advertise­
ment treatments. The Interactions o f sex, occupation, and treatment 
factors are explored in the fourth chapter. The f i f t h  chapter includes 
a discussion o f the correlation o f personality t r a i t  scores and 
evaluation scores o f the job recruitment advertisements.
In Chapter V I. the conclusions from this study are amalgamated. 
This chapter concludes with the suggestion o f additional research 
e ffo rts .
CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF PERTINENT LITERATURE
In seeking answers to some o f the questions mentioned In Chapter 
I .  th is research study looks f i r s t  to the available lite ra tu re  to deter* 
mine what has been w ritten  on subjects pertinent to this Investigation.
In this chapter, factors leading to the sex-stereo typing o f occupations 
are traced. Then, the role o f printed mass communications 1n In tensify­
ing or breaking down occupational barriers 1s examined. The meaning o f 
"personality" fo r this itudy is explained, and the effects o f selected 
variables In the conmunlcatlon process are explored In the la s t sub­
sections.
THE SEX-STEREOTYPING OF OCCUPATIONS 
A comprehensive review o f lite ra tu re  from many disciplines would 
probably be necessary to explain adequately "sex roles" and the resultant 
sex-stereotyping o f occupations. Such a review Is beyond the scope of 
this research, but the following sections b r ie fly  explore areas which 
provide background fo r th is study. Since the lite ra tu re  1s extensive, 
only selected references are c ited.
Sex Roles and Personality Characteristics 
The term "sex role" has been defined 1n several ways. According 
to Angrlst, commonly anthropology sees sex roles as "position";
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psychology, as "behavior"; and sociology, as "re la tionsh ip ."1
Each meaning tends to be associated with a topical emphasis 
and social location assumptions. Sex role as positional 
usually Involves the division o f labor by sex in  structured 
groups; as behavior, sex ro le tends to be defined 1n terms 
o f personality, a b i l i t ie s ,  preferences without regard to 
context; as relationship, sex role learning 1n socialization  
1s the focus 1n varied social se ttings.2
This study is p artic u la rly  Interested in sex roles as they are related  
to the "division o f labor" and as they are "defined" In terms o f per­
sonality t ra its .
In terms o f personality, men and women presumably exh ib it 
d iffe re n t t ra its .  Lisa Gray-Shellberg e t a l .  pinpointed characteris­
tics  frequently associated with sex roles.
O verall, the male ro le Incorporates an emphasis 
upon s e lf  and self-expression leading to achievement- 
oriented, autonomous, aggressive, and masterful types 
o f behavior and attitu des . In contrast, the female 
role focuses upon others rather than s e lf ,  leading to 
supportive, dependent, and passive types o f behavior 
and a tt itu d e .3
Based on sim ilar generalized t r a its ,  the socia lization  process 
(a t least in the United States) p a r t ia lly  determines what "options" are
S h ir le y  S. Angrlst, "The Study o f Sex Roles," Readings on the 
Psychology ofWomen. ed. Judith M. Bardwlck (New York: Harper & Row, 
Publishers, 1972), p. 101.
2Ib1d ., p. 106.
3L1sa Gray-Shellberg e t a l . ,  "Resolution o f Career Conflicts: 
The Double Standard 1n Action" (paper presented a t the 80th annual 
Convention o f the American Psychological Association, September, 1972), 
p. 3, as quoted 1n Eleanor Brantley Schwartz and James J. Rago, J r . ,  
"Beyond Tokenism: Women as True Corporate Peers," Business Horizons. 
XVI (December, 1973), 71.
open for men and women.^ Because men “possess" certain personality 
t ra its ,  1t has been trad itional that they seek careers outside the 
home; women with another set o f tra its  have been designed for "domestic 
ro les ."5 In general, men and women have thus been conditioned to judge 
themselves and choose an occupation on the basis o f "trad itional"  person 
a lity  characteristics associated with sex roles. Personality character­
is tic s , therefore, have been closely associated with the division of 
labor into suitable occupations.
Sex-Stereotyped Occupations 
Sex roles and the concomitant personality tra its  have supplied 
the foundation for the sex typing o f occupations. Occupations which 
require "coolness, detachment and analytic ob jec tiv ity" have been per­
ceived by society as being "masculine" while those occupations calling  
for "helping, nurturing, and empathizing" characteristics have been 
typ ica lly  "feminine."®
4Sandra L. Bern and Daryl J. Bern, "Case Study o f a Nonconsclous 
Ideology: Training the Woman to Know Her Place," B e lie fs . A ttitudes, 
and Human A ffa irs . Daryl J. Bern (Belmont, C a lifo rn ia ! Brooks/Cole 
Publishing Company, 1970), p. 95; and Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, Woman’s 
Place: Options and Limits In Professional Careers (Berkeley, California  
University o f C alifornia Press, 1970), p. 50.
5Janice Fanning Madden, The Economics o f Sex Discrimination 
(Lexington, Massachusetts: Lexington Books, D. C. Heath and Company,
1973), pp. 80-81.
®Epste1n, op. c 1 t . ,  pp. 154-155; Deborah D. Herman, "More Career 
Opportunities fo r Women: Whose Responsibility?" Personnel Journal.
53 (June, 1974), 416; and V irg in ia Ellen Scheln, "Fair Employment o f  
Women Thhough Personnel Research," Personnel Journal. 51 (May, 1972), 
334.
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Since certain occupations have been "masculine," men have been 
expected to enter these occupations while women have been expected to 
enter "feminine" occupations.7 In th is way, "generalizations" have been 
made about occupations. Because these "generalizat'ons" have been 
treated *'as i f  they were universally true," the occupations have become 
"sex-stereotyped."®
Occupations are therefore considered sex-stereotyped "when a 
large m ajority of those In them are o f one sex and when there 1s an 
associated normative expectation that th is 1s how 1t should be."9
Such a c lass ifica tion  o f men's jobs and women's jobs automati­
ca lly  narrows the range o f choice fo r both men and women regardless o f 
th e ir  Individual unique a b ilit ie s  or temperaments.10 Not only have the 
men and women been conditioned to choose "suitable" occupations, but 
employers have also chosen employees because o f " tra its  that are
7leo Kanowltz, Sex Roles In Law and Society (Albuquerque: 
University o f New Mexico Press, 1973), p. 300; ancf Elizabeth Janeway, 
Man's World. Woman's Place: A Study In Social Mytholoqy (New York:
William MorroW and Company! In c ., B 7 1 ), p. 165. ---------
®Dary1 J. Bern, B e lie fs . Attitudes and Human A ffa irs (Belmont: 
Cal1fo rn la : Brooks/Cole Publishing Company, 1970), p. 8.
^Epstein, op. c 1 t . ,  p. 152.
1®E. C. Lewis, Developing Women's Potential (Ames, Iowa: Iowa
State University Press, 1968}, p7 117; Epstein, op. c 1 t., pp. 46 and 
165; K. P atric ia  Cross, Beyond the Open Door (San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, In c ., Publishers, 1971J, p. 87; and American Economic Associa­
tion Committee on the Status o f Women In the Economics Profession, 
"Combatting Role Prejudice and Sex Discrimination," American Economic 
Review. 63 (December, 1973), 1053.
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considered attributes o f one sex or the o th e r.1' 11 In this way, men 
are recruited for certain occupations and women are chosen for others.
Longitudinal studies have shown that sex-stereotyped occupations 
changed l i t t l e  1n composition between 1900 and 1960.!2 According to 
Gross, the male-stereotyped occupations became even "more segregative" 
whereas the female-stereotyped occupations became somewhat "less segre­
gative" during the sixty-year period.13
Perhaps the legal and social forces mentioned e a r lie r  may have 
modified some o f th is "segregation" since 1960; however, current a rtic les
Indicate the d if f ic u lt ie s  o f breaking the "stereotype" b a r r ie r .^  One
method o f diminishing stereotypes suggested by many authors concerns 
the v is ib i l i ty  o f "ro le models'1 1n the various occupations.
Possible E ffect o f Role Models
Role models are "those who provide examples" fo r other people to 
emulate.W The absence o f such role models 1n many occupations has
l l Valer1e Klncade Oppenhelmer. "The Sex-Labe11ng of Jobs," 
Industrial Relations. 7 (May, 1968), 226. The same Idea Is noted by 
Franclne Blau Welsskoff, "'Women's Place1 In the Labor Market,"
American Economic Review. 62 (May, 1972), 163-164.
^Oppenhelmer, op. c l t . , p. 233; and Edward Gross, "Plus £a 
Change . . .  7 The Sexual Structure o f Occupations Over Time," Soda! 
Problems. 16 (F a ll,  1968), p. 202.
13Gross, op. c l t . ,  p. 205.
14A 1974 study demonstrated that college men and women perceive 
the differences 1n male-stereotyped and female-stereotyped occupations ■ 
and the associated personality tra its  fo r each group of occupations. See 
Eva Hanskl Shlnar, "Interpersonal Perception as a Function o f Occupation 
and Sex" (unpublished PhD d issertation. The Ohio State University, 1974).
l5Epste1n, op. c l t . .  p. 53.
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e lic ite d  comnents from many authors who p articu la rly  note the lack o f 
v is ib le  women In other than "typical" occupations.16
Young women apparently are deprived o f the chance to Iden tify  
with a professional Image (fo r  example, a woman engineer).17 Lacking 
examples, young women experience d if f ic u lty  In separating female sex 
roles from occupational ro le s .18
The v is ib i l i ty  o f professional role models may be one of the 
means o f breaking down sex-stereotyped occupations. Communications 
media, in general, have been c r itic iz e d  fo r reinforcing "occupational 
Images and stereotypes through the socia lization  process."*9 Possibly, 
certain communlcations could be u tilize d  to break down stereotypes 
rather than to reinforce them. Organizations, desirous o f h iring  women 
workers, have been advised to present "female career-ro le models 1n 
advertisements, recru iting , or general Information brochures."20
H. Chafe, The American Woman: Her Changing Social. Economic 
and P o litic a l Roles 1926-1970 (Hew Vork: Oxford University Press, 1972), 
p. 251; Alice S. Rossi, "Barriers to the Career Choice o f Engineering, 
Medicine, or Science Among American Women," Women and the S c ie n tific  
Professions, eds. J. Mattfeld and C. VanAken (Cant)ridge, Massachusetts:
MIT Press, 1967), p. 98; Madden, op. c l t . ,  p. 82; Gary G. Peterson and 
Linda Bryant, "Eliminating Sex D1scr1m1nat1on--Who Must Act? Personnel 
Journal, SI (August, 1972), 589; and American Economic Association 
Commlttee on the Status o f Women In the Economics Profession, loc. c l t .
l?B1rd McCord, "Identify ing  and Developing Women fo r Management 
Positions," Training andDevelopment Journal. 25 (November, 1971), 4; 
Rossi, op. c l t . .  pp7 47-98; and Cha^e, op. c i t . ,  p. 228.
*6Janeway, op. c l t . ,  p. 83; and Athena Theodore, "The Professional 
Woman: Trends and Prospects," The Professional Woman, ed. Athena Theodore 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Schenkman Publishing Company, In c ., 1971), 
p. 14.
19Theodore, op. c l t . ,  p. 9.
20c. F. Fretz and Joanne Hayman, "Progress for Women--Men Are 
S t i l l  More Equal," Harvard Business Review, 51 (September-October,
1973), 142.
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Summary o f Occupational Sex-Stereotyping 
Occupations become sex-stereotyped when Individuals choose such 
occupations on the basis o f sex roles and associated personality tra its .  
H isto rica lly , once an occupation has become sex-stereotyped, 1t remains 
somewhat segregated. The v is ib i l i ty  o f role models, particu larly In 
mass conmunlcations, may be one means o f desegregating occupations on 
the basis o f sex.
THE INFLUENCE OF ADVERTISING ON SEX-STEREOTYPED OCCUPATIONS 
The sex-stereotyping of occupations appears somewhat Ingrained 
1n the United States culture. Mass communication media e ither have been 
credited by advocates for changing Images or have been blamed by c ritic s  
for perpetuating models which might be classified  as stereotyped. The 
arguments fo r "sociable responsibility" seem to support the positive 
effects o f mass conmunlcations advertisements which endeavor to change 
stereotyped Images of sex In occupational categories.
The General Role o f Advertising 
A b rie f review o f the lite ra tu re  suggests that advertisements 
can be so structured to re fle c t or In h ib it changing societal norms. 
According to Klapper, "mass communication" usually serves to reinforce 
attitudes rather than to "convert" them unless the "social conditions" 
supporting the original attitudes are also changing.21 Bogart Indicated 
that organizations should "consider the effects o f advertising's choice
21Joseph T. Klapper, "Mass Communication, Attitude S ta b ility , 
and Change," Attitude, Ego-Involvement, and Change, eds. Carolyn W. 
Sherlf and Muzafer Sherif (New York: John Wiley A Sons, In c ., 1967),
p. 307.
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of hero figures, social backgrounds, and symbolic content on the minds, 
motivations, aspirations, and emotions o f the pub lic ."22 in a reference 
to the portrayal o f women and "ethnic" groups 1n advertisements, Greyser 
also noted: "Value judgments are d is tin c tly  Involved—e .g . , should ads
show society as I t  1s or as someone (the advertiser?) thinks 1t should 
be?"23
The portrayal o f women In advertisements has received much
critic is m , p articu la rly  from the National Organization for Women.24
The matter o f greatest concern 1s the reinforcement advertising lends
to stereotypes fo r both men and women. One c r i t ic  o f advertising
pointed out the following e ffec ts : For women, advertising "legitim izes
the Idealized , stereotyped roles o f women . . . ."25 Some advertising
also reinforces men's concepts about women's place and 
women's ro le—and about th e ir  own roles. I t  makes 
masculine dominance leg itim ate—and conversely questions 
the manhood o f men who do not want to go along with the 
stereotypes. 26
This c r i t ic  did emphasize that advertising "does not create sex-role 
stereotypes, I t  only re flects  them . . . ."27
22Leo Bogart, "Where Does Advertising Research Go from Here?" 
Frontiers o f Advertising, ed. Hugh W. Sargent (Palo A lto , C alifo rn ia: 
P acific  Books, Publishers, 1972), p. 151.
23Stephen A. Greyser, "Advertising: Attacks and Counters,"
Harvard Business Review. 50 (March-Aprll, 1972), 35.
24"Women's Group Sets Equal Rights Ad Campaign," Editor and 
Publisher, 106 (Hay 26, 1973), 46.
25|_ucy Komlsar, "The Image o f Woman In Advertising," Woman 
In Sexist Society, eds. Vivian Gomlck and Barbara K. Horan (Mew York: 
Basic Books, In c ., Publishers, 1971), p. 211.
2®Ib1d., p. 212.
2?Ib1d ., p. 217.
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Bern pointed out that advertising can play a dual ro le In 
reducing stereotyped Images. By "equal-status representation" adver­
tis in g  can show s im ila r itie s  among groups, formerly stereotyped as 
d iffe re n t. At the same time, however, the portrayal o f an Individual 
In a non-stereotyped role mqy serve as a reinforcement to the observer; 
that Is ,  the observer treats the portrayal as an "exception" but 
reserves his stereotype fo r the remainder o f the group.28
Although some private corporations have pictured women In 
non-stereotyped roles In advertisements,29 no follow-up studies appear 
In the lite ra tu re  about the effects o f these e ffo rts . Instead, the 
lite ra tu re  on sex portrayal In advertisements appears to be ch ie fly  
concerned with women In advertisements featuring products. Only one 
recent study appears to re la te  to recruitment advertising. For back­
ground purposes, the product advertising studies are b r ie fly  described 
on the following pages.
Occupational Portrayals In Advertisements
Since 1971, several studies have examined the roles portrayed by 
women 1n advertisements although s im ilar studies have not appeared for 
men. This section reports the findings o f these studies about women's 
occupational ro le portrayal.
From an examination o f 729 advertisements In seven general 
magazines published during the week o f April 18, 1970, Courtney and
28Bem, op. c l t . ,  p. 9.
29Mary Kathleen Benlt, The Secretarial Ghetto (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1972), pp. 159-160; Komlsar, op. c l t . ,  
p. 216; and Lorraine Baltera, "The Working Woman's Come a Long Way, But 
Can Advertisers Find Her?" Advertising Age. 45 (July 22, 1974), 76.
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Lockeretz found that 49 percent o f the men and 9 percent o f the women 
were shown as workers. Of the 24 women workers, none were pictured as 
business executives or professionals; o f the 177 men workers, 18 were 
shown as business executives and 16 were shown as professional s .30
Dominick and Rauch studied advertisements on network television  
1n 1971. Of the 230 women shown 1n occupational ro les , 56 percent were 
shown as housewives. Of the women employed outside the home, 8 percent 
were stewardesses, 7 percent were models, 3 percent were secretaries,
2 percent were businesswomen, and 2 percent were teachers. Noting the 
prevalence o f women In sex-stereotyped occupations, the authors 
concluded that "comnerclals presenting the Image o f 'modem' woman 
are v ir tu a lly  non-existent."31
In 1972, Wagner and Banos replicated the Courtney and Lockeretz 
study o f magazine advertisements. In th is follow-up study* 21 percent 
o f the women were shown 1n working roles. Although no women were 
pictured as business executives, 4 percent o f the 21 percent were 
shown as "professionals." The percentages o f women shown as semi- 
professional (+7 percent) and white co lla r workers (+29 percent) 
were larger In 1972 than In 1970 while the percentages o f women shown
30Alice E. Courtney and Sarah Wemlck Lockeretz, "A Woman's 
Place: An Analysis of the Roles Portrayed by Women 1n Magazine 
Advertisements," Journal of Marketlnq Research. V I I I  (February, 1971), 
93.
31Joseph R. Dominick and Gall E. Rauch, "The Image o f Women 
In Network TV Conmerclals," Journal o f Broadcasting. XVI (Summer, 1972), 
264-265.
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as entertainers (-35 percent) and blue c o lla r workers (-5  percent) 
were lower over the two-year period. The authors concluded that 
"there has been a substantial Improvement in emphasizing women's 
expanding ro le as a working member o f society In a re la tiv e ly  short 
period o f tim e."32
In an e ffo r t  to assess portrayal o f women In advertisements 
over a twenty-year period* Sexton and Haberman analyzed advertisements 
In five  magazines. Issues o f the selected magazines from July 1950 
through June 1951, July 1960 through June 1961, and July 1970 through 
July 1971 were examined with 1,827 ads being "evaluated." Although 
this study emphasized product categories, other analyses were made. 
"Only 16 per cent o f the ads presented women 1n non-traditional s itua­
tions." These authors concluded that "the trends over two decades did 
not appear to have moved very fa r  from a lim ited  picture o f women as 
social people appearing 1n a predictable environment."33
The la s t study o f role portrayal 1n product advertising was 
reported 1n la te  1974. Wortzel and Frlsble went d ire c tly  to a group 
o f 100 women to determine preferred role portrayal 1n advertisements. 
The women were asked to select from pictures representing women as 
"neutral," "fam ily," "career," "sex object," and "fashion object" the 
ones which they preferred with each o f 21 products. By means o f an
32Lou1s C. Wagner and Janls B. Banos, "A Woman's Place: A 
Follow-Up Analysis o f the Roles Portrayed by Women in Magazine Adver­
tisements," Journal o f Marketlnq Research. X (May. 1973), 213-214.
33Dona1d E. Sexton and Phyllis  Haberman, "Women In Magazine 
Advertisements," Journal o f Advertising Research. 14 (August, 1974), 
45.
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opinion te s t, the women were asked to reveal th e ir  attitudes about 
tenets o f the Women's Liberation Movement. The authors found l i t t l e  
difference 1n desired role portrayal by women 1n favor o f the movement 
and those opposed to i t .  The authors ended by remarking that the 
results o f the study could prove on the one hand that women are sa tis ­
fied  1n th e ir  role portrayals or on the other hand that the women 
sampled have been conditioned by advertising and "other facets o f 
society" to expect and accept trad ition al role portrayals In ads."3*
These studies appear to support the c ritic ism  that advertising, 
In general, 1s helping to perpetuate stereotyped Ideas. One particu lar 
form o f advertising— that fo r job recruitment--has also been c ritic ize d  
fo r Its  accepted practice o f picturing males or females as desirable 
applicants fo r certain sex-defined occupations.
The Uses o f Recruitment Advertising 
Although the purposes o f product advertising and recruitment 
advertising may be somewhat d iffe re n t, the "basic purpose" o f both types 
Is  "conmunlcation."35 Thus, an employer can conceivably comnunlcate 
desire or willingness to h ire  minority groups or women through re c ru it­
ment advertising and lite ra tu re . The employer may picture such minority 
Individuals or Include an "equal opportunity" statement in the printed
34Lawrence H. Uortzel and John M. Frlsb le , "Women's Role 
Portrayal Preferences In Advertisements: An Empirical Study," Journal 
o f Marketing, 38 (December, 1974), 47.
S^Frank Coss, Recrultment Advertlslng (New York: American
Management Association, In c ., Ib68), p. 21.
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m e s s a g e s .36 i n th is way the employer can project a "supportive" Image, 
perhaps o f a woman repairing a telephone lin e  or o f a woman professional 
engineer or s c ie n tis t .37
Yet. according to one source, some employers have hesitated to 
use expensive "general media advertising" because o f the scarcity o f 
women qualified  fo r certain occupations.38 Paradoxically, such "general 
media" as newspapers, trade journals, and professional journals have 
been successfully used In recruiting professional and technical 
employees [s ic  male employees ].39
Apparently. In s u ffic ie n t research has been compiled on the 
effects o f recruitment advertisements in appealing to "segments" o f 
individuals (whether minority groups or women) who are highly 1n 
demand as potential employees.
Study o f Response to Recruitment Advertising
L it t le  empirical work appears on the subject o f job recruitment 
advertising designed fo r men or women. One study has. however, been 
made o f the reactions o f women to "help wanted" advertisements.
36prent1ce-Hall Personnel Management. Communications A Manual 
fo r Managing Employees (Englewood C lif fs ,  New Jersey: Prentlce-H all,
In c .. 1966), paragraph 20.403.
3?Barbara Boyle. "Equal Opportunity fo r Women Is Smart Business." 
Harvard Business Review. 51 (May-June, 1973), 92.
38"Recruiting Women S t i l l  a Problem, Firms Find," Industry 
Week. 176 (March 19, 1973). 21.
39Arthur R. Pell, Recruiting and Selecting Personnel (New York: 
Regents Publishing Company, 1969), p. 16.
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In 1970 Bern and Bern asked 52 women to Indicate th e ir willingness 
to respond (assuming they possessed the necessary qualifications) to 
classified advertisements taken from the Sunday edition of a newspaper. 
Half of the respondents received booklets containing advertisements 
separated Into "Jobs--Hale Interest" and "Jobs—Female Interest."  
Forty-six percent o f this group Indicated they were as lik e ly  to 
apply for male Interest jobs as for female Interest jobs. On the other 
hand, 81 percent o f the women who received "Integrated" booklets 
preferred the male Interest jobs to the female Interest jobs. The 
authors concluded that the separation o f jobs Into male and female 
categories did discourage women from Indicating a willingness to apply 
fo r such jobs.40
Summary o f Advertising Effects
As shown by the studies reviewed 1n this section, sex-stereotyped 
occupations are featured In product advertising. Although advertising 
did not create sex-stereotyped occupations, some believe advertising 
may be responsible fo r perpetuating stereotyped Images. One's values 
would determine the d es irab ility  of the role advertising could or should 
play In reinforcing or breaking down sex-stereotyped Impressions about 
occupations.
Advertising has been mentioned as one o f the ways commonly used 
to recru it prospective employees. Through its  recruitment advertising,
40Sandra L. Bern and Oaryl J. Bern, "Sex-Segregated Want Ads:
Do They Discourage Female Job Applicants?" Discrimination Against Women, 
ed. Catharine R. Stlmpson (New York: R. R. Bowker Company, 1973),
pp. 377-379.
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an employer can show a willingness to h ire minority workers and women;
In addition, the employer can project an "Image" o f those already 
employed.
The one study conducted on the effectiveness of recruitment 
advertising reached the conclusion that women are more apt to apply 
I f  advertisements are not separated Into "male" and "female" categories.
Since perceived "personality" apparently determines to some 
extent choice o f occupations, the following section explores the 
meaning o f "personality" for this research proposal.
PERSONALITY AS A VARIABLE IN THIS STUDY
This study takes, perhaps, a somewhat unsophisticated approach 
to the use of personality as a variable In the research. I t  was 
determined, a fte r a review o f several books on personality, personality 
assessment, and personality research, that any attempt to explore per­
sonality other than as 1t 1s conceived by the authors o f the proposed 
"test Instrum ental would contribute l i t t l e  o f value to this research.42 
The next section, therefore, examines personality as explained by one 
of the authors, Gullfbrd, o f the test Instrument; afterwards the 
rationale for Including personality as a variable Is explored.
41j. p. Guilford and Wayne S. Zimmerman, The Gullford-ZImerman 
Temperament Survey Manual o f Instructions and Interpretations (Beverly 
H ills , California: Sheridan Supply Company, 1949).
42Norman Gekoskl, Psychological Testing (Springfield, I l l in o is :  
Charles C. Thomas Publisher, i§64), p. 149, confirms this decision In 
the following manner: Personality "depends on the test or Instrument
used to measure I t . "
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Personality as Defined by the Test Instrument 
According to G uilford, "An Individual's  personality, then, Is 
his unique pattern o f t r a i t s . "*3 Obviously, to explain personality, one 
must also understand the "aspects or properties" o f personality 
referred to as " tra its ."  "A t r a i t  1s any distinguishable, re la tiv e ly  
enduring way in which one individua! d iffe rs  from others. "44
Although tra its  have been assigned different categories according 
to the philosophy of the researcher, Guilford envisioned several cate­
gories or "modalities" of tra its ; one of these categories Is that of 
"temperament."45 He explained temperament in the following way:
The dimensions of temperament pertain primarily to the 
manner In which a person's behavior occurs, as distinguished 
from what he does or how well he does 1t. They account for 
what 1s popularly known as an Individual's "disposition."
Most factors of temperament can be grouped Into three broad 
classes, depending upon whether they refer to a person's 
attitudes toward his general environment, his emotional 
characteristics, or his Inclinations In dealing with his 
social environment.47
Specifically, the temperament tra its  measured by the Gullford- 
Zinmerman Temperament Survey are general activ ity , restraint, ascendance, 
sociability, emotional s ta b ility , objectivity, friendliness, thought­
fulness, personal relations, and m a s c u l i n i t y .48
43 j. p. G uilford, Personality (New York: McGraw-Hill Book 





48a more elaborate explanation of these tra its  1s provided In 
Chapter I I I  of this study.
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Personality, then, as a variable 1n this study Is considered as 
the "unique patterns" o f temperament or dispositional t r a its .  To avoid 
confusion, the term "personality" Is used Interchangeably with the term 
"temperament" in the description o f results o f the study.49
Relevance o f Personality as a Variable 
The general lite ra tu re  and specific studies reveal many diverse 
findings about the relevance o f considering personality differences on 
the effects o f persuasive communications, such as recruitment advertise* 
rents. Reflecting the apparent f u t i l i t y  o f "correlating" personality 
factors and the effects o f persuasion are the views o f one author who 
Indicated that because o f "Inconsistencies In personality," the 
relationship o f personality to persuasive communlcation 1s o f l i t t l e  
value In a changing world.50
At the other extreme, Karlins and Abelson mentioned three 
reasons for considering the effects o f personality t ra its  on the percep­
tion o f persuasive comnunlcations:
(1) In many Instances the persuader w ill confront an audience 
that Is highly selected, whose members may exh ib it a 
preponderance o f s im ilar characteristics.
49Accord1ng to Paul Horst, Personality: Measurement o f 
Dimensions (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, In c ., Publishers, 1968), p. 23:
"The term 'temperament te s t' 1s o f more semantic than s c ie n tific  or 
psychological In terest. When one examines the Items 1n temperament tests, 
1t Is d if f ic u l t  to distinguish th is type o f measure from others."
Gekoskl, loc. c l t . ,  also uses the terms "personality" and "temperament" 
interchangeably 1n w riting  o f the Gullford-Zlmmerman Temperament Survey.
SOjames William Carey, "Personality Correlates o f PersuaslblHty,"  
Measuring Advertising Effectiveness, ed. John J. Wheatley (Homewood, 
I l l in o is :  Richard D? Irw in , In c ., 1969), pp. 69-70.
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(2) As more becomes known about the Influence o f the small 
group on Its  members, communicators w ill devote more 
thought to how they can cap ita lize  on s im ila r itie s  o f 
personality and circumstances which bring people 
together . . . .
(3) A continuing awareness o f the existence and force o f 
Individual characteristics w ill help any persuader to 
avoid the trap o f seeing his audience as a lump o f  
humanity Instead o f as separate, d is tin c t ind iv iduals .51
Something o f a compromise position was taken by Engel e t a l.  
According to these authors, personality measures usually are not 
suitable when such measures are used as the primary variable In segre­
gating Individuals. Personality measures can be useful, however, as 
"intervening" or "moderator" variables when the Individuals to be 
studied have already been separated Into  groups on some other objec­
tive  bas is .52
Personality, therefore, 1s considered as an "Intervening" or 
"moderator" variable In Investigating the perception by two groups o f a 
special form o f persuasive conmunlcation, a Job recruitment advertise­
ment. The groups are separated on the basis o f sex.
Summary o f Personality's Meaning fo r th is  Study 
Personality has been defined as "the unique pattern o f tra its "  
fo r each Ind iv idual. The temperament t ra its  being measured are thought 
to be Indicative o f an Ind iv idual's  personality. Personality 1s thus
SlMarvIn Karlins and Herbert I .  Abel son. Persuasion. How 
Opinions and Attitudes Are Changed (2d ed .; New York: Springer Publishing 
Company, In c ., 1&70J, pp. 104-lo5.
52james F. Engel, David T. Kollat, and Roger D. Blackwell, 
Consumer Behavior (Dallas: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, In c .,  1968), 
pp. 157-162.
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Included as a variable In this study 1n an attempt to determine I f  
the anticipated differences In perception among men and women can be 
p a rtia lly  accounted fo r by this variable.
The Information Included In the next section provides some 
background on what has been learned about the Interaction o f sex and 
personality variables 1n persuasive situations. I t  should be recognized 
that the authors cited 1n the next section probably conceived personality 
1n d iffe ren t ways and consequently used d iffe re n t methods for evaluating 
the personality variable. The results, nonetheless, appear to Indicate 
that much can s t i l l  be learned from studying the effects o f personality 
on perception o f communications.
SELECTED VARIABLES IN COMWNICATIONS SITUATIONS 
Numerous studies have attempted to Iden tify  the m ultiple effects  
o f sex and personality characteristics on the perception by Individuals 
In persuasive situations. Much o f the work 1n th is  area 1s general In 
nature; l i t t l e  has been done In the area o f mass communications.53
For the purposes o f th is study* a Job recruitment advertisement 
1s considered a form o f persuasive communication. In the same broad 
sense, perception refers to the Individual assignment o f meaning to a 
communication stimulus. In th is particu lar section o f the review o f  
the lite ra tu re , references are made to Individual reactions to various 
stim uli. Although perception, per se, may not be mentioned, perception
53An exception Is ,  o f course, the study by Sam 0. Bruno, "The 
Effects o f  Personality T raits  on the Perception o f Written Hass Communi­
cation" (unpublished PhD d issertation, Louisiana State University, 1971). 
Bruno confirmed, pp. 1-3, the dearth o f published material re la tive  to 
the area o f mass communications.
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undoubtedly occurs between the presentation o f the stimuli and the 
resultant reactions.
A sampling o f the findings o f some authors regarding sex and 
personality as variables In persuasive situations 1s Included 1n the 
following pages.
Sex as an Indicator o f Persuasive Cownunlcation Response 
The lite ra tu re  reflects  various findings concerning the general 
p e r s u a s l b l l l t y 5*  o f  the members o f one sex as opposed to the members of 
the other.
Maccoby and Jacklln, a fte r  reviewing "over 2,000 books and 
a rtic le s ,"  stated: "The two sexes are equally susceptible to persuasive
communications . . . ." 55 Andersen, however, compromised: "The re la tion ­
ship between the sex variable and persuaslblHty has not been consistent." 
This author did, however, go on to say: "When differences are found,
women are almost universally the more persuaslble."56
5*Some e ffo rts  have been made to Iso late a "persuaslblllty" t r a i t  
o f personality. Extensive research was reported In Carl S. Ho viand and 
Irv ing  L. Janls, eds., Personality and Persuaslblllty (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1959)"! Other research has not ve rified  that "persuasl­
b ll l ty "  can be considered a personality factor; fo r example, Larry C. 
Jensen and Susan Knecht, "Type o f Message, Personality, and Attitude  
Change," Psychological Reports. 23 (October, 1968), 643; and Carey, op. 
c l t . ,  p. 55T The question Is o f re la tiv e ly  l i t t l e  Importance for th is  
study since the effects o f perception rather than the results o f 
persuaslb lllty  are measured. However, a mention o f some o f these findings 
seems appropriate as they provide insight as a background for th is study.
55Ei eanor Emnons Maccoby and Carol Nagy Jacklln , "What We Know 
and Don't Know about Sex Differences," Psychology Today. 8 (December,
1974), 109.
56Kenneth E. Andersen, Persuasion Theory and Practice (Boston: 
Allyn and Bacon, In c ., 1971), p. 92^
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The view th a t, on the average, women are the more persuaslble 
o f the two sexes seems to get the most support 1n the l ite ra tu r e .5? I t  
should be noted that these findings Indicate that women 1n general are 
more persuaslble than men; but the findings do not Imply any judgment 
of the persuasive vehicle, such as message content. This situation Is 
considered la te r  1n this section.
Sex and Personality as Predictors o f Persuasive 
Communication Responses
When sex, personality factors, and response to persuasive commun­
ications are compared, again contradictions appear In the lite ra tu re .
One view holds that on the basis o f some personality a ttr ib u tes , predic­
tions can frequently be made about which men can be persuaded but not,
In general, about which women.58
The supporters o f th is view mentioned "self-esteem" as the 
personality variable most closely associated with persuaslb lllty  o f men. 
The In terest In  "self-esteemT1 was apparently sparked by the study done
57Karl1ns and Abelson, op. c l t . ,  p. 89; Carey, op. c l t . ,  p. 63; 
Ralph L. Rosnow and Edward J. Robinson, "Inherent Factors," Experiments 
In Persuasion, eds. Ralph L. Rosnow and Edward J. Robinson (New York: 
Academic Press, 1967), pp. 198-199; Irv ing  L. Janls and Peter B. F ie ld , 
"Sex Differences and Personality Factors Related to P ersuaslb lllty ,"  
Personality and P ersuaslb lllty . eds. Carl S. Ho viand and Irv ing  L.
Janls (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1959), pp. 58-59; J. 0. 
Whittaker, "Sex Differences and Susceptib ility  to Interpersonal 
Persuasion," Journal o f Social Psychology. 66 (June, 1965), p. 93; and 
Thomas Scheldel, "Sex and Persuasib111tytf> Speech Monographs, XXX 
(November, 1963), 354.
58carey, loc. c l t . ;  Karlins and Abelson, op. c l t . ,  pp. 90-91; 
and Janls and F ie ld , loc. d t .
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by Janls and Field to support the findings o f two previous Janls studies 
that persuasib lllty  1s related to "self-esteem ."59 the results o f the 
la s t study confirmed that men low In self-esteem were more easily  
persuaded than were those high 1n self-esteem .50 This study, however, 
found no correlation between any o f the personality factors Investigated  
and the persuasib lllty  o f women.61
The relationship between the self-esteem factor o f personality 
and persuasib lllty  o f men was confirmed 1n a study by Venkatesan with a 
group o f male subjects.52 However, an experiment with 297 women subjects 
by Cox and Bauer disclosed a relationship between "generalized s e lf-  
confidence” (supposedly comparable to self-esteem) and persuasib lllty  
"under some conditions." Women with a high degree o f self-confidence 
and those with a very low degree o f self-confidence were less subject 
to being persuaded. 53
Other findings appear when message sty le  is Included as a 
variable as the next section Indicates.
59jan1s and F ie ld , op. c 1 t .,  pp. 55-56.
60ib1d., p. 62.
5 llb 1 d ., pp. 65-66. These authors ten ta tive ly  concluded that 
"cultural sex-typing" might be a stronger variable than personality 
factors In Influencing the persuasib lllty  o f women. They further suggest 
that other studies might discern 1 f women with masculine Interests are 
as easily persuaded as women with feminine In terests; 1b1d., p. 67.
52m. Venkatesan, "Personality and Persuasib lllty  In Consumer 
Decision Making," Journal o f Advertising Research, 8 (March, 1968), 44.
53oonald F. Cox and Raymond A. Bauer, "Self-Confidence and 
Persuasib lllty  In Women," Experiments in Persuasion, eds. Ralph L.
Rosnow and Edward J. Robinson (New York: Academic iPress, 1967),
pp. 236-237.
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The Additional Effect o f Message Style
Jensen and Knecht Investigated the relationship among type o f 
message ("factua l, emotional or conforming11) appeal, personality 
factors (Including self-concept or self-esteem), and attitude change 
on subjects o f both sexes. At the end of the study, the authors 
stated: "Lastly, while the Investigation did not find that one appeal
was more effective for one of the sexes, the personality measures 
which predicted change were d ifferen t for the two s e x e s ."64
The research done by Sam Bruno provided some valuable Insights 
for this present study. Bruno Investigated the effects of personality 
tra its  and types, as classified by the Cattell Sixteen Personality 
Factor Questionnaire, on the perception of reader and company oriented 
written mass communication. In general, Bruno found that men perceived 
the four test advertisements more favorably than did women. Men were 
particu larly  more receptive to reader oriented advertisements while 
women showed no "preference" fo r e ither o f the two sty les .65 Although 
this study did not separate men and women in terms o f personality t ra its ,  
the author did find that Individuals in whom certain tra its  are predomi­
nate were Inclined to be susceptible to a particular style o f message. 
Furthermore, extraverted types and Introverted types responded d iffe ren tly  
to the messages. “Introverts were more sensitive to recruiting messages 
than e ither extraverts or 'average* Individuals."66 Bruno concluded
Wjensen and Knecht, op. d t . ,  p. 648.
65Bruno, op. c l t . , pp. 108 and 110.
66Sam J. Bruno, "The Effects o f Personality Traits on the 
Perception o f Written Mass Communication," The ABCA Journal o f Business 
Communication. 9 (Winter, 1972), 36.
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that personality tra its  and types may well be a means o f segmenting 
Individuals to whom a specific message Is  designed to appeaT. He 
noted, however, that additional research 1s needed in this area.6?
Summary o f Variables 
On the basis o f the lite ra tu re  reviewed 1n this section, the 
question o f attempting to correlate sex, personality variables, and 
message style with response to persuasive communications 1s unresolved. 
Since personality Is u tiliz e d  as a "moderator" variable, the merit 
o f Including personality 1n th is study seems ju s tif ie d  in view o f the 
diverse findings o f the studies mentioned here.
COMPENDIUM OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 
Occupations have been divided Into  suitable male and female 
occupations a t least p a rtia lly  on the basis o f personality t r a its .  Men 
"who Inherently possess certain tra its "  have tra d itio n a lly  pursued 
careers while women "who possess another or d iffe ren t set o f tra its "  
have been relegated to "domestic ro les." This division o f sex roles 
based on personality factors has presumably led to the sex-stereotyping 
of occupations—certain occupations are desirable fo r men and other 
occupations are acceptable fo r women. The c la ss ifica tio n  o f suitable  
occupations has changed l i t t l e  during the twentieth century.
Advocates o f equal opportunity on the basis o f sex have blamed 
the absence o f role models fbr the resultant division o f male and female
6 7 L o c . c 1 t .
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acceptable Jobs or occupations. Kass corrmunlcation media and adver­
tising 1n particular have been both attacked and defended as sources of 
perpetuating or breaking down the stereotypes o f sex-def1ned occupations. 
Several studies have documented that women are usually portrayed 1n 
domestic or non-career roles 1n advertisements. Only one study has 
Investigated the perception o f women to "sex-typed" job recruitment 
advertisements; this study found women responded more favorably to 
male Interest jobs than to female Interest Jobs when the jobs were not 
segregated.
Because personality 1s presumably a factor 1n selection of a 
l i f e  style or career, personality tra its  are Included as a factor 
Influencing perception. Personality has been defined for this study 
as the "unique pattern o f tra its "  forecasted by the Gull ford-Zimmerman 
Temperament Survey. Previous studies have Indicated diverse findings 
regarding personality as a variable In the persuasion process. As a 
moderator or Intervening variable, personality 1s Included 1n this 
study In an attempt to explain differences In perception o f job re c ru it­
ment advertisements. Other variables which appear to be s ignificant In 
the persuasion process are sex of respondent and message sty le.
A review of the lite ra tu re  Indicates that l i t t l e  has been 
published which would Indicate the preferable perception by male or 
female college students to d ifferen t treatments o f job recruitment 
advertisements. The following chapter explains an experiment designed 
to determine the differences in perception of connotatlve meaning 
assigned by men and women college students to 18 job recruitment 
advertlsements.
CHAPTER I I I
DATA COLLECTION METHODS
In order to discover whether men and women perceive advertise­
ments for sex-stereotyped occupations d iffe re n tly  and to determine 
whether personality tra its  can account fo r any differences 1n perception, 
Information was collected 1n an a fte r-on ly  experiment with a sample o f 
college students. The sample selection, experimental design, techniques 
of data co llection , and the tes t instruments are described on the 
following pages.
SAMPLE SELECTION AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
A sample o f college students was used fo r a simple experiment 
to ascertain whether men and women d if fe r  1n perception o f recruitment 
advertisements. The same sample also completed a standardized person­
a l i ty  survey.
The Universe fo r the Sample 
The universe fo r th is study was considered as those white fresh­
men students enrolled 1n freshman English classes a t Lamar University, 
Beaumont, Texas, during the spring semester o f 1975.
The d efin ition  o f the universe as white freshmen students was 
Influenced by two factors: (1) Because o f the nature o f one o f the
testing Instruments, the Inclusion o f minority students as subjects
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would have Inserted another variable which this stu<1y was not designed 
to tes t; that Is , the perception o f white models by minority students.
(2) Although freshmen may have made vocational choices, i t  was believed 
that they are not so strongly conmltted to a career as are upperclass 
students and should possibly, therefore, perceive the advertisements 
with less occupational bias than would upperclass students.
The English classes were selected because students who are 
pursuing degree programs a t Lamar University are required to take 
freshman English courses. Students enrolled 1n these courses should, 
therefore, be somewhat heterogeneous 1n th e ir  career aspirations but 
somewhat homogeneous from the standpoint o f age and educational back* 
grounds. During the 1975 spring semester, 72 sections o f freshman 
English had a to ta l enrollment o f approximately 1,800 students.*
Dr. Am1e Strickland, head o f the Department o f English, Lamar 
University* Indicated that the freshman classes could be used fo r the 
experiment. Permission was then received from the various faculty  
members Involved before the experiment was actually conducted.
THE ACTUAL SAMPLE
From the universe, 12 classes were chosen a t random so that 
results could be obtained for between 50 and 100 students (25 to 50 
men and 25 to 50 women). Dr. Barton R. Farthing, Head, Department o f 
Experimental S ta tis tics  a t  Louisiana State University, had previously
iThese figures were obtained from the Department o f English, 
Lamar University. Accelerated classes and remedial classes were not 
Included 1n these totals as these classes were not Included In the 
sample.
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stated that a sample as small as 50 would be su ffic ien t to y ie ld  mean­
ingful results. An equal number o f male subjects (48) and female 
subjects (48) were f in a lly  selected because o f the s ta tis t ic a l techniques 
employed.
FACTORS INFLUENCING SAMPLE CHOICE
Approximately two hours were required fo r the students to 
complete the two test instruments. Getting a large enough sample outside 
a classroom situation seemed unlikely since the respondents would volun­
ta r i ly  have to devote two hours to the task.
The choice o f the nonprobability sample appeared feasible because 
o f the time involved and because "general estimates only" were needed2 
as an outcome o f this research.
Nature o f the Experiment
The 12 selected classes o f men and women students received test 
booklets containing 18 advertisements. Six d iffe ren t occupations were 
each represented by three d iffe re n t treatments (male only, female only, 
and both sexes). Each respondent was asked to read each advertisement 
and then to Indicate attitudes about three concepts ( I l lu s tra t io n , copy, 
and to ta l e ffe c t) on a set o f scales.3
The students were asked to Indicate attitudes about the adver­
tisements 1 nmedlately a fte r  seeing each advertisement; therefore, the
2Harper W. Boyd and Ralph W estfa ll, Marketing Research Text and 
Cases (rev. ed .; Homewood, I l l in o is :  Richard D. Irw in , In c ., 19(54), 
p. 440.
^he treatments, concepts, and scales are described 1n detail 
on pages 49 to 54 and 57 to 58.
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experiment can be c lass ified  as an a fte r-o n ly  design. Personality tra its  
were measured with a standardized personality te s t.
RATIONALE FOR SELECTING AFTER-ONLY DESIGN
Because this study sought to determine the Immediate perception 
o f each advertisement, the a fte r-o n ly  design was chosen. What was 
desired as an outcome o f this study was some indication o f how students 
reacted to various portrayals o f men and women models as well as sex- 
typed pronouns and names in recruitment advertisements. For these 
reasons, the a fter-on ly  experiment appeared feasible fo r the desired 
outcome.
Since l i t t l e  research is  available on this p articu lar subject, 
the a fte r-o n ly  design may also be ju s tif ie d  on the basis that the 
study 1s "exploratory."4
CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE EXPERIMENT
Approximately two hours were required fo r the administration of 
the job recruitment booklet and the personality survey; thus, two 
class periods were necessary fo r the completion o f both Instruments.
The tests were administered to the various classes between April 7 
and April 18, 1975.
During the f i r s t  period, the students were asked to evaluate 
the 18 advertisements In the recruitment advertisement booklet.5
4Boyd and W estfa ll, op. c l t . ,  p. 98.
5Th1s booklet 1s described on pages 58 to 60 and shown 1n 
Appendix B.
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The students were f i r s t  given the fbllowlng oral Instructions:
Hello, tyy name 1s Nancy Darsey. Your teacher has 
said that you would probably be glad to help me with a 
study I am making.
I am going to ask you to look at several advertise­
ments and to te l l  me your reaction to these ads. You w ill 
be asked to indicate your evaluation o f the picture or 
illu s tra tio n  1n each ad. Then you w ill be asked to 
Indicate your reaction to a ll the printed material or copy 
1n each ad. F in a lly , you w ill be asked to Indicate your 
reaction to the to ta l e ffe c t o f each ad. The evaluation 
sheets appear opposite each advertisement; and each ad 
has Its  own check sheet. You may use e ith er pen or 
pencil.
W ill you please f i l l  In the Information asked for 
on the f i r s t  page o f the booklet.
Now turn to the Instructions page and read the 
instructions as I read them aloud.
Do you have any questions?
W ill you please turn the page and begin. Please be 
sure to f i l l  In a check sheet fo r each one o f the 
advertisements.
Regardless o f race or academic c la s s ifica tio n , a ll students In 
the selected classes were asked to take the te s t. Had minority or 
upperclass students been dismissed, the remaining students might have 
been prejudiced toward the tes t booklets. However, only the test 
booklets fo r those students who met the requirements specified e a r lie r  
were scored and used In the data analyses. A to ta l o f 185 students 
(98 men and 87 women) marked the job recruitment booklet scales.
During the second class period, the students were asked to 
complete the personality survey. A fter being asked fo r th e ir  coopera­
tio n , the students were instructed to read the directions and to f i l l  
in  th e ir  answers on the IBM answer sheets. Again, a ll  students were
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asked to complete the Instrument. Test results were computed fo r those 
students who had completed the f i r s t  test Instrument and who were defined 
as members o f the universe. The Gullford-Zlmmerman Temperament Survey 
was completed by 152 students (82 men and 70 women).
A fter both tes t Instruments had been administered, results were 
available for 51 male students and 48 female students as defined by 
the universe. The results fo r three male students were deleted a t  
random In order to have equal responses from male and female students.
A complete breakdown o f tests aAnlnistered and discarded 1s shown 1n 
Appendix C.
The two test Instruments completed by members o f the sample are 
described in the following section.
DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 
For the purpose o f th is a fter-on ly  experiment, two instruments 
were u tiliz e d  to co llec t the primary data. One Instrument was needed 
to measure the perception o f advertisements fo r sex-stereotyped 
occupations; the second Instrument distinguished dominant personality 
tra its  o f each respondent. The design o f the recruitment advertisement 
booklet and the selection o f the Gullford-Zlmmerman Temperament Survey 
are explored In the following sections.
Design o f an Instrument to Measure Advertisement Perception 
Since no prepared Instrument was available to measure the percep­
tion o f the recruitment advertisements fo r th is study, the f i r s t  step 
was the preparation o f such a booklet. Detailed accounts o f tes t book­
le t  design and rating scale selection are Included 1n the next section.
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RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENT BOOKLET
The recruitment advertisement booklet consisted o f 18 d iffe ren t 
advertisements fo r s ix  d iffe re n t occupations and 54 sets o f semantic 
d iffe re n tia l rating scales. An analysis o f current recruitment adver­
tisements provided the background for the preparation o f the booklet.
The details  o f selecting the occupations and designing the advertisements 
are now covered.
Content Analysis o f Advertisements In the College Placement Annual 1975 
The College Placement Annual 1975 was assumed to contain repre­
sentative advertisements. Many o f the ads 1n this publication also 
appear 1n various trade and professional magazines. A b r ie f  content 
analysis o f the 197 advertisements was undertaken to determine certain  
characteristics o f the advertisements. Of In te rest to this study 
are the following s ta tis tic s  o f the 175 private Industry and 22 govern­
ment agency advertisements.
F irs t, the number o f areas o f specialization mentioned 1n each 
ad was determined. Twenty-nine ads recruited applicants from only one 
specialized area; 24 ads mentioned two areas; 98 ads lis te d  three or 
more areas o f specia lization; and 46 ads were general 1n nature with 
no occupation or profession specified.
The composition o f the advertisements was examined next. Copy 
only appeared 1n 42 ads while 255 ads contained both copy and i l lu s tr a ­
tions. Of th is la t te r  group, 58 ads had Inanimate designs or pictures 
such as landscapes and 97 had Illu s tra tio n s  o f people. When people
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were pictured In the ads, 58 showed both sexes, 31 showed male only,
3 showed female only, and 5 were unrecognizable.
An analysis o f the copy revealed that 8 advertisements used 
only f i r s t  person pronouns, 17 ads contained only second person pro­
nouns, and 2 ads contained only th ird  person pronouns. The remaining 
160 advertisements contained a combination o f pronouns. Most prevalent 
were 96 ads with f i r s t  and second person pronouns and 60 advertisements 
which had f i r s t ,  second, and th ird  person pronouns.
Once this analysis was completed, the next step was to select 
the occupations to be shown In the job recruitment advertisement 
booklets.
Choice of Occupations
Three c r ite r ia  were considered In choosing the occupations. 
F irs t, the occupations had to be those that were c learly  associated 
with men or women. Second, since the format was to resemble p rin t 
recruitment advertisements o f the kind found In professional journals, 
the occupations had to be those that are normally recruited 1n this 
manner. F in a lly , some demand should ex is t fo r the occupations.
To meet the f i r s t  and second c r ite r ia ,  occupations lis te d  in
the "professional, technical, and kindred workers11 c lass ifica tion  o f 
the 1970 census reports were examined.6 Of the 27 occupations 1n this 
c las s ific a tio n , women are 1n the majority 1n 6 categories Including
®U.S., Bureau of the Census, Census o f Population: 1970.
Vol. 1, Characteristics o f the Population, Part 1, United States 
Summary—Section Z, Table 223: "Detailed Occupation o f Employed
Persons by Race and Sex: 1970," pp. 1-739 and 1-740.
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lib rarians and registered nurses. For the remaining 21 occupational 
categories, men are 1n the m ajority. Included are accountants, 
computer specia lis ts , and engineers. Since the secretarial occupation 
1s frequently cited  as being sex-stereotyped, the s ta tis tic s  for this 
c le ric a l occupation were also examined.? From this preliminary in ves ti­
gation, the following six occupations were ten ta tive ly  chosen: engineer, 
accountant, computer sp ec ia lis t, nurse, lib ra r ia n , and secretary.
The second crite rio n  complemented both the f i r s t  and the th ird .
To warrant the expenditure fo r magazine advertisements or "display" 
ad space 1n newspapers, the occupation should be a specialized one.8 
From the content analysis (both copy and Illu s tra tio n ) o f the adver­
tisements 1n the College Placement Annual 1975. 1t was determined 
that 49 employers sought accountants; 56, computer specia lis ts; 108, 
engineers; 3, lib ra rian s ; 3, secretaries; and 3, nurses.9
Because o f the small number Of advertisements for female- 
stereotyped occupations 1n the College Placement Annual 1975, a survey 
was made o f professional magazines fb r nurses, lib ra ria n s , and secre­
taries as well as display advertisements In large newspapers to see 1f 
such advertisements appeared a t a l l .  Full-page advertisements recruiting  
nurses appear frequently In magazines designed fo r th is profession while 
display ads appear to be the most frequent means fo r recru iting  lib rarians  
and secretaries. Although the recruitment advertisement format and media
?Ib1d., p. 1-741.
®Arthur R. P e ll, Recruiting and Selecting Personnel (New York: 
Regents Publishing Company, 1969), p. 16.
9The tota ls do not equal 197 because several advertisements 
l is te d  more than one occupation.
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selection appear to be somewhat d iffe ren t for male-stereotyped and 
female-stereotyped occupations, 1t was decided to Include the six 
occupations In s im ilar formats 1n the tes t booklet.
The las t requirement for the occupation was that there be 
demand for employees In the selected occupations. According to the 
Occupational Outlook Handbook, demand through the mid-1980s should 
increase rapidly for secretaries, computer specia lis ts , and account­
ants. The demand should be favorable through the mid-1980s fo r nurses, 
lib ra ria n s , and engineers.10
On the basis o f the three c r ite r ia ,  the occupations chosen to 
be represented 1n the booklet were engineer, accountant, computer 
sp e c ia lis t, nurse, lib ra r ia n , and secretary. Although certain  major 
occupational groups can be divided by specialty (fo r  example, engineer, 
computer sp ec ia lis t, and nurse), the generic terms were used In the 
test advertisements. This practice appears to be a common one as 
the content analysis o f the advertisements In the College Placement 
Annual 1975 revealed.
A fter the occupations were chosen, the next step was the creation 
o f the advertisements.
Design o f Recruitment Advertisements
Eighteen recruitment advertisements were designed fo r use In 
this study. Each ad was constructed with three concepts In m1nd--the
lOu.S., Department o f Labor, Bureau o f Labor S ta tis tic s , 
Occupational Outlook Handbook. 1974-1975 ed ., pp. 129, 109, 341, 214- 
215, 503, and l04. Demand in these occupations was also verified  1n 
U.S., Department o f Labor, Employment Standards Division, Women's 
Bureau, Careers fo r Women In the 70 's t and The Carnegie Commission on 
Higher Education, College Graduates and Jobs (New York: McGraw-H111 
Book Company, 1973), pp. 7-8, 82-83, and 119.
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Illu s tra t io n , the copy, and the total e f fe c t .H  In the experiment, 
each concept was rated on a set o f semantic d iffe re n tia l scales.
ILLUSTRATION The Illu s tra tio n s  were p artic u la rly  Important 1n these 
recruitment advertisements. Since "Ideas can frequently 
be conveyed more quickly, more c le a rly , and with greater emotional 
impact, by p i c t u r e s , t h e  Illu s tra tio n s  presumably conveyed the f i r s t  
Impression o f the advertisement. Three Illu s tra tio n s  were drawn for 
each occupation.13 One showed a male 1n the occupation, the second a 
female In the occupation, and the th ird  both sexes 1n the occupation.
Both the Illu s tra tio n s  and the copy fo r each occupation were 
patterned a fte r  advertisements 1n the College Placement Annual 1975 or 
from those 1n professional magazines and display advertisements.
COPY The second concept to be evaluated In  each recruitment
advertisement was the copy. Although "copy" can Include 
a ll the elements In the advertisements, "copy" can also re fe r to the
^"Concept" 1s used here to correspond with the meaning assigned 
by Charles E. Osgood, George J. Suc1, and Percy K. Tannenbaum, The 
Measurement o f Meaning (Urbana: University o f I l l in o is  Press, 1957),
p. 77. These authors state: "We use the term 'concept' 1n a very
general sense to re fe r to the 'stimulus' to which the subject's checking 
operation 1s a terminal 'response.'"
*2Robert Vincent Zacher, Advertising Techniques and Management 
(rev. ed .; Homewood, I l l in o is :  Richard D. Irw in , In c ., 1^67), p. 148.
Frank Coss, Recrultment Advertising (New York: American Management 
Association, In c ., 1968), p. 33, also mentioned the Importance o f i l lu s ­
trations: "Language Is lin e a r, developing Its  point step by step;
Illu s tra t io n , being nonlinear, can make a highly complex point 1n a 
single moment."
13steve Wilson, a senior art student at Lamar University, 
illustrated each of the 18 advertisements.
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"reading matter"14 or "typewritten material which Is to be set 1n 
type.Ml5 For this Investigation, copy referred to a ll the reading 
matter 1n the advertisement Including headline, body copy, and signa­
ture lin es .
The Image o f the advertisement was probably conveyed by the 
i l lu s tra t io n , but 1t was also considered desirable to judge any Impression 
conveyed by the copy. However, loading the copy with male or female 
references would probably have created "unrealistic" advertisements 
since such ads would v io la te  T it le  V II o f the C ivil Rights Act o f 
1964.i6 i t  was decided, therefore, to Include such "sex references"
In two elements o f the copy as explained In the following sections.
In order to keep the copy consistent among advertisements, this 
o u tlin e17 was followed fo r each advertisement:
1. Headline
2. Company Advantages—Body Copy
3. Job Description—Body Copy
4. Application Instructions
5. Company S1gnature
140tto  Kleppner, Advertising Procedure (6th e d .: Englewood 
C lif fs ,  New Jersey: Prentlce-Hal1, In c ., 1973), p. 339.
15John S. Wright, Daniel S. Warner, and W illis  L. Winter, J r . ,  
Advertising (3rd ed .; New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971),
p. 291.
16"Combatting Sex Discrimination In the United States," 
International Labor Review. 106 (August-Septeirber, 1072), 271.
17These Items are among those suggested on page 19 o f the 
booklet. New Tactics and Strategy 1n Help Wanted Advertising (Houston: 
Nationwide Advertising Service, in c ., 19 /0). toss, op. c ltT , pp. 27-
29, also mentioned these Items.
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Headline. Since the headline a ttracts  attention and complements 
the 11 lus tra tio n , 18 1t Is the f i r s t  element where "sex-stereotyping" 
can be conveyed in the copy. This Id e n tifica tio n  was accomplished In 
two ways: F irs t , the headline Included the name o f the occupation.
Even though the occupation names did not Include a sex-specific re fe r­
ence, such as "salesman," they did have connotatlve meaning presumably.19 
Second, the headline can also specify the sex o f the Ind ividual, such as 
"A Man on the Move," and "My daughter, the space s c ie n tis t ."20 For the 
advertisements picturing both male and female models, the headlines 
contained the name of the occupation but contained no reference to 
sex.
Company Advantages. In th is section o f the body copy, the com­
pany name and f i r s t  person pronouns were used. Since "communicator" or 
"source" was not to be evaluated, a l l  companies were Id e n tified  as 
"XYZ Corporation." B rie fly  Included were company growth and location  
advantages In this section o f the body copy.
Job Description. This body copy paragraph featured a b r ie f ,  
general description o f the job. General salary and advancement
l8Maur1ce I .  Handel 1, Advertising (Englewood C lif fs ,  New 
Jersey: Prent1ce-Hall, In c ., 1968), p. 420.
1®D. Dean C antre ll, "Master vs. Mistress," The Education Digest, 
XL (September, 1974), p. 36, fo r example, stated that "doctor" is so 
associated with men that 1t 1s necessary to distinguish by stating  
"woman doctor."
20The f i r s t  headline Is that o f the Department o f the Treasury 
advertisement, p. 415; and the second 1s the headline o f Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory advertisement, p. 263, College Placement Annual 1975 
(Bethlehem, Pennsylvania: College Placement Council, In c ., 1975).
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p oss ib ilities  were Included 1n this section where second person 
pronouns were used.
Application Instructions. This section to ld  the reader how to 
apply. Here, the second instance o f sex Image was Inserted 1n the 
copy. The reader was supplied with the name o f a man, a woman, or a 
neutral source.21
Company Signature. The la s t element Included the hypothetical 
company signature, logo, address, and the notation “Equal Opportunity 
Employer." The address was a f ic t it io u s  one 1n Houston, Texas.
The second concept to be evaluated fo r each advertisement, 
therefore, was composed o f headline, body copy, and signature lin es .
The students were also asked to evaluate the advertisements on a th ird  
concept, the total e ffe c t o f the advertisement.
TOTAL EFFECT The to ta l e ffe c t concept called fo r an evaluation o f the 
advertisement viewed as the "whole."22 Conceivably, this  
evaluation should have been s im ilar to both the f i r s t  and second evalua­
tions; however, some deviations could have occurred.
Although each advertisement contained an Illu s tra tio n  and copy, 
the layout o f the Items varied among occupations but not within occupa­
tion advertisements. This arrangement might have inserted another
21Content analysis of the 197 advertisements 1n the College 
Placement tonual 1975 showed 66 advertisements listed a man's name;
5, a woman's name; 102, a department or company name; 5, m ultiple male 
names; 2, male and female names; and 17, m ultiple neutral names.
22coss, 0p. C1 t . ,  p. 146, remarked that "technical people 
react to the to ta l ad."
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variable Into the study, but the altered  layouts kept the advertisements 
from appearing exactly a lik e .
"Comprehensive" layouts were prepared for the advertisements; 
such layouts closely approximate finished advertisements and are 
considered suitable when an advertisement 1s to be "judged."23 The 
pre-le ttered  headlines were a ll  o f the same type face and size . The 
copy fo r each advertisement was typed with an IBM S electrlc  " le tte r  
gothic" element. The logo and company signature were the same on a ll 
the advertisements. The advertisements* therefore, were very sim ilar 
when judged by these mechanical means.
Test o f Sample Advertisements
Although the advertisements were carefu lly  prepared. I t  was 
considered advisable to present one from each occupation to a person 
1n that occupation to determine whether the advertisement seemed to 
be representative for that particu lar occupation. All advertisements 
appeared suitable to the "judges."
Once the advertisements were designed, the semantic d iffe re n tia l 
rating scales to evaluate each concept had to be devised.
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL RATING SCALES
Two c r ite r ia  were employed 1n the selection o f rating scales to 
use with the tes t advertisements. The f i r s t  requisite was that the 
scale had to measure attitudes toward the advertisements. The second
23|(leppner, op. c l t . , p. 711; Zacher, op. c 1 t . f p. 174; and 
Mandell, op. c 1 t . ,  p. 450.
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crite rio n  was that the scale had to be versatile  enough so that com­
parisons could be made w ithin advertisements* among advertisements, 
and between sex groups. The semantic d iffe re n tia l appeared to meet 
these requirements.24 with Its  v e rs a tility  to measure an " in fin ite "  
variety o f concepts, the semantic d iffe re n tia l technique seemed 
particu larly  well suited to measuring the connotatlve meaning 
conveyed by the advertisements 1n the tes t booklets.25
Use o f Semantic D iffe ren tia l Scales In Advertising Studies
Early studies by M1ndak26 proved the value o f the semantic 
d iffe re n tia l fo r measuring the meaning o f products, brands, company 
Images, e tc .,  1n product advertising.
Bruno demonstrated the usefulness o f the semantic d iffe re n tia l 
In a comparative study o f the effects o f personality tra its  and types
24jum C. Nunnally, J r . ,  Psychometric Theory (New York: McGraw- 
H ill Book Company, 1967), p. 535; and Burleigh B. Gardner, "Psycho­
logical Approaches In Advertising Research," Frontiers o f Advertising, 
ed. Hugh U. Sargent (Palo A lto , C a lifo rn ia : Pacific Books,
Publishers, 1972), pp. 119-120.
250sgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum, op. c l t . ,  pp. 314-317; and 
James F. Engel, Hugh G. Wales, and Martin R. Warshaw, Promotional 
Strategy (Homewood, I l l in o is :  Richard D. Irw in , In c ., 196/}, pp. 306-
26W1ll1am A. Mindak, "A New Technique for Measuring Advertising 
Effectiveness," Journal o f Marketing. 20 (A p ril, 1956), 367-378; and 
"F ittin g  the Semantic d iffe re n tia l to the Marketing Problem," Journal 
o f Marketing, 25 (A p ril, 1961), 28-33.
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on the perception o f mass communication.27 Barban also used the 
semantic d iffe re n tia l to measure differences 1n perception o f adver­
tisements by white and black subjects.28
Because o f its  v e rs a tility  and Its  record as a useful tool 1n 
measuring meaning of advertisements, the semantic d iffe re n tia l was 
ten tative ly  chosen as the rating scale device to use 1n this research.
A p ilo t study confirmed this decision.
P ilo t Study with Semantic D iffe ren tia l Scales
In order to ascertain which pairs o f adjectives might be 
suitable to use In evaluating a recruitment advertisement, a p ilo t  
study was conducted In two classes o f the College o f Business a t Lamar 
University In July 1974.
An advertisement was chosen on the basis o f Its  supposedly non- 
controverslal nature. No specific occupations were mentioned; but the 
advertisement did contain one masculine pronoun and the name o f a male 
employment o ff ic e r  as well as an Inanimate Illu s tra t io n .
Twenty-three adjective pairs were chosen on the basis o f the ir  
factor loadings.29 Included were adjectives representing evaluative,
27sam J. Bruno, "The Effects of Personality Traits on the 
Perception of Written Mass Communication" (unpublished PhD dlsseratlon, 
Louisiana State University, 1971).
26Amo1d Melvin Barban, "Measurement o f the Differences 1n 
the Perception o f Advertising by Whites and Negroes Through Use o f the 
Semantic D iffe ren tia l"  (unpublished PhD d issertation. The University 
of Texas, Austin, 1964).
29osgood, Sucl, and Tannenbaum, op. c l t . ,  pp. 53-61.
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potency, a c t iv ity , aggressiveness, and receptiv ity  factors. The 
selected adjective pairs were randomly assigned 1n order and randomly 
rotated on positive and negative ends o f the scale. As suggested 
by Osgood e t a l.,3 0  seven-step scales separated the bipolar adjectives. 
The sample rating scale Is  included 1n Appendix A.
Sample booklets were prepared, and the tes t was administered to 
24 male and 24 female students. A comparison o f the mean scores o f 
men respondents and the mean scores o f women respondents revealed no 
s ig n ifican t differences on any scale a t the .05 level o f confidence.
A table o f mean scores, standard deviations, and c r it ic a l ratios  
from this p ilo t  study 1s also included 1n Appendix A. On the basis 
o f this p ilo t study, 1t was concluded that there were no s ign ifican t 
differences between men and women students 1n the assignment o f meaning 
to this non-controvers1al advertisement.
Final Choice o f Adjective Scales
Because the p ilo t  study did not c le arly  reveal which adjectives 
should be used, a fu rther Investigation was made. Since the purpose 
o f this study was to reveal att1tudes o f freshmen students to job 
recruitment advertisements, 1t was determined that adjectives with 
“high loadings" on the evaluative factor and Ins ig n ifican t "loadings" 
on other factors would be most appropriate.31
30ib1d.. p. 85.
31fb1d., pp. 190-191; and Jum C. Nunnally, J r . ,  Introduction to 
Psychological Measurement (S t. Louis: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970), 
p. 440.
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In addition, the selection o f adjectives was p a rtia lly  
determined by the proposed s ta tis tic a l analyses o f the data. I f  a ll  
the adjective pairs were "high" on the evaluative fac tor, a summing 
of scores fo r each Individual would reveal his general a ttitu de  toward 
the concept being ra ted .32 Furthermore, the averaging o f scores for 
Individuals would "average out the idiosyncrasy 1n each sca le ."33 The 
use o f high evaluative factor loaded adjectives would fa c i l i ta te  com­
parison o f attitudes on concepts ( I l lu s tra t io n , copy, and total 
e ffe c t) ,  on occupation, and on treatment (male only, female only, and 
both sexes).
The fin a l choice o f adjective pairs , therefore, was determined 
by th e ir  high loadings on the evaluative factor and by the judgment 
o f the researcher. For these reasons, the adjective pairs shown 1n 
Table I were selected for use 1n this study.
These adjective pairs on seven-step scales were used to compare 
each o f the three concepts (copy, I llu s tra t io n , and total e ffe c t) 1n 
each o f the 18 advertisements. Three sets o f scales were completed 
for each advertisement. Both the scales and the occupations were 
randomly arranged In the tes t booklets.
MECHANICS OF PREPARING TEST BOOKLETS
The complete tes t booklets therefore consisted o f the 18 
advertisements and the three sets o f rating scales for each ad in
320sgood, Sucl, and Tannenbaum, op. c 1 t .,  p. 191; and 
Oppenhelm, Questionnaire Deslon and Attitude Measurement (New York: 
Basic Books, In c ., 1966), p. Jk)i>.
33Nunnally, Introduction to Psychological Measurement, p. 445.
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TABLE I
EVALUATIVE FACTOR LOADINGS OF 
SELECTED BIPOLAR ADJECTIVES
Bipolar Adjectives Evaluative Factor Loading
Good-Bad 1.00
Cand1d-Dece1tful .68
* In te l11 gent-Dumb .57
Successful-Unsuccessful .51
Positive-Negative .49
I n teres t l  ng-Borl ng .40
*P1easant-Unpleasant .37
♦These adjective pairs have been altered  s lig h tly  to 
conform to the college students' vernacular. The 
orig inal pairs were " In te llig e n t-u n in te llig e n t"  and 
" pi easurabl e-pal n fu l."
Source: Osgood, Sucl, and Tannenbaum, The Measurement 
o f Meaning, pp. 53-61.
addition to a cover sheet and a set o f Instructions for marking the 
semantic d iffe re n tia l scales. (An example o f th is booklet 1s shown In 
Appendix B.)
Reproduction o f Advertisements
Since the advertisements to be tested needed to appear as 
re a lis t ic  as possible, the "offset process" o f duplication was used 
both fo r the treatments o f the advertisements and for the semantic 
d iffe re n tia l scales.
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Arrangement o f Material In Booklets
The booklets were assenbled so that the advertisements appeared 
opposite the semantic d iffe ren tia l scales. Preceding the advertise­
ments and the scales were a cover sheet and a set o f Instructions.
The advertisements were assembled In random order 1n every 
test booklet. Because the objective o f the study was probably obvious 
before the students had rated more than two or three o f the advertise­
ments , this random arrangement should have assured that neither the 
f i r s t  nor the la s t advertisement received a biased rating across the 
whole sample. Since the semantic d iffe ren tia l scales were the same 
for the three concepts, the adjective pairs o f scales were also 
randomly arranged fo r concepts and fo r advertisements for a ll 18 
pages o f rating scales.
The second Instrument fbr d iffe ren tia ting  respondents was the 
Gull ford-Zlffmerman Temperament Survey described 1n the next section.
Selection o f Gullford-Zlmmerman Temperament Survey 
In order to find an Instrument to measure personality t ra its ,  a 
survey was made o f available tests reviewed In the Mental Measurements 
Yearbook and Personality Tests and Reviews. 34
On the basis o f this survey, several personality tests which 
appeared suitable were selected. Or. tyyrtle B e ll, head of the
M These references provide reviews and bibliographical entries 
fo r standardized personality tests.
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Department o f Psychology, Lamar University, advised that the Gullfbrd- 
Zlmmerman Temperament Survey would probably be the best Instrument to 
use 1n this research e ffo r t .
DESCRIPTION OF THE GUILFORD-ZIMMERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY (GZTS)
The GZTS 1s described by its  authors as being Just what the 
name Implies—a survey rather than a comprehensive test o f personality 
tra its  c lass ified  as temperament.35 The ten tra its  Include general 
a c tiv ity , re s tra in t, ascendance, s o c ia b ility , emotional s ta b ility ,  
o b je c tiv ity , friendliness, thoughtfulness, personal re lations, and 
masculinity. (A table in Appendix D shows detailed compositions of 
each t r a i t . )
Although the detailed analysis shows "positive vs negative 
q u a litie s ,"  the scale values run from 0 to 30 fo r each t r a i t ;  few 
people would score completely positive o r completely negative on any 
one t r a i t .  The high scores (maximum o f 30) are Ind icative o f positive  
t r a i t  qua lities  whereas low scores correspond to negative t r a i t  
qual1 t ie s .36
Statement Construction
The 300 statements, 30 fo r each t r a i t ,  are phrased as "affirm a­
tive  Items" rather than as questions. Second-person pronouns and
35j .  p. Guilford and Wayne S. Zimmerman, The G ullford- 
Zlmmerman Temperament Survey Manual o f Instructions and Interpretations  
(Beverly H il ls ,  C alifo rn ia: Sheridan Supply Company, 1949), p. 1.
36lb1d.t p. 3.
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Impersonal language are also employed In the statements. Sample Items 
might be "you lik e  to play practical jokes on others" or "most people 
are out to get more than they give." The authors f e l t  that such state­
ments e l i c i t  "d irect responses" and seem "less personal" to the 
respondent.37
Answer Sheets
Responses to the 300 statements were recorded on IBM answer 
sheets by the 96 respondents. Each respondent placed a mark 1n a 
"Yes," "?," or "No" blank for each statement. The statements concern­
ing each t r a i t  are alternated in the survey booklet so that a statement 
about any one t r a i t  Is followed by four statements about other t ra its ;  
this sequence Is then repeated. Five tra its  are scored on each side 
of the answer sheet. Each student taking the tes t recorded the responses 
in a horizontal fashion. Thus, the responses for each t r a i t  were 
summed 1n a column, permitting ease o f scoring.
Score Dependability
Based on responses o f 523 male college students and 389 female 
college students, the authors have established " r e lia b i l i ty  coefficients"  
ranging from .75 to .85 for each t r a i t .  A breakdown o f these r e l ia ­
b i l i t y  coeffic ients 1s also Included In Appendix D. Mean scores and 
standard deviations based on the original sample o f men and women are 
also availab le. Except fo r one t r a i t ,  masculinity, there was l i t t l e
37ib1d., p. 4.
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difference In male and female mean scores and standard deviations fo r  
the original responses.38
AVAILABILITY OF TEST COMPONENTS
The GZTS tes t booklets and answer sheets were available fo r  
this research through the Department o f Psychology. Lamar University.
The Manual o f Instructions and Interpretations was also obtained from 
th is department.
GENERAL COMMENTS ABOUT THE GZTS
The GZTS was o rig in a lly  designed fbr use by c lin ic a l psycholo­
g ists . 39 However, the most frequently reported uses o f this survey have 
been 1n noting temperament patterns among individuals 1n specific occu­
pations40 and 1n research Involving personality variables.*1
Since the personality variable was considered a fte r  s ign ifican t 
differences were/were not established In the perception o f the job 
recruitment advertisements, the GZTS appeared suitable fo r the purposes 
o f this stu4y.
38 lb td ., pp. 6 -7 .
39lb1d., p. 8.
40Benjam1n Klelnmuntz, Personality Measurement: An Introduction 
(Homewood, I l l in o is :  The Dorsey Press, 1967}, pp. 198-199; and J. P. 
Guilford, Personal 1ty (New York: McGraw-H1ll Book Company, 1959), 
pp. 186-1871
4lDav1d R. Saunders noted this usage In a review o f the GZTS 
1n the F ifth  Mental Measurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar Krlsen Buros 
(Highland Parte, New Jersey: The Gryphon Press, 1959), pp. 754-755.
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SUMMARY OF DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUES
The universe for  this study consisted o f a ll  white freshmen 
students enrolled In regular freshman English classes at Lamar University 
during the spring semester o f 1975. A convenience sample was drawn from 
this universe. Students in 12 classes participated 1n a simple a fte r -  
only experiment and completed a personality survey. From the 185 
students who evaluated the recruitment advertisements and the 152 
students who completed the personality survey* suitable completed data 
were available fo r 51 male and 48 female students. The data fo r three 
male students were randomly deleteJ 1n order to have an equal number o f 
male and female subjects.
A job recruitment advertisement booklet was designed fo r use 
In this a fte r-on ly  experiment. Three male occupations (accountant, 
computer sp e c ia lis t, and engineer) and three female occupations 
( lib ra r ia n , nurse, and secretary) were portrayed In th is booklet fo r  
the following reasons: (1) Each occupation Is dominated by one sex
or the other; (2) advertisements commonly appear fo r the male occupa­
tions and can be found fo r the female occupations; and (3) demand 
exists fo r employees 1n each occupation.
Comprehensive layouts were prepared fo r 18 sample advertisements 
which were patterned a fte r  those found 1n the College Placement Annual 
1975 and 1n trade and professional periodicals. For each occupation, 
one advertisement showed a male, another advertisement pictured a 
female, and the th ird  advertisement was Illu s tra te d  with both a male 
and a female. The design o f each advertisement was Influenced by
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three concepts: the Illu s tra t io n  or p icture, the copy or a ll printed
m ateria l, and the to ta l e ffe c t or impact o f each advertisement. Before 
the fina l booklets were prepared, one advertisement from each occupa­
tion was judged suitable by someone employed 1n that occupation.
The student respondents evaluated each o f the 18 advertisements 
on the basis o f I llu s tra t io n , copy, and to ta l e ffe c t. Each concept 
was rated on a set o f seven semantic d iffe re n tia l scales. The bipolar 
adjectives used 1n these scales were selected a fte r a p ilo t study 
revealed no s ig n ifican t differences between male and female students 
a t the .05 level o f confidence on a set o f 23 scales representing 
several semantic space factors for a non-controversial advertisement.
The decision to use adjective pairs representing the evaluative factor 
of semantic space was Influenced by the documentation that "evaluative 
adjectives" usually reveal attitudes about concepts and fo r the reason 
that scores can be summed over a ll  the evaluative scales. The same 
bipolar adjectives were used for each o f the three concepts 1n a ll  
treatments. The job recruitment tes t booklet consisted of a cover 
sheet, a set o f Instructions, 18 randomly arranged advertisements, and 
54 randomly arranged sets o f semantic d iffe re n tia l scales.
The second Instrument used to gather data was the Guilford- 
Zimmerman Temperament Survey. Consisting o f 300 statements, th is  
Instrument d iffe ren tia tes  on scales o f 0 to 30 the following personality 
t ra its :  general a c tiv ity , re s tra in t, ascendance, s o c ia b ility , emotional
s ta b il i ty ,  o b je c tiv ity , friend liness, thoughtfulness, personal re lations, 
and masculinity. The survey Is  designed to e l i c i t  d ire c t answers as
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each respondent Indicates "Yes," or "No" to each statement. 
R e lia b ility  coeffic ients range from .75 to .85 for each t r a i t  measured 
by th is instrument. This survey has frequently been used 1n noting 
personality patterns among Individuals in specific occupations and In 
research Involving personality variables. The personality variable  
1s considered as a secondary one In this research; 1t Is employed 1n 
an attempt to Iso la te  reasons fo r differences 1n perception o f the 
recruitment advertisements.
The data fo r this research, collected through the administra­
tion o f the two tes t instruments, are analyzed in the following chapters.
CHAPTER IV
JOB RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENT PERCEPTION RESULTS
The after-on ly  experiment described 1n the preceding chapter 
furnished the data on advertisement perception effects explored In this  
chapter. The three-way analysis o f variance technique was employed to 
investigate whether three major factors o f sex. occupation, and tre a t­
ment Influenced perception o f 18 job recruitment advertisements. This 
technique was also u tiliz e d  to determine the significance o f Interaction  
effects among the three major factors.
In this chapter, the s ta tis tic a l treatments o f the data are f i r s t  
explained. Subsequently, the results o f these treatments are explored as 
the advertisement perception hypotheses are supported or discredited.
STATISTICAL TREATMENTS DESIGNED FOR STUDY
Two s ta tis tic a l techniques were employed to determine the s ig n if i­
cance o f differences 1n perception fo r the job recruitment advertisements. 
Two sets o f three-way analyses o f variance provided the evidence for the 
acceptance or rejection o f the four hypotheses while the correlation  
technique proved the relationships among the picture, copy, and to ta l 
effe c t concepts. Before s ta tis tic a l techniques were applied to the data, 
the raw scores were sunned fo r the Job recruitment advertisements.
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Three-Way Analyses o f Variance Employed
A fter the respondents had recorded th e ir  Impressions o f the 
advertisements 1n the job recruitment booklets, the scores were deter­
mined fo r the three concepts o f each advertisement.
DETERMINATION OF JOB RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENT SCORES
Each freshman respondent evaluated each advertisement on seven 
separate scales fo r p icture, copy, and to ta l e ffe c t In the advertisement 
tes t booklet (shown 1n Appendix B). To compare these scores, the 
following procedures were followed fo r scoring.
F irs t, the scales were rotated so that each positive adjective  
appeared on the le f t  side o f the scale and each negative adjective
appeared on the righ t side. Numerical values were assigned to each
scale; the most favorable was given a "1" and the least favorable a "7." 
For each adjective p a ir, "4" Indicated a neutral reaction; for example,
Good 1 : 2 : 3 • 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 Bad
Very Closely S lig h tly  Neutral S lig h tly  Closely Very
The scores were then surnned fo r the seven adjective scales for 
each concept (p icture, copy, and to ta l e ffe c t) . With the summing o f the 
scores, "7" reflected the most favorable response while "49" Indicated 
least favorable and "28" a neutral response.
Good 7 : 14 : 21 : 28 : 35 : 42 : 49 Bad
Very Closely S lig h tly  Neutral S lig h tly  Closely Very
Scores could therefore range between 7 and 49 fo r each of the 
three concepts. A difference In mean scores could presumably be s ig n if i­
cant even though the difference occurred within one o f the seven "blocks"
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since each block except the f i r s t  and the la s t represented a range of 
7 points.
Good 7-10 : 11-17 : 18-24 : 25^31 : 32-38 : 39-45 : 46-49 BadVery Closely S lig h tly  Neutral Slightly Closely Very
Once numerical values had been assigned and summed fo r the seven 
scales o f each concept, a set o f 54 scores emerged for each respondent 
(three sets o f scores for 18 advertisements). These scores were then 
compared by the analysis o f variance technique.
INITIAL COMPARISON
The data for men and women respondents for the 18 Job recruitment 
advertisements were compared in i t ia l ly  by a three-way s p l it -s p l i t  
analysis o f variance. 1 E x p lic it ly , the results fo r men students were 
separated from those fo r women students; and comparisons were made on 
the basis o f respondent sex. The data were then compared (s p lit )  on 
the basis o f the six occupations and further analyzed (s p lit )  on the 
basis o f the three treatments (male, female, and both sexes) for each 
occupation. Three separate analyses o f variance were compiled fo r each 
concept (p icture score, copy score, and total e ffec t score). Thus, 
three analyses o f variance furnished s ta tis tic s  to support or re jec t  
the hypotheses concerning perception o f advertisements. Tables XXVI 
through XXXI In Appendix E contain the analyses o f variance results.
*Dr. Barton R. Farthing, head. Department o f Experimental 
S ta tis tic s , Louisiana State University, o rig in a lly  suggested the 
three-way s p l it -s p l i t  analysis o f variance as the appropriate technique 
fo r this study. Under the direction o f Dr. Farthing, Mr. Emilio Icaza 




A study o f the results yielded by the In i t ia l  computer program 
Indicated that additional valuable Insights could be gained by s ligh t 
reorganization o f the data fo r the analysis o f variance technique.
Another set o f analyses o f variance was therefore completed with 
the occupations grouped by occupational classes (male occupations and 
female occupations). The scores for each respondent were summed and 
means were determined fo r each treatment 1n each occupational class.
The second set o f analyses o f variance results 1s Included In the 
tables o f Appendix E.
Concept Scores Correlated
Although th is research was predicated on the b e lie f that total
e ffe c t scores should be Indicative o f Interaction o f picture scores and
copy scores, the Inspection o f the raw data revealed discrepancies for
each Individual respondent. However, once the data had been analyzed,
close correlations (p robab ility  level o f .0005 or lower) existed for
the three concepts o f picture score, copy score, and to ta l e ffe c t
score.2 The highest correlations occurred between copy scores and
*
total e ffe c t scores although high correlations also existed between 
picture scores and copy scores. These correlation effects are Included 
as Table XXXII 1n Appendix E. Because some differences appear among 
the concepts 1n the s ta tis t ic a l comparisons o f the data, the discussion 
1n this chapter includes a ll  three concepts.
?The Pearson product moment co e ffic ien t o f correlation formula 
was applied to determine relationships among the three factors. The 
s ta tis tic a l calculations were performed In the Department of Experimental 
S ta tis tic s , Louisiana State University.
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These s ta tis tic a l treatments, therefore, supply the evidence for 
the advertisement perception hypotheses. Because the Interaction effects  
contribute to the acceptance or rejection o f the f i r s t  three major 
hypotheses, the minor hypothesis Is discussed f i r s t .  A fter th is d is­
cussion, the major hypotheses are presented with proof fo r th e ir  
acceptance or re jection; and areas where perception differences occurred 
are explored.
MINOR HYPOTHESIS TESTED FOR INTERACTION EFFECTS
The minor hypothesis states:
There w ill be no Interaction 1n the three factors 
of sex, occupation, and treatment 1n recruitment 
advertisement perception.
Four Interactions were explicated by the three-way analyses o f
variance: sex o f respondent with occupation portrayed, occupation with
treatment, sex o f respondent with treatment, and sex o f respondent with
occupation with treatment. Each o f these Interactions 1s explored as
a sub-hypothesis.
Sex o f Respondent with Occupation Perception Tested 
The f i r s t  Interaction e ffe c t encompasses respondent sex and 
occupation perceived. When the respondents evaluated the 18 advertise­
ments, they were also presumably Indicating some value judgments o f the 
occupations themselves. As detailed 1n Table I I ,  advertisements fo r the 
six occupations o f accountant, computer sp e c ia lis t, engineer, lib ra r ia n , 
nurse, and secretary were judged.
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TABLE I I











Men Women Men Women Men Women
Accountant 20.17 21.36 18.94 18.81 19.67 19.33
Computer Spec. 20.82 20.63 21.31 17.87 21.15 18.62
Engineer 23.13 21.78 21.93 17.69 22.43 18.06
Librarian 26.60 21.38 23.97 18.21 25.38 19.40
Nurse 22.90 19.94 19.79 16.78 20.64 17.40
Secretary 28.84 24.13 24.90 21.10 26.98 21.65
Overall Mean 22.64 20.11 20.89
T  Score 5.99778 4.31620 4.95394
Probability 0.0001 0.0010 0.0003
Source: Primary
RESULTS OF INTERACTION EFFECTS
Across the three concepts o f picture, copy, and to ta l e ffec t, men 
rated the accountant advertisements as the most favorable while women 
found the nurse advertisements the most acceptable. Both sexes perceived 
the secretary advertisements as the least favorable on a ll three concepts.
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Women respondents were less c r it ic a l o f the advertisements than
were men respondents. In only one Instance did men accord a more
favorable rating  to a concept o f an advertisement; this single excep­
tion appeared for the picture score concept fo r the accounting occupa­
tion advertisements.
For the comparison o f respondent sex with s ix  d iffe ren t 
occupations portrayed, the three-way analyses o f variance Indicated 
differences s ig n ifican t a t the . 0 0 0 1  level for picture score, the . 0 0 1  
level for copy score, and the .0003 level fo r to ta l e ffe c t score. These 
differences In perception can be seen 1n the discrepancies 1 n mean 
scores between sexes fo r each occupation as well as 1 n the ranking of 
the occupations by the two sexes.
For the six occupations, the smallest differences 1n means on 
the three concepts occurred for the accountant advertisements where 
differences o f 1.19 on picture score, 0.13 on copy score, and 0.34 on 
total e ffec t score appeared between the men and women respondents. The
largest spread 1 n men's and women's mean scores occurred fo r the
lib ra ria n  advertisements where differences were 5.22, picture score; 
5.76, copy score; and 5.98, to ta l e ffe c t score.
On the picture concept, means ranged from 20.17 (accountant) to 
28.84 (secretary) for men and from 19.94 (nurse) to 24.13 (secretary) 
fo r women. For copy score, men evaluated the advertisements between 
18.94 (accountant) and 24.90 (secretary); women's scores ranged 
between 16.78 (nurse) and 21.10 (secretary). The la s t concept, to ta l 
e ffe c t, saw men's scores ranging from 19.67 (accountant) to 26.98
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(secretary) and women's scores ranging from 17.40 (nurse) to 21.65 
(secretary).
The ranking o f the occupation advertisements by the two groups 
o f respondents shown 1n Table I I I  Indicates that the computer specia lis t 
advertisements and the nurse advertisements were consistently rated 
among the three most favorable by both sexes on a ll three concepts.
By the same token, the lib ra rian  and the secretary advertisements were 
evaluated almost consistently as the least favorable on a ll three 
concepts by both sexes.
TABLE I I I
RANKING OF OCCUPATIONS BY RESPONDENT SEX
Rank
Picture Copy Total E ffect
Hen Women Men Women Men Women
1 Acc. Nurse Acc. Nurse Acc. Nurse
2 C.S. C.S. Nurse Eng. Nurse Eng.
3 Nurse Acc. C.S. C.S. C.S. C.S.
4 Eng. Lib. Eng. Lib. Eng. Acc.
5 L1b. Eng. L1b. Acc. L1b. L1b.
6 Sec. Sec. Sec. Sec. Sec. Sec.
Source: Primary
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When the Interaction was compared fo r respondent sex and occupa­
tional classes, again s ign ificant differences occurred as Illu s tra te d  
by Table IV. These Interaction differences appeared s ign ificant a t the 
.0001 level for picture score, a t the .0311 level fo r copy score, and 
at the . 0 0 2 1  level fo r to ta l e ffe c t score.
TABLE IV
MEAN OCCUPATIONAL CLASS SCORES BY RESPONDENT SEX












Men 21.38 20.72 21.08
Women 21.26 18.12 18.67
Female Occupations
Ken 26.12 22.89 24.33
Women 21.81 18.70 19.48
Overall Mean 22.64 2 0 . 1 1 20.89
"F" Score 22.81870 4.54195 9.86424
Probability 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0311 0 . 0 0 2 1
Source: Primary
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Women recorded more favorable scores than did the men on the 
three concepts fo r the two occupational classes. Of some In te res t, 
however, are the magnitudes o f difference between men's and women's 
mean scores on the three concepts. On the picture concept, women 
were only s lig h tly  more positive ( - 0 . 1 2 ) than men 1 n judging male 
occupation advertisements but excessively more positive (-4 .31 ) than 
men 1n evaluating female occupation advertisements. Smaller divergen­
cies occurred on the other two concepts, however. On the copy concept, 
women ranked male occupation advertisements more favorably by -2.60 than 
did men and female occupation advertisements more positively by -4.19  
than did men. On the total e ffe c t, women were more favorably Inclined  
toward male occupation advertisements by -2.41 and more favorably Inclined  
toward female occupation advertisements by -4.85 than were men.
For a ll three concepts, the female occupation advertisements 
were less positively evaluated than were the male occupation advertise­
ments. However, the women saw less difference In the two groups of 
advertisements than did the men. For example, the difference 1n 
occupational classes on the basis o f picture score was 0.55 for women 
but 4.74 fo r men. On copy score, the difference In means fo r women 
was 0.58; but fo r men, the difference was 2.17. Women's means varied 
by 0.81 while means for men varied by 3.25 on the to ta l e ffe c t score.
Women appeared to perceive very l i t t l e  difference between occupational 
class advertisements whereas men recorded seemingly s ign ifican t 
differences between the two occupational class advertisements.
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REJECTION OF RESPONDENT SEX WITH OCCUPATION INTERACTION SUB-HYPOTHESIS 
A d e fin ite  Interaction e ffe c t was noted between the respondent 
sex and the six d iffe re n t occupations factors a t the . 0 0 0 1  level or 
lower o f significance. S im ilarly , Interaction effects appeared 
sign ifican t fo r respondent sex and occupational classes a t the .05 or 
lower leve l. The respondent sex-occupatlon interaction portion of the 
minor hypothesis can therefore be rejected at significance levels  
normally employed In s im ilar research studies (.05  or lower).
Occupation and Treatment Perception Interaction Investigated 
The second minor sub-hypothesis Involves occupation and treatment 
factors. Three treatments--male, female, and both sexes--were devised 
fo r each of the six occupations. This section looks f i r s t  a t the 
treatment-six d iffe ren t occupations Interaction and then a t the 
treatment-occupational class Interaction.
EVIDENCE OF INTERACTION EFFECTS
As depicted 1n Table V, perceptions o f treatments across the 
six d iffe ren t occupations varied s ig n ifica n tly  at the . 0 0 0 1  level on 
a ll three concepts.
On the picture concept, the respondents preferred the female 
treatment fo r accountant, lib ra ria n , and secretary as well as the both- 
sexes treatment fo r computer sp e c ia lis t, engineer, and nurse. The 
greatest and least differences 1 n treatment perception appeared fo r 
the nursing occupation. Respondents only s lig h tly  preferred the both- 
sexes treatment to the female treatment (+0.34) but they greatly
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TABLE V
TREATMENT MEANS FOR SIX DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS
Picture Copy Total Effect
Treatment by 

















































































































11F" Score 11.53164 3.95853 5.99817
Probability 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1
*The amounts In th is column indicate differences 1n treatment means for 




preferred the both-sexes treatment to the male treatment (+8.27) for 
the nursing occupation on picture score.
When the treatment-occupatlon Interaction was viewed from copy 
scores, the respondents preferred the male treatment for engineer, 
the female treatment fo r lib ra ria n  and secretary, and the both-sexes 
treatment fo r accountant and computer sp ec ia lis t. The female treatment 
and both-sexes treatment means were Identical fo r the nurse advertise­
ments. On the copy concept, the smallest difference within single 
occupation appeared fo r accountant (d ifference o f +0.06 from both 
sexes to female) while the largest difference 1n means occurred for 
engineer (+3.77 from male treatment to female treatment) on this 
concept.
From the standpoint o f to ta l e ffe c t, the respondents favored 
the male treatment fo r engineer; the female treatment fo r accountant, 
l ib ra r ia n , and secretary; and the both-sexes treatment fo r computer 
specia lis t and nurse. The least and greatest discrepancies In treatment 
means were evident fo r the engineering advertisements. A small d if fe r ­
ence o f +0 . 2 0  was noted from male treatment mean to both-sexes treatment 
mean whereas a comparatively larger difference (+4.85) was evident 
between male treatment mean and female treatment mean fo r to ta l e ffe c t.
In general, respondents preferred e ith e r the both-sexes tre a t­
ment or the sex-specific treatment fo r each o f the sex-stereotyped 
occupations. The exception to sex-speclf1c treatment preference was 
noted fo r the accounting advertisements where picture score means and 
total e ffe c t score means Indicated the respondents favored the female 
treatment 1 n the advertisements.
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The preference for sex-sped f  1c treatment and both-sexes tre a t­
ment was emphasized when treatment means were analyzed by occupational 
classes. As noted 1n Table V I, the differences caused by occupational 
class and treatment interaction perception were s ign ificant on a ll  three 
concepts a t the . 0 0 0 1  leve l.
This analysis o f occupational classes and treatment Interaction  
revealed especially Interesting results fo r th is study. For the male 
occupations, the to ta l sample o f respondents preferred the both-sexes 
treatment on a ll three concepts with the male treatment a dose  
second. For the female occupations, the female treatment was s lig h tly  
preferred to the both-sexes treatment by the to tal sample. Since the 
differences 1 n sex-spec1 f 1c treatment and both-sexes treatment were 
re la tiv e ly  small (0.67 or le s s ), the respondents apparently were 
generally receptive to seeing both sexes portrayed 1 n the advertise­
ments c lass ified  by occupational classes.
I t  might be noted, however, that the respondents were more 
receptive to the female treatment in male occupations than they were to 
the male treatment in female occupations. For example, on the basis o f 
picture score, the difference fo r male occupations between both-sexes 
treatment (most preferred) and female treatment (leas t preferred) was 
+3.03 while for female occupations the difference in female treatment 
(most preferred) and male treatment (leas t preferred) was +4.84. Similar 
differences in most preferred and least preferred treatment appeared for 




TREATMENT MEANS FOR OCCUPATIONAL CLASSES
Treatment by 
Occupational Class
Picture Copy Total Effect
Mean 01f f * Mean 01 f f * Mean D lff*
Male Occupations
Male 20.51 +0.31 18.77 +0.05 19.23 +0.04
Female 23.23 +3.03 20.78 +2.06 2 1 . 2 0 +2 . 0 1
Both Sexes 2 0 . 2 0 18.72 19.19
Female Occupations
Male 26.97 +4.84 22.45 +2.60 24.09 +3.31
Female 22.13 19.81 20.78
Both Sexes 22.80 +0.67 20.11 +0.30 20.85 +0.07
Overall Mean 22.64 2 0 . 1 1 20.89
"F" Score 24.86692 12.99904 15.63803
Probability 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1
*The amounts 1n these columns Indicate differences In treatment means 
fo r each occupational class. In each Instance, the most favorable 
mean serves as the base.
Source: Primary
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REJECTION OF OCCUPATION-TREATMENT INTERACTION SUB-HYPOTHESIS
The second Interaction e ffe c t Implied In the minor hypothesis 
can be rejected a t the .0001 level o f significance. Respondents 
d e fin ite ly  perceived differences in the male, female, and both-sexes 
treatments fo r the six d iffe ren t occupations as well as for the 
occupational classes.
For th is study, the most favorable or least favorable percep­
tion o f advertisements seemed to depend on the perception o f the 
occupation portrayed. Treatments which were positive ly evaluated 1n 
some occupations were judged less successful 1n other occupations.
Thus, interaction appeared s ig n ifican t fo r respondent sex with 
occupation and fo r occupation with treatment; the next section lo g ica lly  
investigates respondent sex-treatment Interaction e ffects .
Respondent Sex with Treatment Interaction Documented 
The th ird  minor sub-hypothesis attempted to lin k  respondent sex 
with treatment perception.
LACK OF INTERACTION EFFECTS
As shown 1n Table V I I ,  men respondents did not d if fe r  from women 
respondents In th e ir  perception o f the three treatments on any o f the 
three concepts. I t  might be noted, however, that this comparison 
encompassed the treatment scores across a ll  occupations. For example, 
the six male treatment scores were confclned as were the s ix  female 
treatment scores and the s ix  both-sexes treatment scores regardless o f 
occupational class.
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TABLE V II 
TREATMENT MEANS BY RESPONDENT SEX
Picture Copy Total Effect
Treatment by 
Respondent Sex Mean D lf f* Mean D lff* Mean D lff*
Men Respondents
Male 24.80 +2.35 22.22 +1.04 23.30 +1.47
Female 23.98 +1.53 22.02 +0.84 23.00 +1.17
Both Sexes 22.45 21.18 21.83
Women Respondents
Male 22.69 +2.14 19.01 +1.35 2 0 . 0 2  +1.81
Female 21.37 +0.82 18.57 +0.91 18.99 +0.78
Both Sexes 20.55 17.66 18.21
Overall Mean 22.64 2 0 . 1 1 20.89
Six D ifferen t Occupations
"F" Score** 0.24417 0.06844 0.30797




Score** 0.22861 0.06567 0.29154
Probability 0.7984 0.9361 0.7515
*The amounts 1 n these columns Indicate differences In treatment means 
for each respondent sex. In each Instance, the most favorable mean 
serves as the base.
♦♦Differences In MF" scores and subsequent probabilities occur because 
S degrees o f freedom were used for the six d iffe re n t occupations and 
1 degree of freedom was used for the two occupational classes.
Source: Primary
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Although women respondents evaluated the three treatments more 
favorably than did the men respondents, the absence o f sex-treatment 
Interaction occurred presumably because both sexes followed the same 
patterns in th e ir evaluations. Across the three concepts, both men 
and women evaluated the both-sexes treatment as the most favorable for 
a ll six occupations and fo r the two occupational classes. The female 
treatment mean scores occupy the middle position on a ll  concepts for 
both men and women respondents while the male treatment mean scores 
indicate th is treatment was the least favorably perceived. The 
unfavorable perception of the male treatment in female occupations 
(described previously) possibly accounted for the low rating o f the 
male treatment.
ACCEPTANCE OF SEX-TREATMENT SUB-HYPOTHESIS
Apparently no interaction existed between the sex o f the respon­
dents and the treatment perception scores. The th ird  portion o f the 
minor hypothesis can therefore not be rejected. Both the men and the 
women respondents 1n the study evaluated the advertisement treatments 
In s im ilar patterns. Each sex group ranked the treatments 1n this  
descending order on a ll three concepts: both sexes, female, and
male.
Respondent Sex-0ccupat1on-Treatment Interaction Surveyed 
The final Interaction e ffe c t encompassed the three factors of 
respondent sex, occupation, and treatment.
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ABSENCE OF THREE-WAY INTERACTION
As Illu s tra te d  in Table V I I I ,  no s ign ifican t differences 
appeared for the Interaction o f the three factors when the two occupa 
tlonal classes were compared. The separation o f the occupations Into 
six d iffe ren t categories also revealed no s ign ifican t differences on 
the basis o f the three-factor Interaction as shown In Table IX.
TABLE V I I I




Picture Copy Total Effect
Men Women Men Women Men Women
Male Occupations
Male 20.15 2 0 . 8 8 19.91 17.63 19.93 18.53
Female 23.96 22.50 22.36 19.20 23.14 19.27
Both Sexes 2 0 . 0 1 20.40 19.90 17.53 20.18 18.20
Female Occupations
Male 29.44 24.50 24.52 20.38 26.67 21.51
Female 24.01 20.24 21.69 17.93 22.85 18.71
Both Sexes 24.90 20.70 22.45 17.78 23.47 18.22
Overall Mean 22.64 20.11 20.89
"F" Score 1.27829 0.47165 1.97102




MEAN SCORES FOR RESPONDENT SEX, DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS,
AND TREATMENT INTERACTION
Picture Copy Total Effect
Treatment by 





































































































































"F" Score 1.44081 0.53627 0.99429
ProbabllIty 0.1559 0.8657 0.5534
Source: Primary
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ACCEPTANCE OF SEX-OCCUPATION-TREATMENT SUB-HYPOTHESIS
The la s t Interaction portion o f the minor hypothesis cannot be 
rejected because the men and women apparently evaluated the treatments 
In s im ilar ways across the occupations. Thus, no Interaction effects  
appeared when the three factors were considered simultaneously.
Minor Hypothesis Results Inconclusive 
The minor hypothesis can neither be to ta lly  accepted nor 
rejected for the Lamar University freshman sample. For this study, the 
Interaction between respondent sex and occupation and the Interaction  
between occupation and treatment appeared s ig n ifican t. On the other 
hand, no interaction could be established between respondent sex and 
treatment or fo r the confclnatlon o f respondent sex-occupat1on-treatment.
Despite the lack o f unanimity for Interaction e ffe c ts , the find­
ings presented in this section contribute valuable insights when the 
three major hypotheses are considered. This study now seeks to deter­
mine whether men and women perceived the advertisements d iffe re n tly .
EVALUATIONS BY MEN AND WOMEN VARIED 
To ascertain whether differences 1n perception could be a t t r i ­
buted to the sex o f the respondent, the f i r s t  major hypothesis states:
Male subjects w ill not d if fe r  from female subjects 
1n th e ir  perception of 18 recruitment advertisements.
Preliminary Comparison Differences Suggested 
Two separate sets o f three-way analyses o f variance were under­
taken to determine whether the two sexes were a like  or d iffe ren t 1n 
th e ir perception o f the advertisements. As shown In Table X, the mean
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TABLE X












Men 23.75 21.81 22.71
Women 21.54 18.41 19.07
Overall Mean 22.64 2 0 . 1 1 20.89
"F" Score 3.20263 9.12297 9.95492
Probability 0.0731 0.0036 0.0025
Source: Primary
scores fo r men respondents were Identical fo r the two sets o f analyses 
o f variance as were the mean scores for the women respondents.
On the picture concept* men respondents did not perceive the 
advertisements d iffe re n tly  from women respondents; that Is , there 
was no difference In advertisement perception by sex a t the .05 
level o f significance on th is concept. However, s ign ifican t differences 
at the . 0 1  level were noted for the copy concept and for the to ta l 
e ffe c t concept between the two sexes.
In general, women were less c r it ic a l than were men 1n evaluating 
the advertisements since the mean scores for women were lower on a ll  
three concepts than the mean scores for men.3 For women, the ranges
3fhe complete scores are lis te d  1n Table IX , page 8 6 .
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on mean picture score were from 16.60 to 27.65 whereas the means for 
men ranged from 19.17 to 32.67 on th is concept. On copy score* women's 
means varied from 15.10 to 23.38 while the means for men varied from 
18.21 to 27.29. The means for women on to ta l e ffe c t scores ranged 
from 15.31 to 24.15 as compared with 19.15 to 30.13 fo r men. On the 
whole, women viewed the advertisements as closely favorable through 
s lig h tly  favorable to neutral when these scores are translated to the 
adjectives on the semantic d iffe re n tia l scale. The mean scores for 
men clustered around the neutral section o f the semantic d iffe re n tia l 
scale, ranging from s lig h tly  favorable through neutral to s lig h tly  
unfavorable.
Evidence from Interaction Effects Supportive
The findings from the minor hypothesis suggested that men 
respondents d iffered  from women respondents 1 n the perception o f occupa­
tions (a t the . 0 0 1  or lower level o f significance) and 1n the perception 
o f occupational classes (a t the .05 or lower le v e l) . The two respondent 
sexes, however, perceived no s ig n ifican t differences 1n treatments. The 
combination o f Interaction factors also revealed no differences between 
the sexes.
From the minor hypothesis, therefore, comes the Implication that 
a t least some o f the perception differences noted between men and women 
can be attributed  to varied evaluations o f occupations and occupational 
classes. To account fu rther fo r these differences In perception, this  
study employed additional calculations.
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Wlthin-Sex Group Perception Differences Cited 
The three-factor Interaction analyses showed that men's scores 
and women's scores moved in the same positive or negative directions 
across occupations and treatments. However, an appraisal o f the raw 
mean scores suggested some differences might ex is t for men respondents 
even though such differences were not apparent for women respondents.
To iso late any differences by e ith er sex 1n perceiving that specific  
sex, the opposite sex, or both sexes portrayed 1 n male occupations 
versus female occupations, additional formulas were employed.4
For a ll concepts, a t the .005 level o f confidence, men d e fin ite ly  
preferred the male In male occupations to the male In female occupa­
tions as depicted 1n Table X I. Men also preferred a t the .005 level o f
4 The following formulas were supplied by Mr. Emilio Icaza o f 
the Department o f Experimental S ta tis tic s , Louisiana State University:
"F" Score -  SSj 
MSE
where SŜ  ■ sex viewing treatment
MSE M mean square error or residual
S S 1  .  n [ (M ^ i + * 2 *2  + H3 X3 ) -  (M4 X4  + M5Y5  + MgYfi) ] 2
EM 1 2
where n *  number o f respondents
* 1 * 1  + * 2 * 2  + * 3 * 3  * sum o f means o f male occupations
M ^  + M5 X5  + H6 * 6  B sum o f means o f female occupations
Z M i2  *  sum o f occupations
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TABLE XI









I I  p i *
Score Probabll Ity
Male Treatment
Picture 20.15 29.44 80.2602 0.005
Copy 19.90 24.52 26.6351 0.005
Total E ffect 19.93 26.67 53.0113 0.005
Female Treatment
Picture 23.96 24.01 0 . 0 0 2 1 n.s.
Copy 22.36 21.69 0.5674 n.s.
Total Effect 23.14 22.85 0.0908 n.s.
Both Sexes Treatment
Picture 2 0 . 0 1 24.90 22.1148 0.005
Copy 19.90 22.45 8.1154 0.005
Total E ffect 20.18 23.47 12.6301 0.005
Source: Primary
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significance the portrayal o f both sexes 1n male occupations to the 
portrayal o f both sexes in female occupations. Hen respondents 
registered no difference to the portrayal o f females In male occupa­
tions as opposed to the portrayal o f females 1n female occupations.
A glance a t Table X II confirms that women also preferred, a t the 
.005 level o f significance, the portrayal o f males 1n male occupations 
to the portrayal o f males 1n female occupations on a ll concepts. On 
the basis o f picture score, women preferred the portrayal o f females 
In female occupations to the portrayal o f females In male occupations 
a t the .025 level o f significance. On copy score and to ta l e ffe c t 
score, women registered no s ign ifican t preference to the female 
treatment in male or female occupations. Likewise, women noted no 
s ig n ifican t differences in the both-sexes treatment fo r male occupa­
tions and fo r female occupations on a ll  three concepts.
These additional computations appear to Indicate that men perceived 
no differences 1 n the portrayal o f females in male or female occupations. 
Hen did , however, prefer the ra le  treatment or the both-sexes treatment 
1n male occupations. Women also preferred the male treatment In male 
occupations rather than 1n female occupations. However, women s lig h tly  
preferred the female treatment for female occupations on the picture 
concept but registered no s ig n ifican t preference fo r th is treatment In 
e ith er occupational class on the other two concepts. Furthermore, women 
perceived no difference 1 n the both-sexes treatment fo r e ith er o f the 
two occupational classes. These findings pinpoint some o f the d if fe r ­
ences 1n perception between men and women respondents.
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TABLE X II









I I  p i t
Score Probability
Male Treatment
Picture 2 0 . 8 8 24.50 12.1924 0.005
Copy 17.63 20.38 9.4865 0.005
Total E ffect 18.53 21.51 10.3157 0.005
Female Treatment
Picture 22.50 20.24 4.7291 0.025
Copy 19.20 17.93 2.0080 n.s.
Total E ffect 19.27 18.71 0.3656 n.s.
Both Sexes Treatment
Picture 20.40 20.70 0.0854 n.s.
Copy 17.53 17.78 0.0089 n.s.
Total Effect 18.20 18.22 0.0003 n.s.
Source: Primary
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Sex Differences Hypothesis Rejected
Because men respondents did d if fe r  from women respondents In 
th e ir  perceptions o f the 18 job recruitment advertisements, the f i r s t  
hypothesis can be rejected on the bases o f copy score and to ta l e ffe c t  
score a t the . 0 1  level of significance for the freshman sample at 
Lamar University. However, these freshmen men and women perceived 
the advertisements In the same way on the basis o f picture score.
Some o f the perception differences were attributed to Interaction  
effects o f sex with occupations. Both the six d iffe ren t occupations 
and the two occupational classes were perceived d iffe re n tly  by the two 
respondent groups. Furthermore, men respondents preferred the both* 
sexes treatment 1 n male occupations to the same treatment In female 
occupations whereas women respondents registered no difference In 
perception o f the both-sexes treatment fo r e ith er occupational class. 
This additional evidence further supports the rejection o f the f i r s t  
hypothesis.
The second hypothesis lo g ica lly  Investigates any perception 
differences which might be a ttribu ted  to the perceived occupations.
OPINIONS REGARDING OCCUPATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL 
CLASSES DIVERSIFIED
The second hypothesis advanced the proposition that the "subjects 
w ill not perceive the six occupations d iffe re n tly ."
The orig inal analyses o f variance Interpreted mean scores fo r six 
d iffe ren t occupations: accountant, computer sp e c ia lis t, engineer, 
lib ra ria n , nurse, and secretary. The second set o f analyses o f variance
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compared mean scores for the two occupational classes: male occupations 
and female occupations.
Occupations and Occupational Classes 
Perception Compare?
For the p icture, copy, and to ta l e ffe c t concepts, the In it ia l  
analyses o f variance Indicated differences 1n advertisement perception 
sign ifican t a t the . 0 0 0 1  level fo r the six d iffe ren t occupations shown 
In Table X I I I .
TABLE X I I I
THE SIX DIFFERENT OCCUPATION MEANS 











Accountant 20.77 18.87 19.50
Computer Specialist 20.73 19.59 19.89
Engineer 22.45 19.81 20.24
Librarian 23.99 21.09 22.39
Nurse 21.42 18.28 19.02
Secretary 26.49 23.00 24.31
Overall Mean 22.64 2 0 . 1 1 20.89
"F" Score 18.80128 14.57176 19.44406
Probability 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1
Source: Primary
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Across the sample, the computer specia lis t advertisements were 
perceived most favorably on the basis o f picture score while the nurse 
advertisements were evaluated most favorably on the bases o f copy score 
and to ta l e ffe c t score. The en tire  sample judged the secretarial 
advertisements least favorably on a ll  three concepts.
The second set o f analyses o f variance also Indicated s ig n if i ­
cant differences 1n perception o f occupational class advertisements.
On the picture concept, these differences were s ig n ifican t a t the 
.0001 le v e l; on copy concept, a t the .0005 le v e l; and on total e ffe c t 
concept, a t the .0001 le v e l. A comparison o f the sample means, 
depicted 1n Table XIV, indicates that the male occupations were more 
favorably perceived by the en tire  sample than were the female 
occupations.
TABLE XIV












Male 21.32 19.42 19.88
Female 23.97 20.79 21.91
Overall Mean 22.64 2 0 . 1 1 20.89
"F" Score 36.61561 13.48432 27.31754




The diverse perception of occupations appears to stem at least 
p a rtia lly  from tMO occupation Interaction e ffec ts --th a t with respondent 
sex and that with treatment. Men and women respondents evaluated the 
advertisements for the six occupations d iffe ren tly  at the following 
levels o f significance: picture score, . 0 0 0 1 ; copy score, . 0 0 1 0 ; and 
total e ffec t score, .0003. S im ilarly , men and women respondents 
perceived the occupation class advertisements d iffe ren tly  at the follow­
ing levels o f significance: picture score, .0001; copy score, .0311;
and total e ffec t score, .0021. Apparently the most or least favorable 
perception o f occupation advertisements depends, a t least p a rtia lly , 
on the sex o f the Individual viewing the advertisement.
Another factor accounting for d iffe ren t perception o f the adver­
tisements seems to be the Interaction o f the occupation with the treatment 
portrayed. At the .0001 level o f significance, differences occurred 1n 
treatment perception and occupation perception Interaction for the six 
d iffe ren t occupations and for the two occupational classes. Because of 
the s ta tis tic a l techniques employed, separating cause and e ffec t of 
perception differences presents some d iff ic u lt ie s . I t  would appear, 
however, that the perception o f the occupation usually governed the 
perception o f the treatments for that occupation. In general, for the 
male occupations, the both-sexes treatment was most favorably evaluated 
whereas for the female occupations, the female treatment was most 
favorably perceived.
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Occupation Differences Hypothesis Rejected 
For the freshman sample at Lamar University, the three-way 
analyses o f variance fo r the six d iffe ren t occupations indicated that 
the second major hypothesis can be rejected at the . 0 0 0 1  level o f 
significance fb r a l l  three concepts. Likewise, the three-way analyses 
o f variance for occupational classes yielded results to ju s t ify  the 
rejection o f th is hypothesis a t the .0005 or lower level o f significance. 
Across the sample, the Lamar University subjects did Indeed perceive 
differences 1 n the six d iffe ren t occupations as well as 1 n the two 
occupational classes.
Further support fb r the rejection o f th is hypothesis was pro­
vided by the minor hypothesis. The Interaction o f respondent sex with 
occupation and the Interaction o f occupation with treatment both In d i­
cated s ig n ifican t differences In the perception o f the advertisements.
Hie differences associated with occupation perception appear 
somewhat meaningful fo r th is  study. Not only are differences 1n percep­
tion highly s ign ifican t when the occupation factor 1 s considered 
separately but the diverse Interactions o f occupation portrayed with 
respondent sex and treatment perception are also highly s ig n ifican t.
The th ird  major fac tor, advertisement treatment, is explored 
1 n the following section.
TREATMENT PERCEPTION OF OCCUPATIONS ANALYZED
The th ird  major hypothesis concerning the portrayal o f males,
females, and both sexes read:
Subjects w ill not react d iffe re n tly  to the 
three advertisement treatments.
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Preferred Treatments Noted 
The members o f the sample evaluated three treatments for each of 
the six occupations: male, female, and both sexes. Across the sample, 
the two sets o f analyses o f variance yielded comparable results as 
portrayed 1n Table XV.
From the two sets o f analyses o f variance, s ign ificant d if fe r ­
ences in the perception o f treatment occurred across the sample. For 
the six d iffe re n t occupations, these differences were s ig n ifican t a t  
the following levels: .0003, picture concept; .0212, copy concept; and
.0022, to ta l e ffe c t concept. S im ila rly , the respondents found the occu­
pational class treatments d iffe ren t a t the .0004 level fo r picture 
concept, a t the .0247 level fo r copy concept, and a t the .0029 level 
fo r to ta l e ffe c t concept.
The both-sexes treatment 1n occupations was perceived most 
favorably across the en tire  sample on the three concepts. In fa c t, the 
favorable (minus score) deviation from the overall mean was attributed  
to this treatment on a ll  three concepts. The female treatment 1n occu­
pations received the middle score while the male treatment 1n the 
occupations was least favorably evaluated by members o f the sample. 
Again, 1t might be noted, however, that these treatment comparisons 
were determined by adding the scores fo r each treatment regardless of 
occupational class.
Interaction E ffect Added 
The differences 1 n treatment perception can be linked a t least 




Picture Copy Total Effect
Treatment Mean D1ff* Mean 01f f * Mean D1ff*
Male 23.74 +1 . 1 0 20.61 +0.50 21.66 +0.77
Female 2 2 . 6 8 +0.04 20.30 +0.19 20.99 +0.10
Both Sexes 21.50 -1.14 19.42 -0.69 20.02 -0.87
Overall Mean 22.64 2 0 . 1 1 20.89
Six D ifferent Occupations 
"F" Score** 9.33745 3.83509 6.36831
Probability 0.0003 0 . 0 2 1 2 0 . 0 0 2 2
Two Occupational Classes 
"F" Score** 8.74245 3.67965 6.02848
Probability 0.0004 0.0247 0.0029
♦The sums In these columns are the differences 1n treatment score and 
overall mean score fo r each concept.
**The s ligh t discrepancies in "F* scores and subsequent probabilities  
occur because 5 degrees o f freedom were used for the six d iffe ren t 
occupations and 1 degree o f freedom was used for the two occupational 
classes. For this calculation o f treatment scores* the mean square 
error fo r six d iffe ren t occupations was 1598 while the mean square 
error for occupational class was 1622.
Source: Primary
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preceding section, the perception o f occupation strongly Influenced 
the perception o f treatment ( . 0 0 0 1  level o f significance) when the 
occupations were s tra tifie d  Into male and female occupations. The both- 
sexes treatment was generally preferred for the male occupations whereas 
the female treatment received overall favorable scores for the female 
occupations.
No interaction e ffec t was Isolated, however, when respondent sex 
was compared with treatment perception. Generally, the two sexes viewed 
the treatments in sim ilar ways. However, separate comparisons of men 
respondents' evaluations and o f women respondents' evaluations for the 
advertisement treatments revealed some s ligh t differences between the 
sex groups. Men respondents preferred the both-sexes treatment in male 
occupations to the both-sexes treatment In female occupations; women 
respondents perceived no difference In the both-sexes treatment for 
either sex-stereotyped occupational class.
Treatment Differences Hypothesis Rejected
Employing the responses from the freshman sample a t Lamar 
University, the two sets o f three-way analyses o f variance provided 
evidence for the rejection o f the hypothesis concerning treatment per­
ception. For both sets of analyses, the differences 1n treatment 
perception are significant a t the .003 or lower level as determined by 
picture and total e ffec t scores. On copy score, the differences In 
treatment perception are significant approaching the . 0 2  level.
Differences in treatment perception can be p a rtia lly  attributed  
to differences 1n occupation perception ( . 0 0 0 1  level of significance). 
Additional treatment perception differences were noted for the portrayal
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of both sexes 1n the advertisements. Men preferred the both-sexes 
treatment for male occupations while women registered no significant 
difference fo r this treatment 1n e ither male or female occupations.
JOB RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENT HYPOTHESES RECAPITULATED
In an after-only experiment* respondents at Lamar University 
evaluated 18 job recruitment advertisements on three concepts. Close 
correlations were shown to exist for the three concepts o f picture* 
copy* and total e ffect.
Interaction effects for the three major factors o f sex, occupa­
tion , and treatment furnished perhaps the most meaningful results for 
this study. The two sets o f analayses o f variance Indicated significant 
perception differences when interaction o f respondent sex and occupation 
portrayed evaluations were compared. Men respondents reacted d ifferen tly  
from women respondents in evaluating the six d ifferen t occupations and 
the two occupational classes. Women generally responded more favorably 
toward the occupations on a ll concepts. Men perceived the accountant 
advertisement most positively while women favored the nurse advertisements 
across the three concepts. Both sexes accorded the secretary advertise­
ments the least favorable scores. Both sexes also perceived the male 
occupation advertisements more positively than the female occupation 
advertisements. However* while women found re la tive ly  l i t t l e  difference 
1n the occupational class advertisements, men evaluated the male occupa­
tion advertisements s ign ificantly  more favorably than the female 
occupation advertisements.
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Another section isolated differences 1n occupation perception 
and treatment perception which could be attributed to the Interaction  
of the two factors. The treatments were accorded d iffe ren t evaluations 
for the six occupations. Although respondents reacted most favorably 
to the female treatment for accountant (picture and total e ffect concepts), 
respondents 1n general preferred the sex-spec1f1c or both-sexes treatment 
for the six d ifferen t occupations. In fac t, respondents s ligh tly  
preferred the both-sexes treatment to the male treatment for the male 
occupations. The female treatment was s lig h tly  preferred to the both- 
sexes treatment fo r the female occupations. The female treatment for 
the male occupational class was more favorably received than was the male 
treatment fo r the female occupational class.
No Interaction effects were found when respondent sex and tre a t­
ment perception were compared; nor were any significant differences 
noted 1n the Interaction o f the three factors o f sex, occupation, and 
treatment.
Men respondents s ign ificantly  d iffered from women respondents 
1n perceptions based on copy and total e ffec t concepts. No perception 
differences appeared between the sexes for the picture concept. In 
general, women respondents were less c r itic a l than men respondents of 
the 18 advertisements. When the responses of men were compared for the 
treatments In male and female occupations, men were found to prefer 
the male or both-sexes treatment 1n male occupations. Men perceived no 
difference 1n the portrayal o f a female In male or female occupations.
Women also liked the male treatment 1n male occupations better than the 
male treatment 1n female occupations on a ll three concepts. Women also
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s lig h tly  preferred the female treatment In female occupations (as 
opposed to the female treatment In male occupations) on the basis o f 
picture score. However, women perceived no difference 1n the both- 
sexes treatment fo r male and female occupations.
Differences 1n occupation perception occurred on a ll three 
concepts. On the basis o f picture score, the computer specia lis t 
occupation was most favorably perceived while the nursing occupation 
was favored on copy and to ta l e ffe c t scores. The secretarial occupa­
tion was least favorably perceived on a ll  three concepts. Male occupa­
tions were preferred to female occupations.
The three advertisement treatments were also perceived 
d iffe re n tly  by the members o f the sample. From most to least favorable, 
the treatments were ranked both sexes, female, and male fo r a ll  s ix  
occupations. The both-sexes treatment was s lig h tly  preferred fo r the 
male occupations while the female treatment was judged most preferable 
fo r the female occupations.
Some differences 1n perception might, therefore, be attributed  
to each o f the three factors o f sex, occupation, and treatment. The 
occupation portrayed, however, appeared mainly responsible fo r the 
differences 1n perception o f the freshman sample a t Lamar University.
The occupation factor was determined s ig n ifican t both on Its  own accord 
and on Its  Interaction effects with respondent sex and treatment 
perception.
The fin a l hypothesis o f th is study suggested that a fourth 
fac tor, dominant personality t r a its ,  could Influence perception o f 
advertisement treatments. This p oss ib ility  Is  Investigated In the 
following chapter.
CHAPTER V
CORRELATION OF PERSONALITY TRAITS WITH RECRUITMENT 
ADVERTISEMENT PERCEPTION SCORES
In addition to sex, occupation, and treatment, personality 
tra its  as defined by the Gu1lford-Z1mmerman Temperament Survey were 
also presumed to be factors which might Influence advertisement per­
ception. The Pearson product moment technique o f correlation was 
applied to determine any relationships between personality tra its  and 
advertisement treatment perception. Thus, the scores on the picture, 
copy, and to ta l e ffe c t concepts were correlated with the scores for 
dominant personality tra its  fo r three groups: men respondents, women 
respondents, and the to ta l sample.
This chapter Includes a b r ie f  explanation o f the s ta tis tic a l  
techniques employed and the results o f the correlations for the three 
groups. S ignificant personality tra its  are cited as the chapter 
concludes with a discussion o f the relevance o f using G uilford- 
Zimmerman Temperament Survey personality tra its  as "predictors" o f  
advertisement perception.
STATISTICAL TREATMENT EMPLOYED FOR FOURTH MAJOR HYPOTHESIS
To ascertain whether personality tra its  Influenced the perception 
of the job recruitment advertisements, the Gull ford-Zlnrnerman Temperament 
Survey was administered to the sample members. The scoring o f this
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Instrument and the s ta tis tic a l methods employed to compare personality 
tra its  and perception scores are described In this chapter's Introductory 
section.
Scoring o f the Gull ford-Zlrnnerman Temperament Survey 
The GZTS was manually scored with the use o f a punched key on 
each IBM answer sheet. The number o f "positive" scores was sunned for 
each t r a it ;  these scores ranged from "0" to ”30." Since each personality 
t r a i t  was considered as a separate variable* the 10 raw scores fo r each
respondent provided the data for the correlation o f personality t r a it
scores with job recruitment advertisement evaluations.
Correlation o f Personality and Treatment Scores
The Pearson product moment correlation technique was used to
determine relationships between the personality variables defined by
the GZTS and most favorable or least favorable perception o f the 18
advertisements.* Picture scores for the advertisements were sunned and
means were determined for each respondent under these six categories:
male occupation - male pictured
male occupation -  female pictured
male occupation -  both sexes pictured
female occupation -m a le  pictured 
female occupation -  female pictured 
female occupation -  both sexes pictured
These means were then correlated with the raw scores (0 to 30) 
fo r each of the ten tra its  o f the GZTS. The sample was not divided by
*These s ta tis tica l comparisons o f the data were completed by 
the Department of Experimental S ta tis tic s , Louisiana State University.
Mr. Emilio Icaza supervised the correlations.
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respondent sex In the original correlation. In a lik e  manner, copy 
scores and total e ffec t scores were correlated with the GZTS person­
a l i ty  t r a it  scores.
A second correlation o f the Gu11ford-Z1ninerman Temperament 
Survey scores and advertisement perception evaluations was also com­
pleted. Under this second method, the scores for men respondents were 
separated from the scores for women respondents.
Advertisement Concept Score Correlation 
As shown In Chapter IV , the three advertisement concepts of 
picture score, copy score, and total e ffec t score were closely corre­
lated with one another from the standpoint o f advertisement perception. 
Some differences among the concepts were particu larly  apparent, however, 
when these concept scores were correlated with the personality t r a i t  
scores. Because o f these differences, scores for a ll three concepts 
are explored 1n this chapter.
Implications o f Sample Size on Correlation Effects 
The total sample contained 96 respondents while one sub-sample 
consisted of 48 men and the other o f 48 women. Because of the sample 
sizes involved, d iffe ren t levels o f significance were established 
for predicting that the coeffic ient o f correlation fo r each group was 
equal to "0." The minimum required coefficients o f correlation and 
associated levels o f significance were established during the computer 
analyses for the following sample sizes:
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A complete lis t in g  o f the correlation results for the ten GZTS 
t ra its  with the six occupational treatments 1s included 1n Appendix F. 
For discussion purposes, only those tra its  and treatments which showed 
evidence o f correlation a t the .05 level o f significance or lower are 
explored 1n this chapter.
The coeffic ients o f correlation Indicated in the tables In this 
section and those In the appendix are shown as positive or negative 
Items. A positive correlation shows that high scores on the personality 
t r a i t  are associated with high or unfavorable scores on the advertise* 
ment treatment; likew ise, low scores on the personality t r a i t  are 
accompanied by low or favorable scores on the advertisement treatment.
In the case o f negative correlation , high scores on the person­
a l i ty  t r a i t  are linked with low or favorable scores on the advertisement 
treatment. Consequently, low personality t r a i t  scores are connected 
with high or unfavorable advertisement treatment scores.
Interpretation o f Positive and Negative Correlations
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EXPLANATION OF THE GZTS PERSONALITY TRAITS
To avoid duplication o f discussion, the ten GZTS personality 
tra its  are explained b r ie fly  1n the following paragraphs.2 Table XXIII 
In Appendix 0 details statement composition fo r each t r a i t .
The f i r s t  t r a i t ,  general a c tiv ity , distinguishes those persons 
who are quick and active from those who are slow and passive. A high 
score Indicates one who Hkes a rapid pace; who possesses energy and 
v ita l i t y ;  who Hkes speed, hurrying, and quickness o f action; and one 
who 1s enthusiastic and liv e ly .
The temperament t r a i t  o f res tra in t re flects  the "serious­
mindedness" o f the Individual. A person with a high score appears delib ­
erate , exerts persistent e f fo r t ,  and has control o f himself. Individuals 
who score low on th is t r a i t  exh ib it happy-go-lucky, carefree, Impulsive, 
and excitement-loving characteristics.
A person with a high ascendance score 1s Inclined to be s e lf ­
defensive. A high score also Indicates leadership habits and the 
tendency to take the In it ia t iv e  In speaking with others, 1n speaking 
in public, and 1n persuading others. In addition, a person with a high 
ascendance score does not mind being conspicuous or being able to b lu ff  
other people. A low ascendance score suggests submissiveness and the 
habit of following. A person who scores low on ascendance Is also
2These descriptions are based on J. P. Guilford and Wayne S. 
Zimmerman, The Gull ford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey Manual o f Instruc­
tions and Interpretations (Beverly h i l ls ,  C aliforn ia: Sheridan Supply
Company, 1*149), pp. Z-3; and Robert L. Thorndike and Elizabeth Hagen, 
Measurement and Evaluation 1n Psychology and Education (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, In c ., 1955), pp. 38$-38?.
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lik e ly  to hesitate to speak to others or to speak 1n public and Is 
l ik e ly  to avoid being singled out.
The fourth t r a i t ,  s o c ia b ility , concerns the social Interests o f 
the Individual. A high positive score 1s achieved by an Individual who 
has many friends and acquaintances, who converses eas ily , who likes  
social a c tiv it ie s  and contacts, and who enjoys the lim eligh t. On the 
other hand, a person with a low score has few friends and acquaintances. 
Such a person 1s shy; d islikes social a c tiv it ie s ; and avoids conversa­
tions, social contacts, and seeking the spotlight.
An Individual who scores high on emotional s ta b ility  reflects  
evenness o f moods, optimism, cheerfulness, and composure; such an 
Individual feels 1n good health. At the opposite extreme, a low score 
Indicates an Individual who suffers from feelings o f g u ilt ,  loneliness, 
or worry. This low-scoring Individual Is apt to be pessimistic, to 
daydream, and to persevere with Ideas or moods.
The high scorer on o b jec tiv ity  1s described as being "thick- 
skinned." Such an Individual is free from egotism and self-centeredness, 
suspiciousness and h o s t il ity , Ideas o f reference, and the tendency to 
get Into trouble.
A person who scores high on the friendliness t r a i t  exhibits  
tolerance, acceptance o f domination, and respect fo r others. A low 
scorer, however, appears b e llig eren t, h o s tile , and resentfu l. Such an 
Individual desires to dominate others, resists domination, and professes 
some contempt for other people.
A high score on the thoughtfulness t r a i t  Indicates that an 
Individual 1s re fle c tiv e , m editative, philosophically Inclined , and
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mentally poised. In addition, a high scorer observes his own behavior 
as well as that o f others and 1s mentally poised. A low scorer on this  
t r a i t  1s more interested in overt than 1n thoughtful a c tiv ity .
A person who scores high on the personal relations t r a i t  1s 
to lerant o f people and has fa ith  In social Ins titu tio n s . A person with 
a low score on this t r a i t  appears c r it ic a l o f other people as well as 
c r it ic a l o f social In s titu tio n s . In addition, a low score Indicates a 
person who 1s suspicious o f others and one who Indulges 1n s e lf-p ity .
The la s t t r a i t ,  masculinity, separates those who are Interested  
1n masculine a c tiv it ie s  and vocations (high score) from those Interested  
1n feminine a c tiv it ie s  and vocations (low score). A person who scores 
high on this t r a i t  1s not easily  disgusted; seems hardbolled; appears 
inhibited in emotional expression; resists fear; and exhibits l i t t l e  
in terest 1n clothes, s ty les , or romance.
PERSONALITY TRAITS RELEVANT FOR SAMPLES 
For three o f the ten personality tra its --genera l a c tiv ity ,  
o b je c tiv ity , and friendliness—no correlations s ign ificant a t the .05 
level were found with advertisement treatments. The computer analyses 
revealed that seven t r a its — re s tra in t, ascendance, s o c ia b ility , emotional 
s ta b il i ty ,  thoughtfulness, personal re lations, and masculinity—were 
correlated In one or more Instances with the occupational class tre a t­
ment perception o f the advertisements. Consequently, these correlation  
effects are explored for men respondents, for women respondents, and 
fo r the to ta l sample.
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For the two sets o f correlations* the Interaction o f personality 
tra its  with perception o f treatment appeared 1n 57 instances as Table 
XVI Illu s tra te s .
TABLE XVI
INSTANCES OF CORRELATION OF PERSONALITY TRAITS 






Picture 6 8 10
Copy 1 7 9
Total Effect 3 5 8
Totals 10 20 27
Source: Primary
A glance at Table XVI Indicates that the to ta l e ffe c t concept 
yielded the fewest number o f correlations fo r women respondents and 
fo r the to ta l sample. The following discussion, therefore, explores 
correlation effects between personality tra its  and treatment percep­
tion scores on the bases o f a l l  three concepts.
Men Respondents Sub-Sample 
In a ll but one Instance, the correlation o f personality tra its  
with advertisement treatments fo r men respondents occurred fo r occupa­
tions stereotyped as masculine. As shown In Table XV II, the sole
TABLE XVII
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR PERSONALITY 
TRAITS WITH ADVERTISEMENT TREATMENT PERCEPTION BY 
MEN RESPONDENTS







Male Restraint +0.301 0.05 Male Picture
Emotional S tab ility +0.331 0.05 Male Picture
Masculinity +0.357 0.02 Male Picture
Female Emotional S tab ility  +0.291 0.05 Male Picture
+0.337 0.02 Male Total Effect
Both Sexes Restraint +0.291 0.05 Male Picture
Sociability -0.369 0.02 Male Picture
-0.341 0.02 Male Copy
-0.289 0.05 Male Total Effect
Masculinity +0.296 0.05 Female Total Effect
Source: Primary
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exception fo r correlation involved the portrayal o f both sexes in female 
occupations on to ta l e ffe c t score. Viewing the treatment unfavorably 
were men who scored high on the masculinity personality t r a i t .
Men who scored high on the personality tra its  o f re s tra in t, 
emotional s ta b il i ty ,  and masculinity appeared to view unfavorably the 
portrayal o f a male 1n a male occupation on the basis o f picture score 
at the .05 or lower level o f significance. Men who scored high on 
res tra in t also viewed unfavorably the portrayal o f both sexes 1n a 
male occupation (.05 lev e l) on this same concept.
Of special In terest are the correlations associated with the 
personality tra its  o f emotional s ta b ility  and s o c ia b ility . Men who 
scored high on the emotional s ta b ility  t r a i t  perceived the female 
treatment 1n the male occupational class unfavorably both on the 
basis o f picture score and to ta l e ffe c t score at the .05 or lower level 
o f significance. On the other hand, men who ranked high on the socia­
b i l i t y  t r a i t  were inclined to view favorably on a ll  three concepts the 
portrayal o f both sexes 1n male occupations (a t the .05 or lower level 
o f significance).
For men respondents, therefore, the four personality tra its  o f 
re s tra in t, emotional s ta b il i ty ,  s o c ia b ility , and masculinity appear to 
have Influenced to some extent the perception o f recruitment advertise­
ment treatments for the two occupational classes.
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The Sub-Sample o f Women Respondents 
For the women respondents. 13 evidences o f correlation fo r 
personality tra its  with advertisement treatments emerged fo r male 
occupations while 7 correlations appeared for female occupations as 
noted 1n Table X V III. Six personality tra its  emerged as somewhat 
sign ifican t indicators o f women respondents' perception o f the 
advertisement treatments.
For p ic tu re  score concept, women who scored high on ascendance 
viewed unfavorably the portrayal o f a male in male occupations (.01  
le v e l) , a male In female occupations (.05  le v e l) ,  and both sexes 1n 
male occupations (.05  le v e l) and female occupations (.05  le v e l) . Thus, 
women high In leadership a b ilit ie s  appeared opposed to the portrayals 
of male or both sexes 1n e ith e r male or female occupations from the 
standpoint o f picture score.
Women who scored high on the res tra in t personality t r a i t  
favorably perceived the portrayal o f the male 1n male occupations (on 
a ll three concepts a t the .05 lev e l) and the portrayal of both sexes 
In male occupations (a t the .01 le v e l) on copy score. Other personality 
tra its  showing only Isolated Instances o f correlation Included socia­
b i l i t y ,  thoughtfulness, and masculinity.
Of greatest In terest to th is study, however, are the correlations 
between the personality t r a i t  o f personal relations and the concept 
scores for the three treatments. Women who scored high on the personal 
relations t r a i t  viewed favorably the male treatment fo r male occupations 
(copy score level o f .01 and picture score level o f .05) and fo r female
TABLE XV III
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR PERSONALITY 
TRAITS WITH ADVERTISEMENT TREATMENT PERCEPTION BY 
WOMEN RESPONDENTS







Restraint -0.317 0.05 Male Picture
-0.285 0.05 Male Copy
-0.304 0.05 Male Total Effect
Ascendance +0.400 0.01 Male Picture
Ascendance +0.284 0.05 Female Picture
Sociability +0.382 0.01 Male Picture
Personal Relations -0.403 0.01 Male Copy
-0.291 0.05 Male Total Effect
Personal Relations -0.288 0.05 Female Copy
Female Personal Relations -0.302 0.05 Male Copy
Personal Relations -0.356 0.02 Female Copy
-0.408 0.02 Female Total Effect
TABLE XV III (Continued)







Both Sexes Restraint >0.352 0.01 Hale Copy
Ascendance +0-291 0.05 Male Picture
Ascendance +0.295 0.05 Female Picture
Thoughtfulness +0.298 0.05 Female Total Effect
Personal Relations -0.315 0.05 Male Picture
-0.500 0.01 Male Copy
-0.424 0.01 Male Total Effect
Masculinity +0.432 0.01 Female Picture
Source: Primary
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occupations (copy score level o f .05 ); the female treatment favorably 
for male occupations (copy score level o f .05) and female occupations 
(both copy and to ta l e ffe c t scores a t the .02 le v e l);  and the both- 
sexes treatment favorably fo r male occupations (a t the .05 level or 
lower on a l l  three concepts).
In sunvnary, women who scored high on the personal relations  
t r a i t  seemed to be somewhat receptive of any of the three treatments 
for e ither o f the two occupational classes. Women who scored high on 
the res tra in t t r a i t  preferred the male or both sexes treatments In 
male occupations while women high 1n the ascendance t r a i t  reported some 
d is like  o f the male portrayal and both-sexes portrayal fo r both male 
and female occupations on certain concepts.
Personality Traits Correlated fo r the Total Sample
When the men and women respondents were grouped together, the 
correlation o f personality tra its  with advertisement treatment yielded  
somewhat d iffe re n t results from those found fo r each sub-sample. 
Although these results might appear contradictory to the results for 
the sub-samples, lo g ica lly  high results from one sub-sample could and 
probably did o ffset low results from the other sub-sample. In a 
sim ilar manner, additive results for the two sub-samples possibly 
accounted fo r instances o f correlation fo r the total sample when such 
instances did not appear fbr e ith e r sub-sample.3
3The bases fo r correlation shown on page 108 Indicate that 
lower correlation scores were s ign ifican t fo r the total sample than 
for the sub-samples because o f sample size.
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As Illu s tra ted  1n Table XIX, those Individuals who scored high 
on the ascendance t r a i t  regarded unfavorably the male treatment in both 
male and female occupations on the basis o f picture score (.05 lev e l). 
Individuals high on the masculinity t r a i t  also rated the male treatment 
unfavorably on the basis o f copy score (.05 le v e l). The tra its  of 
personal relations and masculinity seemed particularly Important In 
Influencing the perception o f the male treatment. Individuals who 
scored high on the personal relations t r a i t  viewed favorably the 
portrayal o f males 1n female occupations (.02 level for picture and 
copy score). On the other hand. Individuals who scored high on the 
masculinity t r a it  evaluated the male treatment In female occupations 
unfavorably a t the .05 or lower level on a ll  three concepts.
Four personality tra its  showed correlations with the female 
treatment fo r the to ta l sample. Individuals who scored high on the 
ascendance t r a i t  perceived unfavorably the female treatment 1n female 
occupations on the basis of picture score (.02 le v e l). Sample menfcers 
who scored high on emotional s ta b ility  viewed unfavorably on the basis 
of total e ffec t score the female treatment in male occupations (.05  
lev e l). The portrayal o f a female 1n female occupations was considered 
to be favorable on a ll  three concepts by Individuals who scored high on 
the personal relations t r a i t  (fo r a ll concepts at the .02 or lower 
le v e l). The las t personality t r a i t  that showed correlation with the 
female treatment was that of masculinity. On the basis o f copy score. 
Individuals who had masculine Interests viewed the female treatment 
unfavorably (.05 level) for male occupations. Likewise, sample members
TABLE XIX
SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR PERSONALITY 









Male Ascendance +0.228 0.05 Male Picture
Ascendance +0.225 0.05 Female Picture
Personal Relations -0.241 0.02 Female Picture
-0.237 0.02 Female Copy
Masculinity +0.232 0.05 Male Copy
Masculinity +0.253 0.02 Female Picture
+0.206 0.05 Female Copy
+0.212 0.05 Female Total Effect
Ascendance +0.243 0.02 Female Picture
Emotional S tab ility +0.228 0.05 Male Total Effect
Personal Relations -0.259 0.02 Female Picture
-0.264 0.01 Female Copy
-0.291 0.01 Female Total Effect
TABLE XIX (Continued)







Masculinity +0.228 0.05 Male Copy
Masculinity +0.291 0.01 Female Picture
+0.330 0.01 Female Copy
+0.300 0.01 Female Total Effect
Both Sexes Ascendance +0.261 0.01 Female Picture
Thoughtful ness +0.248 0.02 Female Total Effect
Personal Relations -0.216 0.05 Male Picture
-0.318 0.01 Male Copy
-0.289 0.01 Male Total Effect
Masculinity +0.249 0.02 Male Copy
+0.198 0.05 Male Total Effect
Masculinity +0.414 0.01 Female Picture
+0.392 0.01 Female Copy
+0.434 0.01 Female Total Effect
Source: Primary
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with strong masculine Interests viewed unfavorably on a ll three concepts 
at the .01 level the portrayal o f a female 1n female occupations.
When both sexes were portrayed 1n an advertisement, Individuals 
high 1n ascendance perceived such treatments unfavorably on picture 
score (a t the .01 le v e l) . Those Individuals who scored high on the 
thoughtfulness t r a i t  also viewed the both-sexes treatment for female 
occupations unfavorably on the basis o f total e ffe c t score (.02 le v e l). 
Two tra its  appeared somewhat Important 1n Influencing the perception 
of the both-sexes treatment. Individuals who scored high on personal 
relations evaluated the both-sexes treatment In male occupations 
favorably on a ll three concepts (.05  or lower le v e l) . Also on a ll  
three concepts, sample members with strong masculine Interests viewed 
unfavorably the portrayal o f both sexes 1n female occupations (.01  
le v e l) . On two o f the three concepts (copy score at the .02 level 
and total e ffe c t score a t the .05 le v e l) ,  sample mentors with strong 
masculine Interests perceived unfavorably the both sexes treatment in 
male occupations.
For the total sample, five  personality tra its  were correlated  
with one or more advertisement treatments. Two tra its  appeared particu­
la r ly  s ig n ifican t 1n Influencing the way the to ta l sample perceived the 
advertisements. The t r a i t  o f personal relations was negatively corre­
lated fo r a l l  three treatments. Individuals who scored high on this  
t r a i t  perceived the male and female treatments favorably 1n female 
occupations and the both sexes treatment favorably 1n male occupations. 
On the other hand, the masculinity t r a i t  showed positive correlation
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with the three treatments. The higher the masculinity score, the less 
favorably did members o f the sample view the male treatment In male 
occupations (copy score) and In female occupations (a ll  three concepts), 
the female treatment In male occupations (copy score) and In female 
occupations (a l l  three concepts), and the both sexes treatment 1n male 
occupations (copy and to ta l e ffe c t scores) and 1n female occupations 
(a ll  three concepts). In short, those with strong masculine Interests  
viewed the advertisements much less favorably than did those with 
predominant feminine Interests.
PERSONALITY TRAITS NOTED ACROSS SAMPLE GROUPS
Three o f the personality tra its  (general a c tiv ity , o b je c tiv ity , 
and friendliness) defined by the Gullford-Zlmmerman Temperament Survey 
showed no correlation with any o f the six occupational class tre a t­
ments on any concept. Two o f the tra its  (ascendance and thoughtfulness) 
were correlated (a t the .05 level or lower) with one or more treatments 
but only on one concept fo r the three groups (men respondents, women 
respondents, and total sample).
Since a personality t r a i t  could be correlated with an occupa­
tional class treatment on one, two, or three concepts, the strongest 
evidence that such correlation exists can be presented on the basis o f 
two or more concepts. For the sub-samples o f men respondents and of 
women respondents and fo r the to ta l sample, the following personality 
tra its  appeared to influence perception o f the occupational class 
treatments.
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Restraint: negative correlation for women respondents with
male treatment 1n male occupations
S ociab ility : negative correlation fo r men respondents with
both-sexes treatment 1n male occupations
Emotional S ta b ility : positive correlation fo r men respondents with
female treatment In male occupations
Personal Relations: negative correlation for women respondents with
male treatment 1n male occupations
negative correlation fo r women respondents with 
female treatment In female occupations
negative correlation fo r women respondents with 
both-sexes treatment 1n male occupations
negative correlation for to ta l sample with 
male treatment 1n female occupations
negative correlation for total sample with 
female treatment 1n female occupations
negative correlation for to ta l sample with 
both-sexes treatment In male occupations
Masculinity: positive correlation for to ta l sample with
male treatment In female occupations
positive correlation fbr to ta l sample with 
female treatment 1n female occupations
positive correlation for to ta l sample with 
both-sexes treatment In male occupations
positive correlation for to ta l sample with 
both-sexes treatment In female occupations
The correlation o f these five  personality tra its  with the various 
treatments for the occupational classes established some scant evidence 
for considering personality tra its  as major predictive factors. The 
fate of the fourth major hypothesis 1s now revealed.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF PERSONALITY TRAITS AS 
PROOF OF HYPOTHESIS
The fourth hypothesis considered the correlation effects o f
personality tra its  and occupational treatment perception fo r the
job recruitment advertisements. This hypothesis states:
Personality tra its  as c lass ified  by the Guilford- 
Zlnmerman Temperament Survey do not account fo r  
differences in most favorable and least favorable 
perception o f job recruitment advertisements.
Based on the data presented e a r lie r  1n th is chapter, this  
hypothesis can be p a rtia lly  accepted and p a rtia lly  rejected. I f  
correlation must ex is t between each o f the ten personality tra its  and 
each o f the six occupational class treatments on a ll  three concepts, 
then the hypothesis must be rejected. Indeed, three o f the personality 
tra its  (general a c t iv ity , o b je c tiv ity , and friendliness) exhibited no 
correlation with any o f the advertisement treatments.
On the other hand, seven o f the tra its  were correlated with one 
or more o f the occupational treatments on one or more concepts. I f  
correlation effects (a t the .05 or lower le v e l) on two or more concepts 
can be considered tru ly  meaningful, five  personality tra its  appeared 
to exert some Influence on the more o r less favorable perception o f 
certain advertisement treatments fo r groups o f respondents.
Men respondents who scored high on emotional s ta b ility  regarded 
unfavorably the female treatment In male occupations. However, men 
respondents who were sociably Inclined perceived favorably the both- 
sexes treatment In male occupations.
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For women respondents, the tra its  o f res tra in t and personal 
relations were negatively correlated with the perception o f male tre a t-  
ment In male occupations. Women high 1n personal relations also viewed 
favorably the female treatment 1n female occupations and the both-sexes 
treatment In male occupations.
Two personality t r a its ,  personal relations and masculinity, 
appeared s ig n ifican t fo r the sample considered as a whole. Personal 
relations was negatively correlated with male treatment 1n female 
occupations, with female treatment 1n female occupations, and with the 
both-sexes treatment In male occupations. On the other hand, high 
scorers on the masculinity t r a i t  viewed unfavorably the male treatment 
1n female occupations, the female treatment In female occupations, 
the both-sexes treatment In male occupations, and the both-sexes tre a t­
ment In female occupations.
Thus, some o f the personality tra its  explicated by the Gullford- 
Zimmerman Temperament Survey did seem to account for differences In 
respondent perception o f Isolated treatments. In general, however, the 
results presented 1n this chapter do not warrant the rejection of 
the personality hypothesis. For th is experiment, the GZTS tra its  
probably were not s ig n ifican t factors to explain differences 1n 
advertisement perception, a t least In the m ajority o f Instances.
SUWARY OF CORRELATION EFFECTS 
To p a rt ia lly  account for any differences In perception, scores 
on the ten GZTS personality tra its  were compared with the occupational 
class treatment scores by the Pearson product moment co effic ien t o f
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correlation technique. Isolated Instances of negative or positive 
correlation were evident from this analysis fo r seven personality 
tra its :  restra in t, ascendance, so c ia b ility , emotional s ta b ility ,
thoughtfulness, personal relations, and masculinity.
For men respondents, the four tra its  o f res tra in t, emotional 
s ta b ility , so c iab ility , and masculinity were correlated with one or 
more treatment scores. Personality tra its  correlated with women's 
perception of certain treatments were restra in t, ascendance, so c iab ility , 
thoughtfulness, personal relations, and masculinity. For the total 
sample, the tra its  of ascendance, personal relations, masculinity, 
thoughtfulness, and emotional s ta b ility  were correlated with one or 
more treatments.
Five o f the personality tra its  were correlated with one or more 
treatments on two or more concept scores. The multiple Instances of 
correlation fo r restra in t, so c ia b ility , emotional s ta b ility , personal 
relations, and masculinity provided the best evidence that these tra its  
might have Influenced advertisement perception.
Considered to ta lly , however, the Gullford-Z1mmerman Temperament 
Survey tra its  did not appear to be significant factors affecting  
the perception of the job recruitment advertisements.
The implications o f the findings presented In this and the 
preceding chapter are discussed in the fina l chapter of this research 




The purpose of this study was to provide some Insights Into the 
perception of selected printed recruitment advertisements fo r sex- 
stereotyped occupations. While the general purpose o f this study was 
to determine whether men responded d iffe ren tly  from women 1n the ir 
evaluations of job recruitment advertisements, the specific purpose was 
to ascertain which advertisement treatments were most favorably 
perceived by the respondents as a whole and by the sex-segregated 
groups. The study also sought to determine whether personality tra its  
might be considered as major variables Influencing perception.
To achieve these purposes, a simple after-only experiment was 
conducted among freshmen students at Lamar University. These students 
were asked to evaluate 18 job recruitment advertisements from the 
aspects of picture, copy, and total e ffec t. The 18 advertisements 
represented three treatments—male, female, and both sexes--for three 
male and three female occupations. In addition, the respondents com­
pleted the Gu1lfbrd-Z1nrnennan Temperament Survey.
As the background chapter Indicated, these students find them­
selves seeking careers or professions In a constantly changing environ­
ment Influenced by cultural mores and leg is lation  a t both federal and 
state levels. In this same somewhat e rra tic  environment, employers 
sometimes w illin g ly  and sometimes Impelled by the leg is la tive  forces
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seek to recru it employees fo r certain  occupational categories. This 
study was designed* therefore* to determine how an employer might best 
coimunlcate the willingness to h ire Individuals regardless o f sex for 
certain occupations.
From the results o f th is experiment as presented 1n Chapters IV 
and V* certain conclusions can be drawn which are applicable to the 
defined universe o f Lamar University freshmen students. These conclu­
sions can perhaps be projected to encompass other university students 
throughout the United States. Accordingly, the conclusions o f this  
study explicate sex differences 1n perception o f advertisements, the 
key ro le o f the perceived occupation and Its  subsequent advertisement 
treatments, as well as the resultant Implications fo r recruitment 
practices. Areas fo r further research are suggested as a resu lt o f  
th is study's findings.
CONCLUSIONS OF STUDY
In accord with I ts  purposes, th is study revealed certain  
differences 1n perception between men and women respondents. Although 
these differences could perhaps be attributed  to the sex fac tor, this  
study also found that the portrayed occupation strongly determined the 
more or less favorable perception o f the three d iffe ren t advertisement 
treatments. The subsequent Implications fo r recruitment practices are 
examined as the fin a l conclusion o f th is study.
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Sex Differences 1n Perception 
One o f the factors which accounted fo r differences In perception 
o f the 18 job recruitment advertisements was that o f respondent sex. 
Although men respondents generally perceived the advertisements less 
favorably than did women respondents, other differences a ttrib u tab le  to 
the sex factor were noted.
MEN RESPONDENTS RESISTANT TO CHANGE
The men members o f the Lamar University sample responded In 
what might be termed a "trad itional manner" to the 18 job recruitment 
advertisements. On the whole, men favored the male treatment fo r male 
occupations and the female treatment fo r female occupations. In general, 
men respondents viewed more favorably the both-sexes treatment fo r male 
occupations than the both-sexes treatment fo r female occupations. In 
fa c t, these men respondents were not receptive to any o f the advertise­
ments fo r the female occupations with the possible exception o f the 
advertisements fo r the nursing occupation.
Two personality tra its  appeared s lig h tly  s ign ifican t for the 
men respondents. Men who scored high on the emotional s ta b ility  t r a i t  
viewed with some disfavor the portrayal o f a female 1n male occupations. 
On the other hand, men who scored high on the s o c ia b ility  t r a i t  viewed 
the both-sexes treatment favorably 1n male occupations. Thus, the 
Isolation o f personality differences did not appear to provide extensive 
evidence upon which to predict perception o f men respondents, since only 
two o f the ten tra its  were s ig n ifican tly  correlated on more than one 
concept with the advertisement treatment evaluations.
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WOMEN RESPONDENTS RECEPTIVE TO VARIOUS TREATMENTS
Although the Lamar University women respondents generally 
perceived the both-sexes treatment as the most favorable fo r male 
occupations* these women saw l i t t l e  difference 1n the female and 
both-sexes treatments fo r male or female occupations. The women did 
prefer the male treatment fo r male occupations as opposed to the male 
treatment fo r female occupations.
The sample o f women students appeared somewhat receptive to any 
o f the three treatments fo r any o f the six d iffe ren t occupations. Since 
these women Indicated more favorable responses than did the men* the 
apparent receptiveness o f women respondents might be attributed  to a 
passive or uncritical a ttitu de  toward the advertisements whereas the 
men might be deemed c r it ic a l 1n th e ir  attitudes o f the advertisements 
and o f the occupations portrayed.
Two personality tra its  appeared somewhat Important fo r the 
women respondents. Women who scored high on the res tra in t t r a i t  viewed 
favorably the portrayal o f males In male occupations. Women who scored 
high on the personal relations t r a i t  evaluated favorably the male and 
the both-sexes treatments 1n male occupations as well as the female 
treatment 1n female occupations. Again* these Isolated Instances of 
correlation for personality tra its  with advertisement treatments yielded  
l i t t l e  solid  proof to ju s t ify  using personality tra its  as variables 
Influencing perception.
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SEX OF VIEWER IMPORTANT VARIABLE
The sex o f the person viewing the advertisements seems to be 
one Important variable Influencing perception. Men appeared more 
c r it ic a l o f the advertisements and subsequently less w illin g  to change 
as this group preferred the male or both-sexes treatment in male occu­
pations. In general, men did not favorably perceive any o f the tre a t­
ments fo r the female occupations. Apparently, therefore, men did not 
favorably perceive the female occupations In comparison to the male 
occupations.
On the other hand, women reacted more favorably than did men to 
the treatments fo r the six occupations. Women evaluated the both-sexes 
treatment as the most favorable fo r male occupations and the female
treatment as the most favorable for female occupations. Although women
preferred the male treatment fo r male occupations to the male treatment 
fo r female occupations, women found l i t t l e  difference 1n general 1n the 
female or both-sexes treatment fo r e ith er occupational class.
Relevance o f Occupation as Strong Determining Factor 
In th is study, the occupation portrayed appeared to be the 
strongest determining factor accounting for perception differences among 
the members o f the sample. The Interaction o f occupation with respondent 
sex as well as the Interaction o f occupation with treatment Indicated 
differences 1n perception which could not be accounted fo r by chance 
alone at the .05 or lower level o f significance.
Indeed, the perceived occupation appeared to Influence the percep­
tion o f the men and women respondents. In addition, perceived differences
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o f male, female, and both-sexes treatments could also be attributed  to 
the occupation portrayed In the advertisements.
In general, the male-stereotyped occupations were preferred by 
members o f the sample. Two female-stereotyped occupations—11brar1 an 
and secretary--were consistently rated as the least favorable by both 
men and women respondents. Of s ig n ifican t In te rest to this study, 
however, are the ratings accorded the accounting, computer sp e c ia lis t, 
and nursing advertisements treatments. These three occupations may 
have conceivably crossed the sex-stereotyped b arrie r as fa r as the Lamar 
University sample members were concerned.
The female and both-sexes treatments were preferred fo r the 
accounting advertisements on the three concepts o f p icture, copy, 
and to ta l e ffe c t. This occupation was rated as the most favorable by 
men respondents on a ll  three concepts while women respondents appeared 
to view th is occupation with only s lig h tly  less favor.
The computer sp ec ia lis t occupation was positively perceived by 
both men and women respondents. For th is occupation, the both-sexes 
treatment received the most favorable scores, although the male treatment 
In th is occupation was preferred to the female treatment.
The nursing occupation advertisements were consistently rated 
among the three most acceptable occupations by both men and women respon­
dents. The sample menbers accorded the both-sexes treatment the 
preferred scores fo r th is occupation.
The engineering occupation was apparently perceived as a male 
domain. Although the both-sexes treatment was perceived as the most
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favorable on picture score* respondents decidedly preferred the male 
treatment on copy and total e ffec t scores for this occupation. The 
female treatment came in a poor th ird .
For the Lamar University respondents, the occupation portrayed 
in the advertisements appeared a strong determining factor o f the most 
or least favorable perception o f the three treatments.
Implications for Recruitment Practices
In the environment o f the 1970s* employers seeking to recru it 
"minority" groups might u t il iz e  the findings of this study to some 
advantage.
In general, viewers o f the advertisements are more receptive 
to advertisements for male occupations than to those fo r female occu­
pations. Therefore* I f  prospective employers desire to recru it women 
employees for male-stereotyped occupations* this study offers some 
encouragement. The women In the sample were, f i r s t  o f a l l ,  less 
c r it ic a l o f a ll the advertisements than were the men. The women respon­
dents perceived the both-sexes treatment as the s light favorite (over 
male treatment) for male occupations. Although these women ranked the 
female treatment In male occupations as the least desirable, women were 
seemingly quite receptl*" to seeing both a male and a female portrayed 
in advertisements for the male occupations. Apparently, prospective 
employers could, therefore, successfully recru it this "minority" group 
for male-stereotyped occupations by using the both-sexes treatment 1n 
th e ir recruitment advertisements.
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I f ,  however, these prospective employers desire to recru it men 
fo r occupations typ ica lly  defined as "female," an almost unsurmountable 
b arrie r may deter such e ffo rts . The men In the sample, 1n general, 
judged the advertisements less favorably than did the women. In 
p articu la r, men accorded the male treatment 1n female occupations the 
lowest scores o f a ll the treatments. However, the men responded much 
more favorably to the portrayal o f both sexes than to the portrayal 
o f the male In the female occupation advertisements. The both-sexes 
treatment would appear to be the least objectionable one to use 1f an 
employer desired to re c ru it "minority" men for female occupations.
In fa c t, the both-sexes treatment seemed to be the most successful 
treatment fo r recru iting  "persons" fo r e ith e r male or female occupations 
since this treatment emerged as the preferred one across the sample.
Women perceived no difference In the both-sexes treatment for e ither 
occupational class although men preferred the both-sexes treatment for 
male occupations to the both-sexes treatment fo r female occupations. 
Therefore, 1n recru iting  fo r male-stereotyped occupations, a firm  
could probably use the both-sexes treatment successfully since both 
men and women were somewhat receptive to this treatment. By the same 
token, 1n recruiting fo r female-stereotyped occupations, an employer 
could possibly in te rest some men with the both-sexes treatment while 
women would not be adverse to seeing both sexes portrayed 1n advertise­
ments fo r female occupations.
For both men and women respondents, personality t r a its ,  a t 
least those c lass ified  by the Gull ford-Zlnmerman Temperament Survey,
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provided l i t t l e  Insight Into the most or least favorable perception o f  
the job recruitment advertisements.
Just as markets can be segmented to appeal to certain groups, so 
also perhaps can prospective employees be segmented as an audience for 
certain appeals. The results o f th is study Indicated that the sex of 
the prospective employee and the occupation portrayed are the two 
variables exerting the strongest Influence on favorable perception of 
the job recruitment advertisements. Employers could design advertisement 
treatments with these two factors 1n mind. Personality tra its  proved 
to be a somewhat unpredictable var1able--one which probably need not 
be considered in the design o f advertisements.
FURTHER PERCEPTION STUDIES NEEDED 
This study was lim ited to the perception effects o f job re c ru it­
ment advertisements by white American freshmen students a t a commuter 
university . Obviously, the perception effects found 1n this study might 
not be relevant fo r the to ta l United States university population. 
Perhaps, comparable studies at "resident" universities might reveal 
other differences 1n perception o f both the occupations portrayed and 
the treatments u tiliz e d .
In addition, the surveyance o f such minority groups as blacks, 
Chicanos, e tc .,  could contribute valuable Insights Into the perception 
of advertisement treatments fo r d iffe re n t occupations. Not only should 
these groups be treated by minority c la ss ifica tio n , but also the Im pli­
cations o f sex treatment should be explored.
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Furthermore, th is study Investigated advertisements for five  
occupations c lass ified  as "professional" 1n the United States Bureau 
o f the Census reports; the sole exception was the secretarial occupa­
tion (a c le ric a l c la s s ific a tio n ). Further studies could perhaps seek 
to determine whether advertisements for occupations 1n other categories 
are perceived d iffe re n tly  by men and women who w ill soon be e lig ib le  
fo r employment.
F in a lly , th is study surveyed college freshmen who had not yet 
established d e fin ite  career commitments. I t  Is possible that seniors 
on the threshold o f the job market would perceive the advertisements 
d iffe re n tly  from the freshmen. Additional studies could ascertain  
whether differences occur between freshmen and senior respondents.
These additional studies could supplement the e ffo rts  o f this  
study to determine the best means o f comnunleating the willingness and 
desire o f prospective employers to hire qualified  persons regardless 
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The purpose o f th is study Is to measure the meanings o f a job re c ru it­
ment advertisement as perceived by various people. In order to accomplish 
this objective, you are asked to judge this ad against a series o f  
descriptive scales. You should evaluate the ad and mark the scales on 
the basis o f how YOU perceive this ad. Please judge the ad I t s e l f  and 
not the company placing 1t.
You should mark each o f the scales 1n one o f the following ways:
I f  you think the concept describing the ad Is very closely related  
to one end o f the scale, place your mark 1n the fiol 1 owlng manner:
Fair X : *  •  *  •  •  • : Unfair
Fair : orI  9 0W * m : X Unfair
I f  you believe the concept Is closely related to one or the other 
end o f the scale (but not extremely}, place your mark In th is way
Fair X * * *A  •  i  • : : Unfal r
Fair : or*  *  *  *  *  • : X Unfair
I f  the concept Is only s lig h tly  related to one side as opposed to 
the other side (but not re a lly  n eu tra l}, mark the concept In this 
way:
Fa1 r  : : X : : Unfair
Fair .  o r  .  v•  t  *  / V : : Unfair
The direction toward which you mark Indicates which o f the two ends 
o f the scale appears most characteris tic  o f the advertisement being 
judged. You should mark the center o f the scale only 1f you feel 
completely neutral towards the adjectives describing the advertise­
ment or 1f you feel the adjectives are completely 1 rrelevant to 
use 1n judging the advertisement.
Fair : : _____: X :______ : : Unfair
IMPORTANT:
(1) Please place your "XM marks 1n the middle o f the spaces, not on 
the boundaries.
This: : X :______:_____  : :______ :
Not th is : X
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INSTRUCTIONS (Continued)
(2) Do not omit any scale; be sure you place a mark In one o f the 
seven spaces for each adjective pair.
(3) You should place one and only one mark on each adjective  
scale.
Each adjective pair 1s unique; however, you may feel as though you've 
checked the same Item before on a d iffe ren t scale. Since none o f the 
adjective pairs are repeated, you should not look back to see how you 
checked a particu lar scale. Your f i r s t  Impressions o f the meanings 
conveyed by the ad are important; therefore, you should work fa ir ly  
rapidly and should not try  to remember how you've checked a previous 
item.
Do not puzzle over individual Items; you merely need to convey your 
immediate "feelings" about the advertisement. Please work care fu lly  1n 
order to record your f i r s t  Impression.
Please Indicate your academic standing: (__ ) Freshman (___ ) Senior
( ) Sophomore___(___ ) Graduate
( ) Junior
Please indicate your sex: (____ ) Male (___) Female
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JOB RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENT RATING SCALES
Please mark your perception o f the job recruitment advertisement on each 
o f the following adjective scales.


















































MEAN VALUES, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND CRITICAL RATIOS 
FOR PILOT STUDY ADVERTISEMENT
Semantlc 










True-False 2.50 2.25 1.12 .92 .83
Reputable-Disreputable 1.91 2.54 .98 1.35 1.80
Kind-Cruel 3.33 2.66 .98 1.33 1.94
Positive-Negative 1.87 1.91 1.06 .83 .04
Believlng-Skeptlcal 3.00 3.08 1.58 1.82 .16
Successful-Unsuccessful 2.88 3.12 1.19 2.01 .50
Good-Bad 2.79 2.75 1.12 1.76 .10
W1se-Fool1sh 2.71 3.04 .87 .77 1.31
Meaningful-Meaningless 2.79 3.50 1.24 1.94 1.47
Appro v1 ng- D1 sapprovl ng 2.95 3.04 .64 1.04 1.38
Progresslve-Regress1ve 2.12 2.29 .93 1.27 .52
Potency
Strong-Weak 3.55 3.12 1.40 1.88 1.00
Hard-Soft 3.83 3.66 .92 1.51 .47
Mascul1ne-Femlnlne 3.29 2.71 1.02 1.27 1.73
Heavy-Light 3.37 3.45 1.76 1.44 .17
Tenac1ous-Y1el ding 3.54 3.58 1.47 1.52 .09
A ctiv ity
Emotional-Unemotional 4.29 4.33 1.24 1.46 .10
Fast-Slow 3.41 3.12 1.84 1.82 .53
Complex-Simple 4.91 4.25 1.89 1.72 .11
Act1ve-Pass1ve 2.75 3.75 1.36 2.47 1.74
Motlva ted-Aimless 2.29 3.00 1.05 2.10 1.48
Receptivity
1nterestlng-Borlng 3.29 3.33 1.46 1.88
00o
Aggressiveness
Aggres s1ve-Defens1ve 2.69 3.12 1.15 1.69 1.07
Number: 24 males and 24 females
Degrees o f freedom: 48-2 * 46 
♦C ritica l "t" value for two-ta11ed test ■ 1.96
Source: Primary
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Name




The purpose o f th is study 1s to measure the meanings o f several job 
recruitment advertisements as perceived by various people. In order 
to accomplish this objective, you are being asked to judge a rough 
layout o f each ad against a series o f descriptive scales. For each 
advertisement, you w ill have scales fo r the illu s tra tio n , the copy, 
and the to ta l e ffe c t.
F irs t , you w ill be asked to Indicate your impression of the Illu s tra tio n  
in the ad. Then, you w ill be asked to Indicate your Impression o f the 
copy (a ll printed m ateria l). F in a lly , you w ill be asked to record your 
impression o f the total e ffe c t o f the advertisement.
You should mark each o f the scales 1n one o f the following ways:
I f  you think the concept describing the ad 1s ve™ closely related
to one end o f the scale, place your mark 1n the fo l1owlng manner:
Fa1 r X :______:______:_______:_____:______ :_______Unfal r
Fair______ :______ : : ^  :_____ :_____ : X Unfair
I f  you believe the concept is closely related to one or the other 
end o f the scale (but not extremely), pTace your mark 1n this  
way:
Fair : X :______:______ :_______:______ :_____ Unfair
Fal r______ :______ :______: 0R : : X :______ Unfal r
I f  the concept Is only s lig h tly  related to one side as opposed to 
the other side (but not re a lly  neu tra l) ,  mark the concept 1n this 
way:
Fair______ :______ : X :______ :_______:______ :_____ Unfair
OPFair______ :______ :______:______ : X :______ :___  Unfair
The direction toward which you mark Indicates which o f the two ends 
of the scale appears most characteristic  o f the advertisement being 
judged. You should mark the centerof the scale only 1f you feel 
completely neutral towards the adjectives describing the advertise­
ment or 1 f you feel the adjectives are completely Irre levan t to use 
In judging the advertisement.




(1) Please place your "X" marks In the middle o f the spaces, not 
on the boundaries.
This:  : X : : : : :
Not th is : : X
(2) Do not omit any scale; be sure you place a mark 1n one o f the 
seven spaces fo r each adjective pair.
(3) You should place one and only one mark on each adjective scale.
Your f i r s t  Impressions o f the meanings conveyed by each ad are very 
Important; therefore, you should work fa ir ly  rapidly and should not try  
to remenfcer how you've checked a previous Item. Do not puzzle over 
individual items; you merely need to convey your Immediate "feelings" 
about each advertisement. Please work carefu lly  In order to record 
your f i r s t  Impressions.
XYZ





An accounting firm that Is expanding as rapidly as we are offers a wide 
range of services to clients and professional opportunities for s ta ff  
members. As one o f the "big e ig h t,11 we're also a leader 1n our industry. 
XYZ demonstrates Its  leadership by taking d efin itive  stands on a ll 
Important accounting and financial matters. We are constantly improv­
ing techniques and creating new patterns o f service for our clients  
through our 100 worldwide o ffices.
As an accountant on XYZ's s ta ff ,  yo u 'll have many roles: Independent
auditor, advisor, and consultant. You w ill work with accounting systems 
and procedures, financial planning, and a variety o f business problems. 
You'll be compensated on a level comnensurate with the demands of pro­
fessional l i f e .  You'll move fbrward a t an Individual pace, lim ited only 
by your a b ility  and drive as you work In many diverse situations.
To learn about guaranteed accounting opportunities, write
xYz|
Doug Jones 
P. 0. Box 8944 
Houston, Texas 76899
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Please Indicate your Impression o f the COPY in this advertisement.
Bad_













Please Indicate your Impression o f the TOTAL EFFECT o f th is advertisement.















Women, develop your 
potential as a librarian
XYZ*s own development has been rapid from Its  very beginning. We've 
grown from a small company to one with 177 International branch o ffices . 
Our quality  products and services are sought by people a ll  over the 
world--people whose l i f e  styles we've helped to Improve. With an in - 
increasing number o f customers, we're expanding not only our operations 
and our fa c i l i t ie s  but also our opportunities for employees.
You can expand your own opportunities as a lib ra rian  at XYZ. You can 
work with acquisitions, cataloging, and processing o f technical materi­
a ls . Or I f  you prefer, you can work 1n reference services and resource 
consulting. You m̂ y cooperate 1n preparing abstracts, surrmarles, bib­
liographies, and reports with other employees 1n specialized areas. 
You'll receive excellent pay and yo u 'll find unlimited opportunities for 
development--1n upward m o b ility --In  c a p a b ility --In  responsib ility.
To learn about development p o s s ib ilit ie s , w rite  Joan Edwards
P. 0. Box 7921 
Houston, Texas 76777
witr XYZ
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Achievement and development--these are two basic factors shaping XYZ's 
environment. Our concern with research and Information services has 
led to the development o f many Innovative products and services. Now 
XYZ 1s a highly d iversified  firm with many subsidiaries. Our XYZ 
component firms can be found 1n large and small communities 1n 20 states 
and 10 foreign countries.
XYZ needs computer analysts to find new ways to solve technical, scien­
t i f i c ,  and management problems. You might s ta rt your career 1n one o f 
these areas: economic analysis and process control applications, mathe­
matical modeling, lin ear programming, simulation, or data acquisition and 
reduction. At the beginning, yo u 'll receive a competitive salary. Your 
opportunities for advancement w ill be excellent because XYZ 1s constantly 
enlarging and Improving its  computer operations.
Develop with XYZ. Write
xYz-
Personnel Department
P. 0. Box 1010
Houston, Texas 76323
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Deceitful
Good
Please Indicate your Impression o f the TOTAL EFFECT o f this advertisement.
Pleasant.
Negative.













We’re looking for more 
good men nurses at XYZ
Yes* XYZ offers unparalled chances fo r professional nurses—chances 
fo r challenging jobs and growth opportunities. Our modem In s titu tio n  
provides a fu ll range o f services as well as a varie ty  o f specialty  
units. We are continually expanding and remodeling. As new patient care 
units open* we o ffe r  extensive and rapid opportunities fo r advancement.
As a nurse, you can pattern your own l i f e  a t XYZ. Because o f the 
"learning" atmosphere a t XYZ, you can take advantage o f continual In - 
service tra in ing  conferences. As a member o f a health team, you can ask 
questions, contribute Innovative Ideas, and learn about the newest 
nursing concepts. You w ill find m ultiple rewards, sa tis faction , and 
achievement. You'll have a challenging career* a chance fo r professional 
growth and promotion, and comnensurate salary and benefits at XYZ—one 
o f the nation's finest medical Ins titu tio n s .
Take your chance; w rite  Hark Osgood
P. 0. Box 7011 
Houston, Texas 76767
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Unlimited—her career as 
an engineer at XYZ
Careers, opportunities, and growth— they*re unlimited a t XYZ. We 
believe In progress—yesterday's methods and products are not good 
enough for today's world. Our m ultiple products and services are a ll  
designed to meet the needs o f our diverse markets— vita l needs which 
are constantly changing. Our 86 branches In 18 countries look forward 
to an unlimited future—serving people 1n many ways.
XYZ Is moving ahead rapidly--working on new Ideas. To meet this  
challenge, XYZ needs engineers with imagination, a b i l i ty ,  and a strong 
desire to succeed. You can put your technical tra in ing  to use 1n 
project or process engineering or in some other specialized phase 
suitable to your background. New horizons can constantly challenge 
you. You'll be encouraged to seek new methods and y o u 'll determine 
your own future. Your salary and advancement opportunities can be 
unllmlted.
I f  you're Interested 1n an unlimited career, w rite  Cathy Robins
P. 0 . Box 3924 
Houston, Texas 76567
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Please Indicate your Impression o f the COPY In this advertisement.
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At XYZ employees work together for progress. Although our sales and 
earnings were higher than ever before la s t year, we're looking forward 
to the future. The new products and services XYZ has furnished to 
people a ll  over the world are simply the forerunners o f our planned 
accomplishments. Our 95 branches continually attack problems and meet 
new challenges 1n an International setting.
To continue this progress, XYZ Is looking fo r secretar1es--secretar1es 
who possess the s k ills  needed 1n every part o f the organization. You’ l l  
have a chance to work 1n several areas before you decide which area 1s 
the most rewarding. Although your In i t ia l  salary w ill be competitive, 
yo u 'll receive merit raises based on performance. And your performance 
can help you progress Into other, higher positions.
Hake progress with XYZ--wr1te
xYz
D irector o f Personnel
P. 0. Box 2323
Houston, Texas 76545
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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The professional opportunities for accountants at XYZ are expanding as 
rapidly as the range o f services XYZ extends to Its  c lie n ts . By taking 
decisive stands on Important financial and accounting matters, we've 
emerged as a leader among the "big eight" In our Industry. The clients  
served by our 100 International o ffices have come to expect the new 
methods o f service and advanced techniques which XYZ Is prepared to 
o ffe r.
At XYZ, you w il l  serve as Independent auditor, advisor, and consultant. 
Your work with c lients w ill Include accounting systems and procedures, 
financial planning, and a variety o f business problems. As a profes­
sional , your compensation and your advancement w ill re fle c t your 
individual achievement and Increase In responsib ility. As you work with 
d iffe ren t c lie n ts , you w ill determine ju s t how fast and how fa r you can 
progress as a professional accountant.
To Investigate an accounting career, w rite
ixYzi
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Donna Smith
P. 0. Box 8944
Houston, Texas 76899
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Librarians — growing along
XYZ has been a dynamic, growing company from the date o f Its  founding. 
From a small company, we've grown to one with 117 International branch 
o ffices . We're working to Improve l i f e  styles a ll over the world. Our 
quality  products and services are demanded by an ever-growing group of 
customers. To serve these customers, we're constantly expanding 
fa c i l i t ie s  and opportunities for employees.
You'll find the expanding opportunities you desire as a lib ra rian  with 
XYZ. You may help prepare abstracts, summaries, bibliographies, and 
reports fo r those In specialized areas. In th is way, you can use your 
tra in ing  1n reference services and resource consulting. Or you might 
prefer to work with acquisitions, cataloging, and processing o f 
technical m aterial. Your salary w ill be high and y o u 'll have the chance 
to grow--1n respons1b1!1ty--1n capab ility— In upward m obility.
wit XYZ
To learn about growth with XYZ,
An Equal Opportunity Employer
w rite  Personnel Director 
P. 0. Box 7921 
Houston, Texas 76777
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At XYZ our environment is oriented to development and achievement. We've 
developed many new products and services as a resu lt o f our In terest In 
research and Information services. Today XYZ 1s a broadly based company 
with strong Individual business components. Our subsidiary companies 
across the country are located 1n 10 states--1n both large and small 
cofranun1t1es—and 1n 10 other countries.
At XYZ you can apply computer technology to solve s c ie n tif ic , technical, 
and management problems. Data acquisition and reduction, simulation, 
lin e a r programming, mathematical modeling, economic analysis and process 
control applications are ju s t some o f the areas where you might begin 
your assignment. And yo u 'll begin with a competitive salary. Since 
XYZ 1s continually expanding and Improving Its  computer ca p ab ilitie s , 
yo u 'll find excellent opportunities fo r advancement.
Join our achieving team. Write Steve Vaughn
P. 0. Box 1010 
Houston, Texas 763Z3
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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We need qualified women 
nurses at XYZ
XYZ has unequalled opportunities fo r the professional nurse Interested  
1n a challenging job with expanding growth p o s s ib ilitie s . XYZ 1s a 
modern In s titu tio n  with a fu ll  range o f services and a variety o f 
specialty units. Our construction and remodeling projects provide 
extensive and rapid advancement opportunities as new patient care areas 
open.
You can develop your own personal and professional l i f e  sty le  a t XYZ. 
You'll be nursing in an environment that allows you to keep up with the 
la te s t health care developments. You'll have the chance to attend 
conferences and to learn more about the la te s t nursing concepts. You'll 
be encouraged to contribute your creative Ideas. Your l i f e  w ill be rich 
with rewards, sa tis faction , and achievement. In the specialty o f your 
choice, yo u 'll find career m obility and the salary and benefits you'd 
expect a t one o f the nation's outstanding medical fa c i l i t ie s .
I f  you q u a lify , w rite  Mairy Snider
P. 0. Box 7011 
Houston, Texas 76767
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Growth—opportunities—careers—a ll are unrestricted a t XYZ. The status 
quo 1s not good enough for XYZ—we build on the past to prepare fo r the 
future. Our dynamic markets look to us to furnish m ultiple products and 
services—a ll designed to meet the v ita l needs o f an ever-changing world. 
Our 86 branches located 1n 18 countries work cooperatively to meet this  
challenge.
To continue on this forward path, XYZ seeks new Ideas— Ideas from 
engineers such as you. Your strong motivation to succeed, your a b i l i ty ,  
and your Imagination w ill enable you to contribute In your specialized  
area— In process or project engineering or 1n any other phase that 
Interests you. The monetary and promotional rewards are great, but the 
challenge to open new vistas 1s even greater. Your growth can be 
unrestricted a t XYZ.
I f  you want to grow with XYZ, w rite  Personnel Director
P. 0. Box 3924 
Houston, Texas 76567:xYz:
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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We're going places a t XYZ. Last year was a very good year—our sales 
and earnings h it  new highs. Our future looks bright, too. We're 
serving the world with new product lines and services that weren't part 
o f XYZ a few years ago. In our 95 International branches, we are con- 
stantly seeking answers to the problems and challenges that confront 
people the world over.
To meet the future challenges, XYZ needs your help. As a secretary, 
you can employ your s k ills  In every phase of the company's operations. 
You can work 1n various areas of specialization before making a choice— 
a choice which can be a stepping stone to higher positions. You can 
progress as rapidly as your a b ility  allows. And you 'll be earning a 
competitive salary with merit raises based on performance.
Go places with XYZ—write Bobby Henson
P. 0. Box 2323 
Houston, Texas 76545
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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At XYZ we're concerned with professional growth— the growth o f services 
we extend to our c lients and the growth o f professional opportunities 
fo r our accountants. As a leader among the "big eight" accounting firms, 
we're accustomed to taking conclusive stands on a ll  Important financial 
and accounting matters. Our c lients have learned to expect the Improved 
techniques and creative new patterns o f service which XYZ furnishes 
through a ll  o f Its  100 domestic and foreign o ffices .
XYZ's c lients w ill recognize your many functions— Independent auditor, 
advisor, and consultant. Your work for these c lients w ill cover account­
ing systems and procedures, financial planning, and a variety o f business 
problems. As an accountant, y o u 'll find unlimited opportunities for 
professional advancement. You'll be paid a professional's salary and you 
can progress as rapidly as your Individual a b il i ty  and desire permit.
To pursue your accounting career, w rite  Director o f Personnel
P. 0. Box 8944 
Houston, Texas 76899
XY:Z:
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Men, here’s your chance 
to grow as a librarian
From the very beginning XYZ has been an energetic, growing company. We've 
made quality services and products available to people a ll over the 
world--serv1ces and products designed to Improve l i f e  styles. Our 117 
International branches serve our increasing number o f customers. We are 
also growing 1n number o f employees, and our continued expansion and 
new fa c ilit ie s  o ffe r plenty o f opportunities.
And you can grow with us. As a lib ra ria n , you can put your knowledge of 
reference services and resource consulting to good use. You may assist 
1n the preparation of abstracts, sunvnarles, bibliographies, and reports 
for those 1n specialized areas. Or you can work with acquisitions, 
cataloging and processing of technical materials. You'll be paid well 
and you 'll have plenty o f room to grow— In capabil 1ty--1n responsibil 1ty- 
in upward m obility.
wil XYZ
Come grow with us. Write John Kelley
P. 0. Box 7921 
Houston, Texas 76777
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Here at XYZ we've shaped our Internal environment 1n terms o f develop­
ment and achievement. The development o f many new products and services 
has been fostered by our In terest In research and Information services. 
Our achievement has led to the establishment o f many subsidiary com­
panies. Currently* these Individual XYZ subsidiaries operate In large 
and small communities In 20 states and 10 foreign countries.
In a ll  subsidiaries. XYZ needs computer analysts who can provide solu­
tions to management* technical, and s c ie n tif ic  problems. You can begin 
your XYZ career working with mathematical modeling* lin ea r programming, 
economic analysis and process control application, or data acquisition  
and reduction procedures. You'll s ta rt earning a competitive sa lary-- 
but y o u 'll have plenty o f chance fo r advancement as XYZ continues to 
enlarge and to Improve its  computer operations.
Achieve with XYZ.
Yzi
Write Susan Wright 
P. 0. Box 1010 
Houston* Texas 76323
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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We’re seeking professional 
nurses at XYZ
Challenging jobs and outstanding opportunities—these are just two 
advantages offered to professional nurses at XYZ. A fu ll range of 
services and a variety o f specialty units provide extensive and rapid 
advancement opportunities. And XYZ strives to continually Improve 
patient care units through an on-going process o f remodeling and 
construction.
You can grow personally and professionally along with XYZ. P a rtic i­
pating In a continuing education program, you can learn about the la test 
nursing concepts 1n conferences and Informal meetings. Your creative 
ideas w ill be welcomed In XYZ's partic ipative learning atmosphere. 
Whatever your area o f specialization, yo u 'll find many career opporunti- 
tles at XYZ—unpara lied  opportunities fo r transfers, for promotion, and 
fo r salary Increases. Such rewards, satisfactions, and achievements are 
jus t what you'd expect to find a t XYZ—one o f the nation's best medical 
institu tions.
To learn about opportunities, write Personnel Department
P. 0. Box 7011 
Houston, Texas 76767
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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- i t ’s unbounded 
as an XYZ engineer
Opportunities*-careers••growth--all are unbounded a t XYZ. We don't 
believe 1n leaving well enough alone. We can’ t  afford to—not 1f we are 
to continue furnishing our dynamic markets with diverse products and 
services—a ll designed to serve v ita l needs. Our future knows few bounds 
because XYZ Is broad 1n scope: 66 locations across the United States 
and 20 more 1n 17 countries around the world.
And XYZ 1s always working on new Ideas--moving ahead fast. XYZ 1s looking 
for engineers with a b ili ty ,  Imagination, and strong motivation to succeed. 
You can put your technical knowledge to practical use 1n project or 
process engineering or In other specialized areas that Interest you.
You'll be challenged to open new vistas. You'll be encouraged to find  
better ways and rewarded when you do—both with money and promotions.
Your opportunities w ill be unbounded at XYZ.
I f  you desire unbounded opportunities,
w rite Carl Roberts 
P. 0. Box 3924 
Houston, Texas 76567An Equal Opportunity Employer
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At XYZ, we're a ll  moving forward* Our sales and earnings reached new 
heights la s t year. I t  was a very successful year, but our future seems 
even more promising. XYZ has developed many new products and services 
that are being used a ll over the world. But we're not content. Solving 
problems and meeting new challenges are routine tasks In our 95 domestic 
and foreign branches.
In confronting new challenges, XYZ has a place fo r you as a secretary. 
Your s k ills  are needed fo r a ll aspects o f XYZ's work. An in i t ia l  rota­
tional assignment w ill enable you to decide which aspect o f our work 
appeals to you. You'll earn a competitive salary and receive merit 
Increments as you successfully meet the demands o f each job. And you 
can move forward 1 n whatever career path you choose.
XYZ:
Move forward with XYZ—w rite Barbara Helsman
P. 0. Box 2323 
Houston, Texas 76545
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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APPENDIX C
LAMAR UNIVERSITY FRESHMAN SAMPLE SELECTION STATISTICS
TABLE XXI
ENROLLMENT, TESTS ADMINISTERED, ANO SAMPLE BY CLASSES
Class
Enrollment Advertisements GZTS Sample
M F T M F T M F T M F T
1311-1 17 8 25 8 6 14 9 1 10 3 0 3
1311-5 13 11 24 8 9 17 4 5 9 1 1 2
1311-6 2 2 5 27 15 3 18 13 2 15 7 1 8
1311-7 13 11 24 10 7 17 6 7 13 3 4 7
1311-8 8 15 23 3 7 10 3 3 6 2 1 3
1311-15 14 9 23 12 5 17 10 4 14 8 4 12
1311-19 14 6 2 0 9 5 14 8 5 13 4 5 9
1312-2 19 10 29 10 5 15 6 3 9 6 0 6
1312-13 14 15 29 8 10 18 8 9 17 5 7 12
1313-13 11 19 30 5 16 2 1 6 17 23 3 12 15
1313-17 12 15 27 10 14 24 9 14 23 6 13 19















LOSS OF ORIGINAL STUDENTS IN SAMPLE SELECTION
Incorrect
Ad Tests Minority +30 Hours No GZTS Ads
M F T M F T M F T M F T M F T
8 6 14 2 1 3 1 0 1 1 5 6 1 0 1
8 9 17 1 2 3 0 2 2 5 4 9 1 0 1
15 3 18 2 0 2 1 0 1 4 1 5 0 1 1
1 0 7 17 1 3 4 0 0 0 4 0 4 2 0 2
3 7 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 4 4 1 1 2
1 2 5 17 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 1 3 0 0 0
9 5 14 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 0 1
10 5 15 1 4 5 1 0 1 2 1 3 0 0 0
8 1 0 18 1 2 3 1 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 0
5 16 2 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 1 2
10 14 24 2 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 1
98 87 185 11 14 25 7 3 10 22 18 40 7 4 11
APPENDIX D
GUILFORD-ZIMMERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY COMPOSITION 
AND RELATED STATISTICS
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TABLE X X III
GUILFORD-ZIMMERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY TRAIT INTERPRETATIONS
No. o f
Positive Qualities Negative Qualities Items
G-General a c tiv ity  
Rapid pace o f a c tiv it ie s  . vs Slow and deliberate pace . . . .  6
Energy; v i t a l i t y ................ vs F a t ig a b i l i t y .................................  6
Keeping 1n m o tion ................ vs Pausing fo r r e s t .........................  4
Production; e ffic iency . . vs Low production; Ineffic iency . . 4
Liking fo r s p e e d ................ vs Liking for slow p a c e ................. 3
H u r r y in g ................................ vs Taking t i m e ................................. 2
Quickness o f action . . . .  vs Slowness o f action .......................... 2
Enthusiasm; liveliness ..............................................................................  2
R-Restraint
Serlous-mlndedness ......................................................................................  8
.....................................................  Happy-go-lucky; carefree . . . .  5
D e l ib e r a te ...........................vs Im p u ls iv e ..........................................  5
.....................................................  Exc1tement-lov1ng .........................  5
Persistent e f f o r t ..........................................................................................  3
Self-control ..................................................................................................  3
A-Ascendance
S e lf defense   vs Subm1ss1veness ..................................  9
Leadership h a b its ................ vs Habits o f f o l lo w in g ................  7
Speaking with Individuals . vs Hesitation to speaking ...............  S
Speaking 1n public . . . .  vs Hesitation to speaking ...............  2
Persuading o th e rs ........................................    2
Being conspicuous   vs Avoiding conspicuousness . . . .  2
B l u f f i n g ........................................................................................................... 2
S-Sociab1l1ty 
Having many friends and
acquaintances   vs Few friends and acquaintances 9
Entering Into conversations vs Refraining from conversations . 6
Liking social a c tiv it ie s  . vs D isliking social a c tiv it ie s  . . 5
Seeking social contacts . . vs Avoiding social contacts . . . .  5
.....................................................  Shyness .............................................  3
Seeking lim eligh t   vs Avoiding lim eligh t .........................  2
E-Emotional s ta b ility  
Evenness o f moods, Fluctuation o f moods, In terests ,
In terests , energy, etc. vs energy, e tc ............................................  7
Optimism; cheerfulness . . vs Pessimism; gloominess .................. 7
.....................................................  Perseveration o f Ideas and moods 6
.....................................................  Daydream ing.....................................  3
Composure...............................vs E x c i ta b i l i t y ...................................... 2
Feeling 1n good health . . vs Feeling In 111 h e a l t h .................. 2
.....................................................  Feelings o f g u ilt ,  loneliness,
or worry .....................................  3
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TABLE X X III (Continued)
No. of
Positive Qualities Negative Q ualities I tents
0 - 0 b ject1 v1 ty
Being "thickskinned" . . .  vs Hypersensitiveness . . . . . . .  10
.....................................................  Egoism; self-centeredness . . .  8
  Suspiciousness; fancying of
h o s t i l i t y .....................................  6
.....................................................  Having Ideas o f reference . . .  4
.....................................................  Getting Into t r o u b le ...................... 2
F-Fr1endl1 ness
Toleration o f hostile action vs Belligerence; readiness to fig h t 9
.....................................................  H o s tility , resentment .................. 7
 ............  Desire to dom inate......................................................  5
Acceptance o f domination . vs Resistance to domination . . . .  5
Respect fo r others . . . .  vs Contempt for others . . . . . .  2
T-Thoughtfulness
Reflectiveness; meditativeness  .................................................  8
Observing o f behavior 1n others . . .  .................................................  6
Interested 1n thinking . . vs Interested 1n overt a c tiv ity  . . 5
Philosophically Inclined ..........................................................................  4
Observing o f s e l f ..........................................................................................  4
Mental poise   vs Mental disconcertedness . . . .  3
P-Personal relations  
Tolerance o f people . . . .  vs Hypercritical ness o f people;
Faith 1n social fau ltfind ing  h a b i t s ........................ 13
Institu tions . . . . . .  vs Criticalness o f Institu tions . . 8
  Suspiciousness o f others . . . .  6
.....................................................  Sel f  p1 t y ..........................................  3
M-Mascul1n1ty
In terest 1n masculine vS In terest In feminine a c tiv it ie s
a c tiv it ie s  and vocations and v o c a t io n s .............................  7
Not easily disgusted . . .  vs Easily disgusted .................................... 5
Hardbolled   vs Sympathetic . . . . . . . . . .  4
Resistant to f e a r .............. vs Fearful  ..........................  3
..........................................................  Romantic In te r e s ts ...................  3
Inh ib ition  o f emotional
expressions   vs Emotional expressiveness . . . .  3
L it t le  In terest In  clothes
and s t y l e s .......................vs Much In te rest In clothes/styles 2
..........................................................  D islike o f v e r m in ................. 2
Source: J. P. Guilford and Wayne S. Zimmerman, The GullI ford-Zlmnerman
Temperament Survey Manual o f Instructions and Interpretations
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TABLE XXIV
GUILFORD-ZIWERMAN TEMPERAMENT SURVEY 
SCORE RELIABILITY
T ra it
R e lia b ility
Coefficient
Standard 
Error o f an 
Obtained Score
G--General a c tiv ity .79 2.5
R--Restra1nt .80 2 . 2
A—Ascendance .82 2.5
S--Soc1ab1lity .87 2.4
E—Emotional s ta b ility .84 2.4
0 - - 0 b jecttv 1 ty .75 2 . 6
F--Friendl1ness .75 2.5
T— Thoughtful ness .80 2 . 2
P—Personal relations .80 2 . 2
M--Masculin1ty .85 2.3
Source: J. P. Guilford and Wayne S. Zimmerman, The Gullford- 
Zlmmerman Temperament Survey Manual o f Instructions 
and In terpretations, p. 6 .
TABLE XXV
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE GZTS TRAIT SCORES
FOR THE ORIGINAL GROUP AND CURRENT SAMPLE
Means Standard Deviations
T ra it Men* Mten** Women* WOmen** Both* Both** Men* Men** Women* Women** Both* Both**
G 17.0 17.3 17.0 16.2 17.0 16.7 5.64 5.31 5.20 5.68 5.46 5.50
R 16.9 16.1 15.8 16.5 16.4 16.3 4.94 4.81 4.73 4.98 4.89 4.88
A 15.9 14.5 13.7 12.3 15.0 13.4 5.84 5.50 5.52 5.95 5.82 5.81
S 18.2 17.9 19.6 17.5 18.8 17.7 6.97 5.43 6.33 6.19 6.56 5.79
E 16.9 14.8 15.5 13.6 16.3 14.2 6.15 5.03 5.76 5.11 6 . 0 2 5.08
0 17.9 14.0 16.8 15.3 17.4 14.7 4.98 5.58 5.37 5.65 5.18 5.62
F 13.8 13.5 15.7 14.9 14.6 14.2 5.07 5.43 4.79 5.00 5.06 5.24
T 18.4 19.3 18.1 17.9 18.2 18.6 5.11 4.52 4,70 4.53 4.90 4.56
P 16.7 1 1 . 8 17.6 13.2 17.1 12.5 5.05 4.33 4.88 4.63 5.00 4.51















*Ntmi>er for the original group except for score T, for which the N's were 116, 136, and 252,
**Number for the sample group of Lamar University students.
Source: J. P. Guilford and Wayne S. Zimmerman, pie Gull ford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey Manual of
Instructions and Interpretations, p. 7; and primary-
APPENDIX E
JOB RECRUITMENT ADVERTISEMENTS ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
RESULTS AND CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
TABLE XXVI









Square "F" Score Probability
Sex 1 2108.959 2108.95891 3.20263 0.0731
Student (Sex) 94 61899.726 658.50772 — —
Occupation 5 7288.595 1457.71910 18.80128 0 .0 0 0 1
Treatment 2 1447.920 723.96007 9.33745 0.0003
Occupatlon-Treatment 1 0 8940.823 894.08229 11.53164 0 .0 0 0 1
Sex-Occupation 5 2325.128 465.02558 5.99778 0 .0 0 0 1
Sex-Treatment 2 37.862 18.93113 0.24417 0.7866
Sex-Occupation-Treatment 10 1117.103 111.71030 1.44081 0.1559
Mean Square Error 
(Residual) 1598 123897.712 77.53299 — - -
Source: Primary
TABLE XXVII









Square "F" Score Probability
Sex 1 4981.687 4981.68750 9.12297 0.0036
Student (Sex) 94 51329.648 546.06009 — —
Occupation 5 4191.549 838.30972 14.57176 0 .0 0 0 1
Treatment 2 441.264 220.63194 3.83509 0 . 0 2 1 2
Occupatlon-Treatment 1 0 2277.333 227.73333 3.95853 0 .0 0 0 1
Sex-Occupation 5 1241.549 248.30972 4.31620 0 . 0 0 1 0
Sex-Treatment 2 7.875 3.93750 0.06844 0.9334
Sex-Occupat1on-Treatment 1 0 308.514 30.85139 0.53627 0.8657
Mean Square Error 
(Residual) 1598 91932.560 57.52976 —
Source: Primary
TABLE XXVIII









Square "F" Score Probability
Sex 1 5705.787 5705.78704 9.95492 0.0025
Student (Sex) 94 53877.266 573.16240 — —
Occupation 5 5998.109 1199.62176 19.44406 0 .0 0 0 1
Treatment 2 785.800 392.89988 6.36831 0 . 0 0 2 2
Occupations reatment 1 0 3700.638 370.06377 5.99817 0 .0 0 0 1
Sex-Occupatlon 5 1528.192 305.63843 4.95394 0.0003
Sex-Treatment 2 38.001 19.00058 0.30797 0.7397
Sex-Occupat1on-Trea tment 1 0 613.436 61.34363 0,99429 0.5534
Mean Square Error 
(Residual) 1598 98590.318 61.69607 — —
Source: Primary
TABLE XXIX









Square "F" Score Probability
Sex 1 2108.959 2108.95891 3.20263 0.0731
Student (Sex) 94 61899.726 658.50772 — —
Occupational Class 1 3032.130 3032.13021 36.61561 0 .0 0 0 1
Treatment 2 1447.920 723.96007 8.74245 0.0004
Occupational Class-Treatment 2 4118.448 2059.22396 24.86692 0 .0 0 0 1
Sex-Occupational Class 1 1889.612 1889.61169 22.81870 0 .0 0 0 1
Sex-Treatment 2 37.862 18.93113 0.22861 0.7984
Sex-Occupational Class-Treatment 2 211.709 105.85475 1.27829 0.2780
Mean Square Error (Residual) 1622 134317.462 82.80978 —
Source: Primary
TABLE XXX









Square 11F" Score Probability
Sex 1 4981.687 4981.68750 9.12297 0.0036
Student (Sex) 94 51329.648 546.06009 — —
Occupational Class 1 808.521 808.52083 13.48432 0.0005
Treatment 2 441,264 220.63194 3.67965 0.0247
Occupational Class-Treatment 2 1558.847 779.42361 12.99904 0 .0 0 0 1
Sex-Occupational Class 1 272.336 272.33565 4.54195 0.0311
Sex-Treatment 2 7.875 3.93750 0.06567 0.9361
Sex-Occupational Class-Treatment 2 56.560 28.28009 0.47165 0.6300
Mean Square Error (Residual) 1622 97255.240 59.96007 — —
Source: Primary
TABLE XXXI









Square "F" Score Probabi1i ty
Sex I 5705.787 5705.78704 9.95492 0.0025
Student (Sex) 94 53877.266 573.16240 —
Occupational Class 1 1780.391 1780.39120 27.31754 0 .0 0 0 1
Treatment 2 785.800 392.89988 6.02848 0.0029
Occupational Class-Treatment 2 2038.383 1019.19155 15.63803 0 .0 0 0 1
Sex-Occupational Class 1 642.891 642.89120 9.86424 0 .0 0 2 1
Sex-Treatment 2 38.001 19.00058 0.29154 0.7515
Sex-Occupational Class-Treatment 2 256.918 128.45891 1.97102 0.1374




CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS WITH ASSOCIATED LEVELS OF CONFIDENCE FOR PICTURE SCORES, 
COPY SCORES, AND TOTAL EFFECT SCORES FOR ADVERTISEMENT TREATMENTS
Treatment/Occupational Class
Men Respondents Women Respondents Total Sample
CS TES CS TES CS TES
Male in Male Occupations -PS 0.6884 0.7348 0.6791 0.7731 0.6575 0.7442
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1
-CS 0.9361 0.9248 0.9282
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1
Male in Female Occupations -PS 0.7551 0.8491 0.7216 0.7986 0.7559 0.8355
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1
-CS 0.9139 0.9111 0.9192
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1
Female in Male Occupations -PS 0.7340 0.8446 0.5023 0.7837 0.6050 0.7964
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.0005 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1
-CS 0.9212 0.8313 0.8818
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1
Female in Female Occupations -PS 0.5066 0.7623 0.7432 0.8457 0.6540 0.8163
0.0005 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 .0 0 0 1
-CS 0.8832 0.9165 0.9095




Hen Respondents Women Respondents Total Sample
Treatment/Occupational Class CS TES CS TES CS TES
Both Sexes In Kale Occupations -PS 0.6963
0 . 0 0 0 1
0.8107
0 .0 0 0 1
0.6481
0 .0 0 0 1
0.8241
0 .0 0 0 1
0.6443
0 .0 0 0 1
0.7992
0 .0 0 0 1
-CS 0.9005
0 . 0 0 0 1
0.9079
0 .0 0 0 1
0.9051
0 .0 0 0 1
Both Sexes In Female Occupations-PS 0.6043
0 . 0 0 0 1
0.7385
0 . 0 0 0 1
0.6004
0 . 0 0 0 1
0.8352
0 .0 0 0 1
0.6335
0 .0 0 0 1
0.7974
0 .0 0 0 1
-CS 0.9350
0 .0 0 0 1
0.7920
0 .0 0 0 1
0.8853
0 .0 0 0 1
Source: Primary
APPENDIX F
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF PERSONALITY TRAITS 
AND ADVERTISEMENT EVALUATIONS
TABLE XXXIII
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR GZTS PERSONALITY TRAIT SCORES
WITH MALE OCCUPATION-MALE PICTURED ADVERTISEMENT SCORES
Men Respondents Women Respondents Total Sample
GZTS ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
T ra it PS CS TES PS CS TES PS CS TES
G -.044 -.269 -.162 +.052 + . 0 1 0 +.014 +.006 -.094 -.053
R +.301* +.136 +.168 -.317* -.285* -.304* -.053 -.098 -.092
A +.023 -.115 -.087 +.400*** +.035 +.177 +.228* +.006 +.079
S -.255 - . 2 2 1 -.157 +.382*** +.099 +.226 + .125 -.034 +.062
E +.331* +.194 +.275 +.077 - . 0 2 1 +.075 +.176 +.099 +.178
0 +.242 +.080 +.134 +.019 - . 2 2 1 -.181 +.119 - . 1 0 1 -.047
F +.171 +.272 +.264 -.054 -.057 -.070 + .054 + .075 +.076
T +.062 + . 0 2 0 -.035 -.016 -.067 - . 0 2 0 +.008 +.004 -.009
P +.049 +.180 +.228 -.105 -.403*** -.291* -.032 -.166 -.073
M +.357** + .213 +.175 +.203 +.087 +.087 +.162 +.232 +.168
•S ign ificant a t the 5 percent level
**Sign1fleant at the 2 percent level
•♦♦S ignificant a t the 1 percent level
Source: Primary
TABLE XXXIV
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR GZTS PERSONALITY TRAIT SCORES
WITH MALE OCCUPATION-FEMALE PICTURED ADVERTISEMENT SCORES
GZTS
T ra it
Men Respondents Women Respondents Total Sample
PS CS TES PS CS TES PS CS TES
G -.142 -.241 - . 2 1 1 - . 1 1 0 -.181 -.157 - . 1 1 2 -.182 -.147
R +.209 +.097 +.178 +.034 -.197 + . 0 0 2 +.105 -.062 + .075
A + . 0 2 1 -.243 -.097 +.205 +.073 +.077 +.142 -.031 +.046
S -.203 -.271 - . 1 2 2 +.205 +.146 + . 2 2 1 +.039 -.039 +.063
E +.291* +.234 +.337~ +.046 -.007 +.069 +.163 +.133 +.228*
0 + . 0 2 1 -.075 +.013 -.030 -.173 -.070 -.019 -.145 -.057
F +.055 + . 0 1 2 +.046 +.031 -.156 -.017 +.028 -.097 - . 0 2 1
T +.064 +.005 -.033 +.089 -.047 +.037 +.091 +.013 +.044
P -.032 -.025 +.054 -.258 -.302# -.258 -.174 -.198 -.141
M +.231 +.161 +.105 -.054 +.071 -.085 +.117 +.228^ + .191
♦Significant at the 5 percent level
♦♦Significant at the 2 percent level
♦♦♦Significant a t the 1 percent level
Source: Primary
TABLE XXXV
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR GZTS PERSONALITY TRAIT SCORES
WITH MALE OCCUPATION-BOTH SEXES PICTURED ADVERTISEMENT SCORES
GZTS
Trait
Men Respondents Women Respondents Total Sample
PS CS TES PS CS TES PS CS TES
G +.005 -.105 -.150 -.045 -.232 -.183 -.027 -.149 -.151
R +.291# +.041 +.071 -.178 - . 352** -.229 +.017 -.158 -.090
A -.126 -.226 -.184 +.291* +.085 + .146 + .115 -.034 +.QI9
S -.369+^+ -.341++ -.289* +.254 - . 0 1 0 +.130 + . 0 1 0 -.162 -.057
E +.207 +.270 +.227 + .079 -.085 +.066 + .127 +.114 +.158
0 +.050 + .040 -.007 - . 0 0 1 -.216 -.107 +.023 - . 1 0 2 -.074
F +.066 +.051 +.009 -.030 -.216 -.139 +.016 -.094 -.082
T +.118 +.034 +.109 +.138 -.040 + . 0 0 0 +.123 +.024 +.074
P -.092 -.099 -.104 -.316* -.500*** -.424+++ -.216* -.3X8*** -.289^+
M +.257 +.284 +.187 +.135 +.125 +.094 + . 1 2 1 +.249« +.198+
♦Significant a t the 5 percent level
♦♦Significant a t the 2 percent level
♦♦♦Significant a t the 1 percent level
Source: Primary
TABLE XXXVI
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR GZTS PERSONALITY TRAIT SCORES
WITH FEMALE OCCUPATION-MALE PICTURED ADVERTISEMENT SCORES
GZTS
T ra it
Men Respondents Women Respondents Total Sample
PS CS TES PS CS TES PS CS TES
G -.024 +.047 +.069 -.244 -.250 -.229 - • 1 1 1 -.076 -.052
R +.166 +.058 +.073 -.007 -.135 -.084 +.060 -.051 -.019
A +.062 -.030 -.032 +.284+ +.034 +.187 +.225+ +.056 +.135
S -.196 - . 2 1 2 -.205 + . 1 2 2 +.008 +.088 - . 0 1 0 -.082 -.037
E +.186 +.061 +.018 + . 0 0 1 -.044 +.026 + .116 +.040 +.057
0 +.070 -.117 -.056 +.031 - . 1 2 2 -.039 +.017 -.145 -.079
F -.155 -.172 -.143 -.125 -.053 -.044 -.169 -.145 -.130
T -.078 -.068 -.113 +.139 +.032 +.072 +.076 +.025 +.028
P -.185 -.116 -.171 -.231 -.288+ -.152 -.241++ -.237** -.198
M +.131 +.094 + .044 +.078 - . 0 2 1 -.005 +.253^ +.206+ +.2 1 2 +
♦Significant at the 5 percent level
♦ s ig n if ic a n t a t the 2 percent level
♦♦ S ig n ific a n t a t the 1 percent level
Source: Primary
TABLE XXXVII
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR GZTS PERSONALITY TRAIT SCORES
WITH FEMALE OCCUPATION-FEMALE PICTURED ADVERTISEMENT SCORES
GZTS
Trait
Hen Respondents Women Respondents Total Sample
PS CS TES PS CS TES PS CS TES
G -.172 -.163 -.191 -.046 -.183 -.089 -.081 -.139 - . 1 0 2
R -.159 +.150 +.062 -.057 - . 2 1 2 -.252 -.113 -.056 -.116
A +.253 + . 0 0 2 +.086 +.170 +.114 +.176 +.243** +.114 +.181
S +.036 -.064 + . 0 1 2 +.072 -.068 +.025 +.060 -.056 +.026
E +.080 +.275 +.228 +.037 -.094 -.042 +.083 +.106 + . 1 1 1
0 +.008 + . 1 0 1 +.052 -.042 -.160 -.149 -.042 -.068 -.084
F +.113 +.156 + .172 -.204 -.170 - . 2 0 2 -.068 -.047 -.056
T +.005 +.066 + . 1 1 0 +.068 + . 1 2 2 +.040 +.070 +.133 + . 1 1 1
P -.183 -.084 -.081 -.280 -.356** -.408*** -.259** -.264*** -.291***
M + . 2 2 0 +.230 +.219 +.171 +.184 +.123 +.291*** +.330*** +.300***
*S ignificant a t the 5 percent level
♦♦Significant a t the 2 percent level
♦♦♦Significant a t the 1 percent level
Source: Primary
TABLE XXXVIII
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR GZTS PERSONALITY TRAIT SCORES
WITH FEMALE OCCUPATION-BOTH SEXES PICTURED ADVERTISEMENT SCORES
GZTS
Trait
Men Respondents Women Respondents Total Sample
PS CS TES PS CS TES PS CS TES
G +.031 - .066 -.053 -.093 -.108 -.091 -.008 -.050 -.030
R -.082 -.114 -.184 -.186 - . 2 0 1 -.197 -.144 -.161 -.192
A +.133 -.136 - . 1 0 2 +.295^ +.199 +.275 + .2 6 1 ^ +.089 +.140
S +.034 -.170 - . 1 2 1 +.060 +.107 + . 1 0 0 +.054 -.019 - . 0 0 2
E +.043 + . 2 2 0 +.095 -.040 -.123 -.042 +.032 +.089 +.071
0 - . 1 0 2 +.024 -.029 + . 0 2 1 -.078 -.085 -.066 -.059 -.090
F -.096 +.044 - . 0 0 0 +.088 -.019 +.014 -.040 -.028 -.042
T +.015 + . 0 2 1 +.135 +.236 + . 2 2 2 +.298* +.167 +.158 +.248^
P -.147 -.042 -.077 +.128 -.092 -.023 -.040 - . 1 1 1 - . 1 0 1
M +.198 +.243 +.296* +.432*** +.274 + .277 + .4 1 4 ^ +.392«# + .4 3 4 ^
♦S ignificant a t the 5 percent level
♦♦Significant a t the 2 percent level
♦♦♦Significant at the 1 percent level
Source: Primary
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